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Prior research has shown human observers extract perceptual summaries for sets of items after brief visual exposure, accurately judging the average size of geometric shapes (Ariely, 2001) or the walking direction of a crowd (Sweeny, Haroz, & Whitney, 2013). Beyond actuarial summaries, I hypothesized that observers extract social information about groups that may influence downstream judgments and behavior. In Study Set One, I showed that humans accurately perceive the sex ratio of a group after only 500 millisecond visual exposure. I then tested whether these percepts bias judgments about the group’s social attitudes and affect the perceiver’s sense of belonging. As the ratio of men to women increased, perceivers judged the group to harbor more sexist norms, and judgments of belonging changed concomitantly, albeit in opposite directions for men and women. Using reverse correlation, I also demonstrated that majority-male groups elicit a mental representation perceived as angrier and less approachable than the average majority-female group member.
In Study Set Two, I examined whether the ensemble coding process replicates with real-world groups. Using stimuli derived from panels presenting at the 2015 Society for Personality and Social Psychology Annual Meeting, I showed that perceivers rapidly extract actuarial and social summaries from 4-person groups. I next probed whether ensemble coding judgments extend to attributions about the group’s broader impacts, finding that male-dominated panels were rated as less likely to mentor underrepresented minorities and disseminate their work publicly. Thus, observers judge a group’s sex ratio from a mere glimpse, inferring from it social attitudes and interpersonal affordances.

In the final chapter, I described a novel open-source Python framework I created to test my hypotheses. Platform-independent, the Social Vision Toolkit facilitates experimental stimuli presentation and exists free of charge. Although researchers must write their own scripts, the Social Vision Toolkit includes several demo experiments and code annotation to aid new programmers. It can be downloaded from an open-access GitHub repository, allowing users to adapt the code and customize features to suit their needs. The Social Vision Toolkit enables greater methodological transparency and collaboration, as well as potentially broadens the scope of what is experimentally possible.
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Significance of Research

[T]o appreciate an Impressionist painting one has to step back a few yards, and enjoy the miracle of seeing those puzzling patches suddenly fall into one place and come to life before our eyes.

– Ernst Gombrich, *The Story of Art*

A 19th-century European art movement, Impressionism was demarcated by its distinct painting style; up close, the canvas appeared covered in tiny individual dots. As British art historian Gombrich (1950) notes, however, stepping back from the painting revealed a larger image. Whether intentional or not, this artistic style mimics a visual process now known and widely recognized as ensemble coding. An Impressionist admirer does not register each paint stroke in the bucolic picture before him; similarly, in ensemble coding, a perceiver may not register each individual object in the scene. Instead, the singular objects fade to form a broader impression transcending its parts.

Having had a variety of names across multiple literatures (Alvarez, 2011; Alvarez & Oliva, 2008), *ensemble coding* refers to the visual process of extracting and encoding summary statistics about a set of objects. It often occurs at the expense of local details about the constituent objects (Alvarez, 2011; Alvarez & Oliva, 2008). Prior research has demonstrated how humans can, upon short exposure to a set, give an accurate indication of mean descriptive details (e.g., average size; Chong & Treisman, 2003, 2005a, 2005b). Some evidence exists pointing to ensemble coding as higher-order processing, demonstrating perceivers can holistically encode a set of human faces as well as geometric shapes (Haberman & Whitney, 2007, 2010). To date, most empirical work has probed ensemble coding’s boundaries and the descriptive mechanisms underlying it. We know ensemble coding occurs when observing a
group of people (de Fockert & Marchant, 2008; Haberman & Whitney, 2007, 2009a; Sweeny et al., 2013). However, we do not yet know how these instantaneous judgments affect our decisions to interact with or enter that group.

The goal of this dissertation was to probe the ways in which ensemble coding may inform perceivers’ downstream social judgments. Through two series of studies and a methods piece establishing a novel stimuli presentation program, I aimed to understand how statistical summaries of sets of objects contribute to instantaneous feelings of fit and belonging. Past research in cognitive and vision science led me to predict that changes in the sex ratio of a group would be rapidly and accurately processed by perceivers. Additionally, I expected this perceptual change to result in differences in trait judgments about the group and its constituent members. This research has important behavioral implications for minority group members, including women in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). It suggests behavioral intentions to engage with a stereotyped domain may arise earlier than previously believed. I sought to test whether social judgments and feelings of fit can be evoked from a half-second glimpse of a group.

**History of Ensemble Coding**

**Early Research on Scene “Gist” Extraction**

As early as the 1970s, vision scientists wondered whether scene perception occurred piece-wise, feature-by-feature, or in an overall Gestalt manner. Biederman, Glass, and Stacy (1973) showed 36 participants 112 black and white slides of everyday locations like streets, kitchens, and store counters. The researchers divided every picture into six equally-sized segments. Each participant saw half the pictures in the “coherent” condition and half the pictures in the “jumbled” condition. In the coherent condition, participants saw each picture as it had
been taken. In the jumbled condition, participants saw four of the six picture segments shuffled out of order. Biederman et al. used a two-alternative forced choice task (2AFC), requiring participants to indicate with a button press whether or not they had seen a given object in the prior scene. For a third of all trials, the target object was in the scene (e.g., a teacup on the kitchen counter). For another third of all trials, the target object was not in the scene but would not have been out of place there (the “possible-no” condition; e.g., a teacup as the target object but absent from the kitchen scene). In the final third of trials, perceivers rendered judgments about “impossible-no” targets: objects that would not have made rational sense in the scene (e.g., a car in the kitchen).

Although testing specific object recognition, Biederman et al. (1973) were interested in how scene generalization impacted speed of recognition. They found that participants rendered impossible-no judgments faster than possible-no judgments. Biederman et al. concluded perceivers may have a schema for what a scene should look like. The authors hypothesized that this script allows perceivers to identify misplaced objects more quickly. In later studies, Biederman, Rabinowitz, Glass, and Stacy (1974) demonstrated perceivers could abstract an overall impression of a scene and whether objects belonged there in as little as 100 milliseconds (ms). Although testing response speed and not a summary statistic about the scene per se, Biederman and colleagues provided early insight into the possibility of holistic processing.

**The Global/Local Processing Framework**

Turning towards the how behind holistic scene processing, Navon (1977) theorized that perceivers see the overall scene crudely at first before decomposing it into fine grained constituent pieces. He hypothesized the existence of a “global-to-local” visual system, which he tested across two studies. In Experiment 1, Navon manipulated whether dots of light comprised
letters, a rectangle, or a random pattern. The visual stimuli flashed onscreen simultaneously or shortly after the auditory stimuli. Perceivers had to indicate whether the visual stimuli matched the auditory stimuli they heard. In Experiment 2, participants again saw the letters “H” and “S” as well as a rectangle and indicated whether the stimuli matched the letter they had heard. Each letter or rectangle was made up of composite smaller letters. Navon found participants responded to the visual stimuli on a global level, matching the ensemble letters with their respective constant sounds. Most participants were surprised to later learn that smaller, local letters had been present within the bigger shapes; they could only recall seeing the global features. Although Navon framed his research in terms of Gestalt processing and overall perception, his work constitutes some of the earliest research to consider how sets of objects may be processed holistically with little regard for their constituent parts.

Other researchers (Alvarez & Oliva, 2008; Kimchi, 1992) have since disagreed with the global versus local hierarchal distinction made by Navon (1977). In a review paper drawing from studies across vision science, Kimchi (1992) argued that a global and local features framework erroneously assumes that the two features are independent levels of visual processing. Navon conceived global and local processes as operating in near-identical perceptual units, with global features perceived first. Kimchi, however, cites evidence from her earlier studies (Kimchi, 1983, 1988, 1990; Kimchi & Merhav, 1991; Kimchi & Palmer, 1982, 1985) refuting the perceptual similarity between the two features. Her research suggests that local features may have different perceptual units entirely from global processing.

Interdependence in the Holistic Processing Model

Kimchi (1983, 1988, 1990, 1992) preferred to conceptualize the relationship between perceiving sets and constituent parts in spatial terms. She posited that wholistic processing [sic]
differs from global processing in that it encompasses the interdependence between constituent parts. While the relationship in global/local processing is top-down and hierarchical, in Kimchi’s framework the holistic extraction is neither inherently a priori nor does it “dominate” component feature processing. Kimchi notes the similarity between her conceptualization of holistic processing and configural or emergent processing (Garner, 1978; Pomerantz & Pristach, 1989; Rock, 1986; Treisman, 1986). Since the early 1980s, other researchers have drawn on this idea to examine comparable interdependent, spatial relationships between constituent and entire sets (e.g., Spatial Envelope properties; Oliva & Torralba, 2001). The holistic model of visual processing proposed by Kimchi (1992) pushed the field further towards ensemble coding, suggesting an interplay between local features and a set or scene of objects as a whole.

**Statistical Processing of Object Sets**

Alvarez and Oliva (2008) considered both the holistic and global/local features models. Ultimately, they favored referring to statistical summaries of sets as *ensemble visual features*. They argued that prior terms were used interchangeably with low spatial frequency; the term ensemble visual features, however, has no spatial-frequency band limit. Parallel terms have developed in other fields. Ariely (2001) researched perception of *sets* of similar items, drawing on statistics and descriptive summaries as inspiration for his hypotheses. He reasoned that the visual system can abstract a representation of the set’s mean and distributions instead of summing constituent objects. Chong and Treisman (2003, 2005a, 2005b) similarly referred to summary statistics when testing whether perceivers can judge mean shape size across sets of circles. Alvarez and Oliva (2008), however, criticized the conceptualization of descriptive set processing for not accounting for the relationship between constituent objects. They argued sets may be seen as discrete objects, not inherently grouped or interdependent. Ensemble coding, in
its current incarnation, maintains the statistical theory underlying summary sets, but needs further research to adequately address Alvarez and Oliva’s critique.

**Overlapping Conceptual Research**

In addition to converging research from statistical sets, ensemble coding draws on similar concepts as the property *numerosity* in vision science. Numerosity refers to “a nonverbal capacity for the apprehension of number, in humans” (p. 425, Burr & Ross, 2008). Burr and Ross (2008) were concerned with the number of constituent objects in a set. They reasoned that if numerosity was a primary visual property, it should show adaptation aftereffects. In line with their hypothesis, they found a bidirectional adaptation effect for numerosity; perceivers reported seeing fewer target objects in a set after a negative adaptation and more target objects after a positive adaptation. Burr and Ross concluded that like color or size, humans have a general sense of “numbernness.” Perceivers appear able to guess the approximate number of objects in a set, although environmental factors may influence their accuracy. In follow-up studies, Ross and Burr (2010) demonstrated numerosity’s independence from density and texture. Although narrower in its defining features (e.g., average number of objects) than ensemble coding, research on numerosity demonstrates a similar higher-order process through which perceivers may quickly abstract summary statistics about a set of objects.

**Defining Ensemble Coding**

Despite differing names, early research across several domains shows converging evidence for a visual process evaluating a group of constituent items as a singularity. For the purposes of this dissertation, I define ensemble coding as a top-down process while acknowledging the object interdependency central to holistic processing. Furthermore, my definition primarily considers how perceivers extract descriptive summary statistics about a set
of targets; it does not, however, exclude the possibility that perceivers may rely on numerosity judgments to determine the frequency of targets in a set. Additionally, I have proposed that downstream judgments and behavioral consequences can occur instantaneously as a result of ensemble coding. In line with findings from evolutionary and cognitive psychology, ensemble coding may exist as an essential mechanism by which humans form primary judgments about an environment and the people in it.

**Indirect Evidence of Ensemble Coding**

**Potential Biological and Evolutionary Advantages**

*Uses fewer biological resources.* It is widely accepted that, given finite neural resources, the visual system has evolved to be more efficient (Attneave, 1954; Geisler, 2008). To compensate for biological limitations like a limited number of retinal neurons, human retinas and other early parts of our visual pathway have adapted to code lots of information quickly (Geisler, 2008). Furthermore, human visual processing cannot attend to more than a handful of objects at once (Luck & Vogel, 1997; Simons & Levin, 1998). By encoding images more sparsely through holistic processing, the body can conserve metabolic energy (Brady & Alvarez, 2011; Geisler, 2008; Olhausen & Field, 1997). Prior research suggests that the human visual system has evolved to reduce biological demands and support quicker appraisal of information. Thus, an ensemble coding conceptualization of set processing makes neurological and cognitive sense.

*Provides a potential evolutionary advantage.* In addition to biological compensations, a visual processing system that acts quickly and prioritizes summary statistics in decision making may have given our ancestors an evolutionary advantage. Knowing instantaneously whether a water source or group of people were safe to approach could have made the difference between life and death (Johnson, Iida, & Tassinary, 2012). Research has demonstrated how ensemble
coding leads to more precise judgments of information than evaluating items in a set individually. In descriptive judgment tasks, responses based on the mean of a set of objects proved more accurate (e.g., closer in size, number, or degree) than evaluations based on a single item, even when that item equaled the actual mean of the set (Alvarez, 2011; Haberman & Whitney, 2007; Leib et al., 2014). Ensemble coding also creates more efficient working memory, increasing processing speed and precision (Brady & Alvarez, 2011). Ensemble coding may have allowed our evolutionary ancestors to make more accurate snap judgments and react to a new visual scene as it unfolded.

**Statistical advantage to ensemble coding.** Averaging across constituent items in a set also increases judgment accuracy. From a statistical perspective, each judgment rendered by a perceiver will inherently have some amount of individual error (Alvarez, 2011; Sweeny et al., 2013). If an individual makes a judgment about one object’s mean size, the judgment will consist of the object’s true size plus or minus an amount of error. A given individual may both overestimate certain objects’ size and underestimate other objects’ size; this random bidirectional error will cancel out and leave the resulting mean measurement closer to the true mean of the set (Alvarez, 2011; Im & Halberda, 2013; Sweeny et al., 2013). As the number of objects in a set increases and more subsequent errors cancel out, perceivers’ ensemble coding accuracy becomes more precise (Ariely, 2001; Leib et al., 2014; Sweeny et al., 2013; Sweeny & Whitney, 2014). Reproductive fitness depends on surviving long enough to pass on one’s genes; it makes sense then that humans more quickly and more accurately able to determine a scene’s safety would have had a greater chance of survival and thereby helped contribute to future generations’ ability to ensemble code.
Ensemble coding could allow for faster in-group recognition. Another example of where ensemble coding may have biological advantages derives from face identification. Traditionally, researchers have deemed searching for specific faces in a crowd a slow and difficult task (e.g., Brown, Huey, & Findlay, 1997; Kuehn & Jolicoeur, 1994; Nothdurft, 1993). Memorizing all the faces in one’s tribe or high school class, for example, may prove time consuming and require a lot of cognitive energy. Rather than rely on recall of specific faces, ensemble coding may have developed as a process through which perceivers could more easily recognize in-group members. Biederman et al. (1973) showed perceivers can scan a scene and quickly determine whether something does or does not belong. Extracting the mean face of a novel group, perceivers could compare it to the schematic gist of their in-group; if it matches, they may have deemed it safe to approach. In line with this rationale, Haberman and Whitney (2007) found perceivers recognize and rapidly discount a deviant face from the group mean. This process may have proved useful in enabling our ancestors to identify potentially hostile out-group members.

Models of Holistic Processing in Person Perception

Extracting summary information from a set of objects is not a novel concept in social cognition; research in person perception has consistently shown perceivers process faces holistically rather than by the sum of their parts (Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1998; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; McKone, 2004; Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Tanaka & Sengco, 1997). Holistic person perception, in both bodies and faces, seems analogous to ensemble coding: perceivers gather multiple cues simultaneously before representing the target face or body as a single unit.
**Perceivers process human faces configurally.** Tanaka and Farah (1993) defined holistic representation as the mean representation of an item set. They predicted that facial features like the eyes, nose, or mouth would be more readily recognized by perceivers in the context of the target’s whole face than when shown individually. Participants saw six two-dimensional pictures of faces in succession and blocked by condition; the facial features were either in their respective anatomical positions or had the eyes, nose, and mouth scrambled out of order. During the test phase, participants had to recall via a 2AFC which facial feature or whole face came from a named target. Perceivers responded correctly most often when seeing the facial feature in the context of the target’s whole, anatomically correct face; they were significantly worse at recalling name-face associations when the feature was presented devoid of a face. Based on their results, Tanaka and Farah argue that perceivers do not encode each facial element individually. Instead, the authors suggest perceivers abstract the face as a whole, sacrificing memorization of exact details in the process.

Farah, and colleagues (1998) provided further empirical support for holistic face processing. Across four studies, they tested how similar stimuli potentially interfere with facial encoding. Participants in each study saw a test face, followed by a partial or whole mask, and then a probe face. Perceivers had to indicate whether the probe face was the same or different as the test face. Farah et al. found that perceivers were more accurate at reporting similarities or differences in two faces when they saw only a partial face mask compared to a whole face mask. The whole mask appeared to interfere with encoding and recall of the prior test face. In contrast, partial facial features were seemingly encoded by a separate mechanism or in such a way that the gist of the first face remained intact.
Other researchers have since expanded on Farah et al.’s results; additional evidence now suggest that inverted or scrambled faces are processed piece-wise while upright, anatomically accurate faces are processed holistically (Maurer, Le Grand, & Mondloch, 2002; Moscovitch, Winocur, & Behrmann, 1997; Robbins & McKone, 2003; Tanaka & Sengco, 1997). These findings parallel early research on scene perception. Biederman et al. (1973), for example, showed that perceivers have a harder time recognizing the presence of a target object and take longer to summarize scrambled scenes than non-scrambled scenes. Perceivers seem to encode faces and scenes as informational sets, extracting a contextual “gist” about what should appear there. Set-based encoding may increase the difficulty of recognizing constituent features of the ensemble compared to when target stimuli are presented in an atypical or piece-wise fashion.

**Extending holistic processing to ensemble coding.** Given that our visual system has developed to encode faces holistically, it may be that it can encode *sets* of human faces holistically as well. While some researchers theoretically question this potential overlap (e.g., Haberman & Whitney, 2009a), further empirical work is needed to definitively establish or refute the relationship between individual and ensemble face processing. For now, it seems plausible that a process akin to configural or holistic facial processing could occur with groups of individuals.

**Ensemble Coding with Sets of Objects**

**Numerosity and subitizing sets**

At its most descriptive level, ensemble coding can enable perceivers to know the average number of items in a given set. As described previously, perceivers can accurately detect whether a set of geometric shapes has relatively more or fewer constituent objects than a previous set (Burr & Ross, 2008; Kaufman, Lord, Reese, & Volkmann, 1949; Mandler & Shebo, 1982; Ross
demonstrated that, rather than raw counting, perceivers may rely on the separate process of subitizing. The authors aimed to test the oft-contested distinction between counting (defined as “the error prone and slow process of serially counting more than five objects,” p. 435) and subitizing (“the ability to enumerate a small group of four or fewer objects fast and accurately,” p. 435). Piazza et al. turned to neural imaging via PET scanners to provide insight into the relationship between these two processes. Overall, their results suggest a common neural network in the extrastriate middle occipital and intraparietal brain regions. However, participants showed greater activation in the occipitoparietal network when counting dots on the screen than when subitizing. Little regional activation when abstracting the numerosity of a small set is consistent with an evolutionary explanation for ensemble coding; decreased neural activity when gathering a perceptual “gist” mirrors the finding by Brady and Alvarez (2011) that ensemble coding conserves cognitive energy.

Moving beyond an average set count, researchers have begun to examine the constraints and boundary conditions of numerosity. Halberda, Sires, and Feigenson (2006) wanted to know how many sets perceivers can enumerate simultaneously. The researchers conducted experiments varying the number of colored dots (from one to six) in an onscreen display. In the before-probe condition, the experimenters revealed in the instructions that participants would need to report how many dots of each color they had seen. In the after-probe condition, the color of the dots and the desired task was not brought up until after the display ended. Regardless of probe condition, participants accurately reported the mean number of overall dots. Halberda et al. examined the error between probe-before and probe-after conditions to determine the maximum number of sets a perceiver could encode in parallel; even after controlling for dot area and circumference, they
found that most perceivers could generate the numerosity of up to three colors at once. Their research aligns with ensemble coding findings showing perceivers are just as accurate at assessing average facial emotion when an ensemble group contains four members as when it contains twelve members (Haberman & Whitney, 2007). Although more items in a set to encode results in the cancellation of more random measurement error, numerosity and ensemble coding may see only logarithmic returns; accuracy in summary statistics appears to plateau after a certain number of ensemble group members has been achieved.

**Perceivers accurately recall average object size**

Researchers have shown perceivers can accurately extract the average object size for a set of geometric shapes. Hypothesizing perceivers can abstract mean object size from a set of circles without knowing a priori details about the individual set members, Ariely (2001) had two participants complete three experiments. Each experiment required participants attend to a set of 4, 8, 12 or 16 similarly colored circles for 500ms. After the stimuli presentation, participants then completed a yes/no task to indicate whether the target circle shown was in the prior set (Experiment 1) or a 2AFC task to indicate which of the two target circles was in the prior set (Experiment 2). Ariely found that participants gave more “yes” responses when the target circle was within the range of circles shown in the stimuli set. Participants could not discriminate better than chance, however, which of two target circles were in the prior set. Ariely’s findings suggest perceivers encode summary statistics about an overall set rather than cataloguing characteristics about individual targets. In the third experiment, Ariely had participants indicate whether the target circle was larger or smaller than the mean of the prior set’s component circles. Participants accurately indicated the relative size of the target circle compared to the prior stimuli set, with precision increasing as set size increased.
Ensemble coding of average object size appears impervious to numerous task fluctuations; it cannot be easily explained away by attentional changes or demand characteristics. Drawing methodological inspiration from Ariely (2001), Chong and Treisman (2003) had participants complete a 2AFC task. Perceivers saw a divided screen on which twenty-four circles appeared, with twelve on each side of the screen. In some trials, the separate sets were presented simultaneously while in other trials, they were presented sequentially. Participants had to indicate which side of the screen had the set with the larger mean circle or which side of the screen had a larger circle presented independently after the sets. Even after decreasing target exposure to as little as 50ms or waiting up to 2000ms before allowing participants to respond, Chong and Treisman found participants could still detect and accurately discriminate between the mean object size for two separate sets. Chong and Treisman (2005a) sought to test the borders of holistic processing in follow-up studies. They similarly found no difference in perceiver accuracy across the component number, density, color scheme, or presence of a distractor set in group-based ensemble coding. Regardless of sequential or simultaneous presentation of constituent targets, perceivers can accurately estimate the mean size of objects in an ensemble (Albrecht & Scholl, 2010; Chong & Treisman, 2005a; Joo, Shin, Chong, & Blake, 2009).

Ensemble objects need not remain statically still for perceivers to make accurate assessments about their size. Albrecht and Scholl (2010) conducted several studies to determine whether perceivers can encode dynamic, moving targets. In Experiment 1, they showed 10 perceivers a white disc which expanded and contracted randomly; on half of the 200 trials, it moved through 9 anchor point placements while in the other half of trials, its placement remained central on the screen. The stimulus disc was presented for 250ms, prior to a 1ms grey
back mask followed by the test disc. Participants had to increase or decrease the test disc’s size to align with the prior trial’s average stimulus disc size. Consistent with prior work, perceivers were accurate in their representation of disc size; whether the target moved as it changed size or remained stationary did not moderate this effect. Albrecht and Scholl also varied whether the disc expanded or contracted over time as well as the rate at which it changed shape through each anchor point. Again, changes in the disc’s expansion and movement speed did not alter participants’ ability to accurately report the average disc size. Their findings suggest participants encode summary statistics continuously, rather than anchoring average judgments on a few select time points.

**Perceivers Accurately Encode Average Objects’ Orientation within the Set**

Whether observing moving or stationary targets, the visual system can nevertheless encode the average position of set members within the ensemble. Parkes, Lund, Angelucci, Solomon, and Morgan (2001) showed participants a series of Gabor patches\(^1\) arranged in a 12-item circle. Depending on the trial, the researchers presented participants with 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, or 9 Gabor patches tilted either clockwise or counterclockwise from the horizon; the remaining spots in the circle were filled with distractor Gabor patches. In a 2AFC, participants indicated whether the whole ensemble tilted clockwise or counterclockwise. Regardless of the number of distractor items included, Parkes et al. found participants pooled their judgments to account for the orientation variance across the set. Furthermore, perceivers could not recall the exact position of the tilted Gabors. Consistent with ensemble coding theory, participants generated accurate, fast summary statistics about the set of items but lost specifics about each Gabor in the process.

---

\(^1\) Gabor patches are low-level stimuli, designed to specifically target V1 receptor cells (Haberman et al., 2015). They appear as a set of five striped black and white parallel lines, seemingly out of focus and fuzzy around the edges.
Alvarez and Oliva (2008) similarly explored how perceivers process and encode the positions of target images within an ensemble. They had 24 participants (8 per experiment) watch a series of target and distractor circles move around on a screen. Experiment instructions identified the target circles before each trial, attempting to direct perceivers’ visual attention. Ostensibly, each experiment required participants to note how many times a subset of the circles crossed two red lines. In reality, however, Alvarez and Oliva were interested in perceivers’ ability to judge details about the sets of objects. They also asked participants to indicate via mouse click the location of the target or distractor set’s centroid, which they defined as “the center of mass of a collection of objects” (p. 392). Across all experiments, Alvarez and Oliva found perceivers identified a set’s centroid location better than chance; this effect held regardless of whether participants made judgments about the target or distractor circles. In contrast, participants made fewer location errors when having to identify a single target circle compared to a distractor circle. The authors concluded that perceivers, although unable to give precise local details, nevertheless maintain rough summary statistics about objects and sets outside their primary attentional focus.

Ensemble coding appears to occur across multiple perceptual domains. It enables perceivers to accurately extract average size, speed, position, and orientation from a set of inanimate objects. While early theorists argued summary statistics could be derived from sampling one or two items in a set (e.g., Myczek & Simons, 2008), consistent convergent research suggests ensemble coding occurs as a higher-order visual process. Missing from this review thus far, however, is a consideration of how ensemble coding interacts with sets of people; how, if at all, does group-based visual processing to influence our social attitudes and affordances?
Ensemble Coding with Human Sets

Perceivers Encode Sets of Individuals by Average Facial Features

Transitioning from ensemble coding research with sets of objects to groups of people introduces more potential variance. Alvarez and Oliva (2008), for example, could control extraneous variables by limiting the size or direction of circles. In contrast, researchers examining human groups cannot viably recruit constituent set members with exactly the same nose or eye shapes. Each constituent target varies naturally along multiple facial dimensions. Thus, the first question considered by ensemble group researchers was how perceivers make sense of constituent group members varying in facial features: can they extract a mean facial representation in a similar fashion to how perceivers extract mean object size from an ensemble?

To answer this question, de Fockert and Wolfenstein (2009) recruited 18 participants who saw 60 sets of 4 faces presented simultaneously onscreen for 2000ms. Participants then saw a morphed face of the four individual faces shown, a morphed face of four individuals not shown, a member of the set shown morphed with itself, or another face not previously shown morphed with itself. Participants were asked to indicate whether the face had appeared in the set. De Fockert and Wolfenstein found that participants were significantly more likely to say that the morphed image of the four-person set was present than when an actual member of the set was presented; they conclude that perceivers automatically and quickly encode a group of faces using summary statistics, consistent with ensemble coding research on object sets.

Expanding on prior work, Kramer, Ritchie, and Burton (2015) questioned how perceivers encode ensemble images of the same target (rather than different targets). They collected seven target images of 10 American and 10 Australian celebrities from a Google search. Four randomly selected pictures of the same celebrity comprised a given ensemble group. During each trial,
participants saw the ensemble group briefly onscreen before indicating via a 2AFC whether the test stimulus had been present. The test stimulus was always one of the following: a single target image from the ensemble; a single target image not in the ensemble; the average morphed face from the ensemble; or an average of three target images not shown. Experiment 1 presented the four target images for each celebrity simultaneously while Experiment 2 presented them sequentially. In both experiments, the authors found participants selected “present” significantly more often for the matching ensemble average than the non-matching average of the three remainder images. Their results suggest ensemble coding operates with a level of specificity; perceivers formed a statistical summary of each celebrity based on the specific trial images they saw. Ensemble coding appears to generate a mental representation of the average of the targets within a given set, rather than create a broader conception of the person overall.

**Perceivers Accurately Summarize Mean Ensemble Group Emotion**

Beyond average descriptive characteristics, Haberman and Whitney (2007) wondered whether perceivers could extract relevant social cues from an ensemble as well. They recruited three participants to complete a series of experiments designed to test limitations of group-based facial processing. Across studies, Haberman and Whitney showed participants four faces morphed from happy to sad or male to female. Each ensemble set appeared onscreen for 2000ms. In the first experiment, participants then indicated whether the test face was happier or sadder than the preceding set of ensemble faces. Haberman and Whitney found perceivers formed accurate, better than chance mental representations of the average emotion in each set. In Experiment 2, Haberman and Whitney tested whether attention to individual constituent group members drove this effect. Participants again completed a 2AFC task, choosing the test face they believed came from the prior set. Participants did not perform better than chance, however, and
were unable to determine which of the two faces they had seen previously. Increasing set size to 16 members in Experiment 3, Haberman and Whitney replicated their earlier findings. Perceivers could tell the group’s relative emotionality but remained unable to indicate the emotion of a single target individual.

Building on their prior research, Haberman and Whitney (2009b) designed six experiments to test whether ensemble coding of human sets requires high-level visual processing. In Experiment 1, they demonstrated that observers could accurately identify the mean emotion of a given set better than chance; varying set size from 4 to 16 people did not affect participants’ ability to detect the average emotion. Similarly, in Experiment 2, the authors showed that observer accuracy in mean emotion did not change as a result of length of exposure to the set. Even at 50ms, most observers were still more accurate than chance at identifying the mean emotion of 4- or 16-person sets. Haberman and Whitney next refuted alternative hypotheses by probing whether observers encoded set members individually. They found that participants were similar or worse than chance at encoding an individual target’s location within the stimulus array. As the number of individuals in a set increased, participants became less accurate at recalling where in the set a specific face had been presented or even if it had appeared at all. Lastly, Haberman and Whitney showed that observers have a harder time processing the mean emotion of a set when the individual faces are scrambled than when they appear unaltered. Their results suggest that ensemble coding relies on configural facial processing. Haberman & Whitney argued that ensemble coding, seemingly impervious to increases in set size, must therefore act via higher-order processing.

**Perceivers Accurately Summarize Ensemble Facial and Body Directional Cues**
Average group emotion is not the only visual cue perceivers can extract using ensemble coding. Sweeney and Whitney (2014) contended that humans may show sensitivity to mean eye gaze; they reasoned that social interactions and joint attention requires the ability to perceive where others are looking. Sweeney and Whitney hypothesized that perceivers rely on ensemble coding to determine the average gaze direction of a crowd. Eight participants saw 1, 2, 3, or 4 computer-generated faces staring into space. There were 4 possible eye gaze directions and 4 possible head rotations, which combined to form 16 different stimuli. Each trial randomly selected four of the 16 images and then, depending on condition, showed participants all or only some of the faces in the set. The authors found that as the subset increased in size, the average gaze direction more closely approximated the ensemble’s actual mean gaze (determined from the full set of four targets). Sweeney and Whitney reported a less strong effect when the stimuli faces were inverted, providing convergent evidence that group facial processing occurs holistically. In Experiment 2, Sweeney and Whitney replicated their findings from Experiment 1 and demonstrated that ensemble coding occurs in as short a duration as 200ms. The authors noted that their findings may have important downstream behavioral implications; however, they did not test these directly.

In addition to eye gaze, perceivers may also deduce other summary statistics about an ensemble group’s intention or direction of movement. Attempting to measure perceiver attention to a single target flanked by distractors, Thornton and Vuong (2004) inadvertently showed the supremacy of ensemble coding. They asked participants across three experiments to indicate whether a central target was walking leftwards or rightwards. Eleven dots placed at approximate joint locations comprised the point-light drawings of each target’s body. Depending on trial condition, perceivers saw the target figure walking alone onscreen, flanked by figures walking in
the same direction, or flanked by figures walking in the opposite direction. Participants were significantly slower at indicating target walking direction when it appeared flanked by other figures than when it appeared alone. Thornton and Vuong consequently concluded that task-irrelevant dynamic figures nonetheless interfere with perceptions of a single target. They further cautioned that flanking figures may influence perceivers’ behavior and judgments. Their work reinforces the idea that perceivers extract summary statistics from a group of people and lose or are slower at retrieving individual-level information.

Focusing on perception of overall crowd movement rather than the direction of a single target, Sweeney, Haroz, and Whitney (2013) also probed how perceivers estimate a crowd’s average walking direction. In Experiment 1a and 1b, Sweeney et al. found that response variability decreased significantly as the number of ensemble group members increased. If perceivers were using only a single target to determine crowd direction, the authors reasoned the variability in predictions should have remain constant across crowd size. Separate blocks asking perceivers to judge crowd direction from scrambled and inverted point-light displays added further evidence that ensemble coding occurs independently of lower-level processes. In Experiment 2, Sweeney et. al manipulated the variability in individual target’s walking orientation; nevertheless, perceivers still saw the crowd as moving in a homogenous direction. Participants’ response error actually decreased when the 12 targets moved in highly variable directions than when the 12 targets all moved in the same, actual mean direction. Sweeney et al. improved upon point-light display methodology employed by Thorton and Vuong (2004) to directly test whether perceivers can ensemble code targets’ average movement.

** Ensemble Coding in Human Sets Occurs Across Time **
Yamanashi Leib and colleagues (2014) considered ensemble coding’s temporal and spatial limitations; they questioned whether accuracy in encoding an average face could occur when targets were presented sequentially and from different angles. Noting that prior research had only tested two-dimensional face perception, the authors manipulated whether target faces were looking straight ahead, leftwards, rightwards, or in side profile. Participants saw between 4 and 18 faces per trial; each face appeared alone on screen for 50ms. They took as much time as necessary to rotate a front-looking face to match the “average” facial orientation of the prior images. Across studies, Yamanashi Leib et al. found a significant main effect of set size; as the number of targets in a set increased, perceivers were significantly more accurate and precise in identifying the “average” facial orientation. Further tests revealed perceivers were significantly more accurate at judging the “average” face than identifying a single face. Yamanashi Leib and colleagues attributed this increase in accuracy to the cancellation of noise from cross-set averaging. Their relatively short stimuli exposure and variance in facial position for individuals within a set led the authors to classify ensemble coding as a higher-order visual process. Presenting targets individually and from different angles does not appear to impede perceivers’ ability to extract summary statistics about a group of people.

The Effect of Individual-level Target Attributes on Ensemble Coding

Wondering about subitizing within ensemble coding, Nagy, Zimmer, Greenle, and Kovács (2012) examined how perceivers respond to subgroup differences within a set. In their first four studies, Nagy et al. showed participants 8-person ensembles varying in sex ratio. In Experiment 1, the authors manipulated whether participants had to categorize a specific target face (focal condition) or the mean of all the faces in the set (global condition) as male or female. Participants performed at chance in the focal condition, not differing in their classification of the
specified face based on the ensemble sex ratio. In the global condition, however, the proportion of times a participant responded “male” changed as a function of the ensemble’s sex ratio. A follow-up study revealed that perceivers respond to the statistical gender averages of composite faces rather than the raw number of men or women in the ensemble. Nagy et al. also found evidence for ensemble coding’s vulnerability to group-wide after-effects. In Experiment 3, after viewing a male or female-dominated ensemble, perceivers saw a target face as less or more masculine respectively. Experiment 4 illustrated how exaggerating the polarity of the group’s gender composition (e.g., to be 50% male and 50% female) alleviated this effect. The authors’ final fMRI study provided initial evidence that the bilateral fusiform face area may underlie ensemble-wide facial adaptations. This area is also predominant in the processing of single target faces and bolsters the argument that ensemble coding operates on the same mechanism as face-based processing. Among the first to consider individual-level characteristics of target group members, Nagy et al.’s research offers convergent neurological and perceptual evidence for ensemble coding.

**Individual-level Perceiver Attributes Affect Ensemble Coding**

Social cognitive scientists widely recognize that individuals’ own biases and stereotypes can affect their perceptions of target stimuli (e.g., Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002; Johnson, Freeman, & Pauker, 2011; Kunda & Thagard, 1996). Ensemble coding research has only begun considering how perceiver attributes impact statistical summaries of a group. Thornton, Srismith, Oxner, and Hayward (2014) attempted to translate other-race effects often present in individual perception to ensemble coding. Thornton et al. showed 40 participants a 16-person ensemble whose array order changed repeatedly during its 4000ms presentation. Using a quasi-experimental design to compare White and Asian participants, the researchers varied the ratio of
Asian to White target faces in the ensemble group. After each trial, participants had to indicate via a 2AFC whether there were more Asian or more White targets in the group. Thornton et al. found Asian perceivers significantly underestimated the proportion of Asian targets in the group compared to White perceivers. Perceivers’ own race appears to shape ensemble coding accuracy, with more research necessary to determine the cause of this discrepancy.

Bai, Leib, Puri, Whitney and Peng (2015) found a similar bias in summary statistic estimation based on perceivers’ gender. They wondered whether gender differences inherent in individual perception would extend to group-level processing. The methodology used by Bai et al. closely mirrored prior ensemble coding studies. Participants saw counterbalanced blocks of White faces varying in number, gender, and orientation. Their findings replicated prior work by Haberman and Whitney (2009b); participants were more accurate at identifying the mean face from a set when the target faces appeared upright than when they appeared inverted. Across their four studies, Bai et al. (2015) also found a robust effect of perceiver sex. Female perceivers made fewer mistakes than male perceivers overall. A step towards better understanding perceiver-level variables, research by Bai et al. calls attention to the need to measure and report gender differences in ensemble coding.

**Proposing an Integrated Theoretical Model**

To date, prior research on ensemble coding has not been gathered into a cohesive, single theory and empirically validated. Phillips, Weisbuch, and Ambady (2014) offered a conceptual model for how ensemble coding could operate. They couched their three-part model in literature from organizational behavior, vision science, and social psychology. Their first step, Selection, posits that the perceiver to automatically identifies a group of targets. In the second step of their model, the authors noted that Extraction occurs. They drew on many of the ensemble coding
studies from vision science to explain how summary statistics result in spontaneous extractions of the group’s central tendency and dispersion. Perceivers make judgments about the group based on these summary statistics in the final step of their model, Application. Phillips et al. did not claim that the last stage of their model happens instantaneously. Instead, they suggested it interacts with prior semantic knowledge to influence and weight perceivers’ judgments. The authors concluded that their model serves an important role in explaining how organizational culture, norms, leadership, and team task assignment/performance may emerge. Despite not testing their theory empirically, Phillips et al. (2014) raised a call for future research to consider how summary statistics contribute to downstream behavioral consequences.

Adapting Prior Methodology

I have integrated methodology from ensemble coding studies conducted in psychophysics and vision science with norms from the field of social psychology to meet the final objective of my dissertation. Vision science research deviates from social psychology methodology in several key ways. First, most experiments rely on relatively small sample sizes (e.g., Chong & Treisman, 2003; de Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Kramer et al., 2015; Navon, 1977; Sweeny & Whitney, 2014; Williams & Sekuler, 1984) with many hundreds or thousands of trials per participant (e.g., Thornton et al., 2014). Over the last few years, however, social psychology has grown increasingly concerned with low sample size. Editorials in leading journals have called for larger sample sizes, citing small experiments as more prone to Type I errors and less likely to be replicated (Button et al., 2013; Munafò et al., 2017). This difference in field norms may arise in part from psychophysics primary reliance on within-subject repetition to drive power. In contrast, many social psychology studies have mixed or between-subject designs. I have
attempted to find a solution catering to both fields by recruiting more participants than power analyses would suggest necessary while decreasing the average number of trials per study.

In addition to small sample sizes, many psychophysics experiments do not recruit naïve or hypothesis-blind participants. Williams and Sekuler (1984), for example, recruited 4 participants for their study, one of whom was an author on the paper. Knowing the hypotheses of a study can lead to unintentional response bias (Pfungst, 1911); current best practices in social psychology suggest recruiting naïve participants when possible and keeping the experimenters themselves blind to hypotheses. For similar reasons, researchers should also avoid using the same participants across studies. To maximize generalizability and increase confidence in the validity of my findings, participants in each study presented in this dissertation were ineligible to participate in future studies.

Finally, psychophysics researchers test their hypotheses by using analyses that capitalize on distributional variance (e.g., repeated-measures analysis of variance, see de Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Kramer et al., 2015; or, Thornton et al., 2014). This statistical analysis may be problematic for two reasons. First, analyses of variance (ANOVAs) cannot account for nested data structures; they look for differences in mean values across conditions (Judd, Westfall, & Kenny, 2012). Often, ensemble coding experiments have more than two trials or time points per condition. To conduct an ANOVA thus requires experimenters average across all stimuli or across all participants (Judd et al., 2012); unlike mulit-level or mixed modeling, ANOVAs cannot account for random, systematic variance in both perceivers and stimuli.

Additionally, the statistics behind ANOVAs assumes independence of errors. Because the same person sees different trials across time, their responses are not truly independent; they will be correlated and share some variance brought to each observation by the perceiver herself (J.
Multi-level modeling allows researchers to partition out this shared error variance. Failure to do so may unintentionally inflate the seeming effect of condition; using a repeated-measures ANOVA approach inflates the Type I error rate and may lead researchers to erroneously conclude a random artifact constitutes a significant effect (Judd et al., 2012). Implementing multi-level modeling does involve a methodological tradeoff, however. Mixed models handle missing data better than ANOVAs (Judd et al., 2012). However, the need to estimate more parameters in a mixed model decreases statistical power (Westfall, Kenny, & Judd, 2014) and thus presents another reason to recruit larger samples than typically used in psychophysics. In my dissertation studies, I have sought to bring statistical and methodological norms from social psychology to bear on concepts previously studied in the domains of vision science and psychophysics.

**Research Overview**

I have developed a novel open-source Python framework and conducted two sets of studies to examine how the ensemble coding of a group’s sex ratio influences perceivers’ downstream judgments and behavioral intentions. The first set of studies sought to replicate prior research showing perceivers can accurately report descriptive summary statistics about a group of people. It then built on this work by testing whether perceivers can extract subjective summary statistics like feelings of fit and belonging from a mere glimpse of the group. Study Set Two probed the external validity of the proposed ensemble coding process by having perceivers view and respond to real-world groups. I also examined how a group’s sex ratio contributes to its perceived intellectual merit and ability to create broader impacts. Lastly, the methods paper describes the novel methodology I used to conduct my dissertation studies. It establishes the Social Vision Toolkit as a free resource implementable by other social scientists and walks the
reader through how to code their own experiment script. Together, the two study sets and the methods paper aimed to forward the investigation of ensemble coding, applying social psychological methods to better understand how actuarial summaries of groups may drive human behavior.
Groups at a glance: Perceivers infer social belonging in a group based on perceptual summaries of sex ratio
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Abstract

Human observers extract perceptual summaries for sets of items after brief visual exposure, accurately judging the average size of geometric shapes (Ariely, 2001), walking direction of a crowd (Sweeny, Haroz, & Whitney, 2013), and the eye gaze of groups of faces (Sweeny & Whitney, 2014). In addition to such actuarial summaries, we hypothesize that observers also extract social information about groups that may influence downstream judgments and behavior. In four studies, we first show that humans quickly and accurately perceive the sex ratio of a group after only 500 ms of visual exposure. We then test whether these percepts bias judgments about the group’s social attitudes and affect the perceiver’s sense of belonging. As the ratio of men to women increased, both male and female perceivers judged the group to harbor more sexist norms, and judgments of belonging changed concomitantly, albeit in opposite directions for men and women. Thus, observers judge a group’s sex ratio from a mere glimpse and use it to infer social attitudes and interpersonal affordances. We discuss the implication of these findings for a heretofore overlooked hurdle facing women in male-dominated fields (e.g., science, technology, engineering, or mathematics; STEM): how the ratio of men to women provides an early visible cue that signals an individual’s potential fit.
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Groups at a Glance: Perceivers Infer Social Belonging in a Group based on Perceptual Summaries of Sex Ratio

I think the worst time was when I was all alone, after Sandra left. The public perception saw eight-men and then there was this little woman, hardly to be seen.

But now, because I’m so senior, I sit towards the middle. I have Justice Kagan on my left, Justice Sotomayor on my right… So the public will see that women are all over the bench. They are very much part of the colloquy.

—United States Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 2015

Reflecting on her appointment to the United States Supreme Court in an interview at Georgetown University, Justice Ginsburg discussed the balance of men and women on the bench. At the time of her appointment, Justice Ginsburg was the second woman ever confirmed to the Supreme Court and has, at various points, served as the sole female voice. With the presence of women on the Supreme Court growing to three under President Obama’s administration, Justice Ginsburg’s comments gestured toward a profound perspective underlying the pursuit of equality: that the ratio of men to women on the Supreme Court was not only salient to the public, but that it also carried important social implications for society’s perceived fit of women as arbiters of law.

Justice Ginsburg’s reflections may characterize percepts that extend well beyond the judiciary. In a similar way, the ratio of men to women has yet to reach parity in other traditionally masculine fields. In science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM), for example, women comprise only 24% of the American workforce (Beede et al., 2011), a statistic that indicates that observers of and participants in those fields are likely to encounter 3 times as many men as women. Here we test how one’s first glimpse of a group’s sex ratio shapes
perceivers’ mental representations of a group and their feelings of fit therein. We bring to bear existing research and methods from the vision and cognitive sciences to probe how the spontaneous perception of a group’s sex ratio impacts perceivers’ judgments of the group’s social attitudes and interpersonal affordances (i.e., judgments about whether a group offers the individual opportunities for belonging). We contend that these group percepts and the inferences that they evoke have broad implications for individuals in a range of fields, including the courtroom, and extending to tech start-ups and beyond.

The notion that merely perceiving a group might influence judgments of social attitudes and interpersonal affordances first requires that observers can (and do) achieve some degree of accuracy from minimal visual information, more generally. Indeed, people readily and rapidly form impressions about others, often achieving a remarkable level of accuracy (Hugenberg & Wilson, 2013; Macrae & Quadflieg, 2010). From merely glimpsing a face, people can judge a person’s demographic identities (sex, age, race) and social traits (trustworthiness, dominance). These early percepts compel perceivers to approach or avoid others based upon appearance alone (Johnson, Iida, & Tassinary, 2012). Thus, the causes and consequences of social perception involving isolated faces are well understood. In daily life, however, people are often encountered in groups. Here we test both the accuracy and interpersonal implications of visually perceiving a group of unknown others. As has been observed in research probing the perception of individuals, we hypothesized that perceivers deduce similar characteristics of a group of people. Specifically, we predicted (and found) that observers’ actuarial summaries about a group occur quickly and accurately, and that these summaries have important implications for subsequent social inferences involving a group’s social attitudes and the interpersonal affordances the group provides.
Interpersonal Affordances: The Centrality of Belonging

Feelings of belonging are fundamental to the human experience (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Indeed, belonging is so important that individuals will engage in goal-directed activity to satisfy the need to belong, and if their need goes unfulfilled, people actively seek out new groups or different relationships (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Furthermore, persistent lack of belonging portends negative mental and physical health outcomes. For instance, lack of belonging fosters feelings of loneliness, anxiety, and depression (Baumeister & Tice, 1990; Conte, Weiner, & Plutchik, 1982; Hagerty & Williams, 1999; Lofland, 1982), and social isolation has been linked to increased cortisol activity (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 1984), higher blood pressure (Cacioppo et al., 2002; Cacioppo & Hawkley, 2003; Hawkley & Cacioppo, 2003; Uchino, Cacioppo, & Kiecolt-Glaser, 1996), poorer immune functioning and healing ability (Cacioppo & Hawkley, 2003; Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 1984, 1987; Kiecolt-Glaser, Glaser, Cacioppo, & Malarkey, 1998), greater occurrence of psychosomatic health problems (DeLongis, Folkman, & Lazarus, 1988) and decreased sleep efficacy (Cacioppo et al., 2002; Cacioppo & Hawkley, 2003). Efforts to enhance social belonging appear to be effective, showing enhanced self-reported health and less frequent healthcare visits over a three year period (Walton & Cohen, 2011). Belonging interventions also enhance motivation (Walton, Cohen, Cwir, & Spencer, 2012) and academic achievement (Cohen, Garcia, Apfel, & Master, 2006; Shnabel, Purdie-Vaughns, Cook, Garcia, & Cohen, 2013; Walton & Cohen, 2011). Thus, felt belonging confers numerous emotional and physical benefits.

The determinants of an individual’s feelings of belonging or fit with a group are multifaceted. In some instances, the group’s own self-characterization provides potent outward facing signals. For instance, an explicit statement of a company’s philosophy in a job-fair
brochure formed the basis of African American job applicants’ trust in the company (Purdie-Vaughns, Steele, Davies, Ditlmann, & Crosby, 2008). More subtle cues to exclusion yield similar effects. In one study, observers responded to job postings and mock interviews that used either gender-exclusive (e.g., referring exclusively to “he” or “him”) or gender-inclusive (e.g., “he or she” or “his or hers”) language (Stout & Dasgupta, 2011). Among women, gender-exclusive language decreased felt belonging and motivation to pursue the position, but increased anticipated workplace sexism. The opposite was true among men; gender-exclusive language enhanced their motivation to pursue the position. Thus, both explicit and subtle language signaled distinct workplace environments to potential applicants, thereby affecting their likelihood to engage with the group. Moreover, once immersed within a group, individuals tend to distance themselves from traits that appear to be incongruent with the group’s identity (Pronin, Steele, & Ross, 2004). Specifically, Pronin et al. (2004) found that women who enrolled in a high percentage of male-dominated courses (e.g., mathematics) eschewed feminine characteristics (e.g., wearing make-up), in an effort to enhance their fit within their social environment.

While most research to date has tested perceivers’ response to social cues about the group, some evidence indicates that visual cues can change individuals’ identification with a group or within a certain context. Dubbed “ambient belonging,” this sense of social fit arises based solely on the presence of inanimate objects placed within the environment. In a computer classroom, simply replacing Star Trek posters with nature posters boosted women’s interest in pursuing computer science as a major (Cheryan, Plaut, Davies, & Steele, 2009). Similarly, the presence of more minority individuals in a job pamphlet led African American participants to report feeling more organizational trust and to anticipate being more comfortable in that work
space (Purdie-Vaughns et al., 2008). Thus, in addition to more subtle linguistic indicators, visible cues can also serve to either enhance or curtail feelings of belonging.

Collectively, therefore, feelings of belonging show widespread importance, and they are informed by multiple factors ranging from subtle linguistic cues to incidental visual cues. For an observer attempting to discern whether a group affords the possibility of belonging, the earliest available information might be obtained visually from merely a glimpse, a possibility to which we now turn.

**The Social Vision of Groups**

Observers’ visual perceptions of social spaces and the groups of people that inhabit them are likely to inform a range of subsequent judgments and behaviors. While some evidence indicates that perceivers attend to visual cues when making judgments about a social space, the process by which perceivers aggregate across groups of objects and/or people to draw inferences remains poorly understood. Speaking to this point, (Phillips et al., 2014) called for more empirical research into *people* perception to augment the sizable literature in *person* perception, arguing that people perception occurs much more frequently and has important implications for organizational behavior that rely on individuals’ assessments of a social space (e.g., organization acculturation and team leadership). The current research is among the first to empirically test these processes, by examining how *visual* percepts (cf. verbal descriptions; Hamilton et al., 2015) about a group inform downstream social judgments of the group’s likely social attitudes and interpersonal affordances.

**Visually extracting the “gist”.** Early evidence from vision science provides support for our hypothesis that inferences about groups may have roots in objects processed as a collective set. In one study designed to probe the mechanisms of scene perception, participants briefly
viewed pictures of everyday locations (e.g., streets, kitchens, and store counters) and indicated whether or not they had seen a given object (Biederman, Glass, & Stacy, 1973). Participants’ judgments were more efficient when an object was logically improbable for a given scene (e.g., a car in the kitchen) than when it was commonplace (e.g., a teacup in the kitchen). The researchers concluded that perceivers may rely on a schema or script for a scene’s appearance, allowing them to quickly rule out objects that do not appear to belong there. Subsequent research demonstrated that this process could occur in as little as 100 ms (Biederman, Rabinowitz, Glass, & Stacy, 1974) and that specific details about an object’s shape or identity are not necessary for accurate scene categorization (Oliva & Schyns, 2000; Oliva & Torralba, 2001; Torralba, 2003; Torralba & Oliva, 2003). Furthermore, perceivers are more accurate at summarizing spatial details when extracting the overall scene gist than when recalling the locale of individual objects within it (Alvarez & Oliva, 2008, 2010). Thus, prior research implies that perceivers can rapidly extract the gist of a scene, making holistic judgments that incorporate prior knowledge quickly and efficiently at some cost to local detail (for a more thorough review of prior research on scene gist extraction, see Oliva & Torralba, 2007).

Whether and how perceivers similarly extract the gist of a group of objects/people has become a focus of more recent research. Given the vast amount of visual information available to perceivers on a moment to moment bases, perceptual mechanisms evolved to ease the processing burden (Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961; Geisler, 2008). In one such manifestation, the visual system tends to aggregate when it encounters group of similar objects to yield a perceptual summary, or ensemble representation (Alvarez, 2011). This process, ensemble coding, facilitates quick and accurate summary percepts for object groups. This process appears to be extensive, informing a range of aggregate judgments for a group of objects, including their size (Ariely,
the ratio of specific shapes (Burr & Ross, 2008; Ross & Burr, 2010), and their physical orientation (Parkes et al., 2001). Importantly, similar ensemble representations occur for social percepts. From brief exposures, perceivers accurately summarize a group’s average facial emotion (Haberman & Whitney, 2007, 2009a, 2009b), eye gaze direction (Sweeny & Whitney, 2014), gender (Haberman & Whitney, 2007), race (Thornton et al., 2014), and walking direction (Sweeny, Haroz, & Whitney, 2013).

Ensemble coding appears to guide visual representations for both descriptive features of inanimate objects and overarching group characteristics. Still, the interpersonal consequences of these descriptive summaries remain untested. In the same way that ensemble coding eases one’s perceptual burden by producing actuarial summaries (Olshausen, 2003), it might also ease one’s social burden by providing a heuristic for estimating a group’s social affordances. In particular, we hypothesized that ensemble coding may provide a means of judging whether a group affords personal belonging—a fundamental social need (Baumeister & Leary, 1995).

Thus, research has extended the concept of ensemble coding from summaries of simple visual objects to summaries of complex person characteristics, although the interpersonal consequences of these summaries remain unexplored. Theoretically, perceivers might perceptually group targets to increase the efficiency of decision-making (Olshausen, 2003). Summary representations of a group may therefore guide broader social judgments about a group in a heuristic fashion, enabling perceivers to estimate the behaviors, attitudes, and beliefs of individual group members given little more than the composition of the group itself. We hypothesized that this heuristic inference process may be especially important in the domain of personal belonging. Deciding in advance whether or not one belongs in a group presents a difficult challenge. Ensemble perception may provide an efficient solution to the challenge:
Upon seeing a group, perceivers may extract a summary representation of the “average” group member and use that representation to guide assumptions about the group overall.

The Present Studies

We tested these possibilities by integrating established methods from social, cognitive, and vision sciences. In Studies 1a and 1b, we first examined whether groups differing in the ratio of men to women were accurately perceived and then tested whether they elicited different perceptions of belonging from men and women. We predicted that perceivers would: a) accurately perceive the group’s sex ratio following brief presentation; b) draw inferences about a group’s attitudes based on sex ratio (i.e., the endorsement of sexist norms); and, c) utilize this information to gauge their own feelings of belonging within the group. Study 2 replicated the observed effects using a design that affords inferences about the temporal process. Study 3 used a different methodology to extend our observations by testing perceivers’ mental representations of the average group member as a function of a group’s sex ratio.

Study 1a

Methods

Design. Study 1a aimed to test how observers extract actuarial summary statistics and draw social inferences from brief exposure to social ensembles. A key goal in our approach was to test how the ratio of men to women in an ensemble affected judgments of social attitudes (i.e., harboring sexist attitudes) and interpersonal affordances (i.e., a sense of personal belonging). Study 1a employed a 2 (Perceiver Sex: male v. female) x 5 (Actual Sex Ratio: 0/8 men, 2/8 men, 4/8 men, 6/8 men, 8/8 men) mixed-model, quasi-experimental design in which each participant provided multiple judgments for each stimulus. As such, data were nested within stimuli and
participant. Along with all subsequent studies described here, Study 1a received research ethics committee approval prior to the collection of data.

**Participants.** Ninety-one U.S.-based Internet users (57% women) completed an online study via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (mTurk). Sample size estimates and power analyses for nested data require knowing numerous parameters including, but not limited to: the number of level-one groups (e.g., how many trials seen per participant); the size of the effect; each random effect’s variance; covariance estimates for random effects; regression coefficients; and the design effect (Aguinis, Gottfredson, & Culpepper, 2013; Snijders, 2005; Westfall et al., 2014). Given the novelty of our theory and the adaptation of vision science techniques, we had no prior effect sizes and variance estimates on which to base an a priori power analysis. We therefore recruited what we judged to be a conservatively high number of participants, given other samples utilized in social vision research. Consistent with scientific norms in vision science, traditional work in ensemble coding used a psychophysics approach and relied on repeated measures experimental designs; furthermore, the within subject design and high trial numbers (often exceeding 10,000 trials) in these studies allows for sufficient power even with much smaller samples than we typically see in social psychological research (e.g., ranging from 2 to 55 observers at most; see Albrecht & Scholl, 2010; Alvarez & Oliva, 2010; Ariely, 2001; Bai, Leib, Puri, Whitney, & Peng, 2015; Haberman, Brady, & Alvarez, 2015; Haberman & Whitney, 2010). By such standards, we sought to recruit a large sample participants for a completely within-subjects design, given the cross-classified nature of our hypotheses. As a starting point for moving forward, we conducted post-hoc power analyses using the parameter estimates derived from our model. As shown in Table 1, post-hoc power analyses revealed we were fully powered to find
our hypothesized result (achieved power for main effects and their interaction ranged from 0.872 to 1.0).²

**Stimuli.** Stimuli included twenty social ensembles depicting 8 White faces. Ensembles varied in the ratio of men:women: 0:8, 2:6, 4:4, 6:2, 8:0 (see Figure 1). Target faces were drawn randomly from the Chicago Face Database (Ma, Correll, & Wittenbrink, 2015) and arranged at random into a 2 by 4 array. This procedure was repeated four times for each condition, yielding 20 unique ensembles, presented randomly within each counterbalanced block. Each ensemble image was saved as 2386 pixel by 1791 pixel JPG image to ensure standardization across trials and participants.

**Procedure.** Participants learned that they would provide judgments about groups of people. Upon entering the survey hosted by Qualtrics, participants provided informed consent.

Participants provided judgments in four counterbalanced blocks. Within each block, ensembles were presented individually and in random order for 500 ms prior to a judgment prompt. Prior research in vision science has consistently relied on 500 ms display time to allow for the extraction of ensemble summaries while preventing the serial processing of individual targets (Bai et al., 2015; Haberman et al., 2015; Haberman & Whitney, 2009b; Sweeny & Whitney, 2014).

Two blocks probed participants’ perceptual acuity in ensemble coding. In one block, participants estimated the Perceived Sex Ratio in each ensemble using a visual scale that depicted schematic men and women that varied in the ratio of men:women from 0:10 to 10:0, ²

---

² We used a custom R script to run 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations for each hypothesized model, separately testing each predicted main effect and interaction. Additional follow-up post hoc analyses revealed that, given our effect sizes and experimental design, we would have had adequate power to find our predicted effects with only 8 participants (4 men and 4 women, power = 0.96). The R script for our post-hoc power analyses can be accessed via our GitHub repository at: https://github.com/UCLASoComLab/Publications
increasing by one for each scale item (see Figure 2, panel A). In another block, participants judged the gendered appearance of the average face in an ensemble. This Perceived Facial Masculinity scale depicted 21 computer-generated faces that varied anthropometrically in face appearance from highly feminine to highly masculine (see Figure 2, panel B).

Two additional blocks probed participants’ inferences about each ensemble’s social attitudes and affordances. In one block, participants provided judgments about the norms within the group, defined to participants as “a group’s spoken or understood rules about member behavior; they explain how members ought to act,” with an example of raising one’s hand in class. For each ensemble, participants rated the perceived importance of 8 norms related to sexist ideology, presented in random order, using a 7-point scale anchored by “Extremely Unimportant to the Group” and “Extremely Important to the Group” (see Appendix for complete scale). In a fourth block, participants indicated the extent to which they thought they would personally “fit in” and “belong” in each ensemble using 9-point scales anchored by “Not at All” and “Extremely Well” and “I Wouldn’t Belong at All” and “I Would Definitely Belong Here,” respectively. Because participants provided repeated responses within each of these trial blocks, we measured each scale’s internal reliability by proportioning participants’ response variance into its subcomponents and estimating how much variance was accounted for by the repeated measures design, the actual stimuli themselves, and the items within each scale (for more details on how to estimate these variances, see Cranford et al., 2006). Observed reliability of change ($R_C$) was 0.62 and 0.75 for judgments of norms and belonging, respectively. As such, we averaged each scale to yield two composite indices—Perceived Sexist Norms and Belonging.

Upon completion, participants provided basic demographic information and were debriefed.
**Statistical Analysis.** Because responses were nested within perceiver and target, we used cross-classified random coefficient models incorporating random intercepts and slopes in all analyses. Across all studies, perceiver sex moderated effects only where noted. In an effort to provide some context for the magnitude of our significant effects, we report both the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) for the null model, as well as the pseudo $R^2$ statistic for each significant effect. The ICC provides an indication of how much variance in the dependent variable occurs between participants (Hox, 2002; Kreft & de Leeuw, 1998; Lahuis, Hartman, Hakoyama, & Clark, 2014; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002); we would expect this to be generally small, as we hypothesize most of the differences in perceiver judgments will depend on changes in the participant’s response to a group (e.g., a different response to seeing 0 men in an ensemble versus seeing 8 men). The ICC helps us understand how much variance in a model is explained by between-subjects as compared to within-subject effects. To provide additional context, we also report the $R^2$ derived from multilevel variance partitioning ($R^2_{MVP}$). While some debate surrounds the best way to represent effect sizes in multi-level models given the complexity of the data (Aguinis et al., 2013; Lahuis et al., 2014; Peugh, 2010; Ugille, Moeyaert, Beretvas, Ferron, & Van den Noortgate, 2014), the $R^2_{MVP}$ has been shown to be the least biased and most efficient effect estimator in cross-level, random-slope models (Lahuis et al., 2014); it should be interpreted as the amount of overall variance in the dependent variable explained by the model and thus will only be reported once per model.

We used the “lme” function with residual maximum likelihood estimation (REML) in the open-source R packages “lme4” and “lmerTest” to model our four outcomes of interest, as all our criterion were continuous (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2015; Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2015). Perceiver Sex was dummy coded in all models, with 0 representing
participants who self-identified as male and 1 representing participants who self-identified as female. The Actual Sex Ratio variable was coded to reflect the number of men in each ensemble: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8. In each statistical model for Study 1a, we first tested the main effects of Actual Sex Ratio and Perceiver Sex before adding their interaction term in a stepwise fashion. Our reported results include the unstandardized regression coefficients for each effect as well as its corresponding significance tests. All data and statistical analyses scripts described in Study 1a as well as in subsequent studies are publicly available at: https://github.com/UCLASoComLab/Publications

Results and Discussion

Accuracy in encoding actuarial summaries. To test the perceptual acuity of ensemble representations, we regressed Perceived Sex Ratio and Perceived Facial Masculinity (separately) onto Perceiver Sex, the Actual Sex Ratio, and their interaction. The ICC for the null model predicting Perceived Sex Ratio and Perceived Facial Masculinity was 0.01 and 0.32 respectively; most of the observed variance in actuarial summaries occurs due to within participant differences. Testing our hypotheses, we found that as the ensemble’s ratio of men to women increased, Perceived Sex Ratio also increased, $B=1.03$, $SE=0.06$, $t=18.16$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.78$, and judgments of the average face became decidedly more masculine, $B=0.73$, $SE=0.11$, $t=6.71$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.37$ (see Figure 3, panels A and C). Thus, both of these measures show a high level of sensitivity to the sex ratio in an ensemble, indicating that observers extract such information readily and rapidly, on the basis of 500 ms of visual exposure.

Social Attitudes and Affordances. Next, we tested our novel prediction that perceivers infer social attitudes and affordances from ensemble representations by regressing Perceived Sexist Norms and Belonging (separately) onto Actual Sex Ratio, Perceiver Sex, and their
interaction. The ICC for the null models of Perceived Sexist Norms and Belonging were 0.39 and 0.32, respectively. As the ensemble’s ratio of men to women increased, groups were judged to harbor more sexist attitudes, \( B=0.15, SE=0.03, t=5.89, p<.001, R^2_{MVP}=0.32 \), and perceivers’ sense of belonging increased, \( B=0.25, SE=0.06, t=4.50, p<.001, R^2_{MVP}=0.39 \). The effect on Belonging varied by Perceiver Sex, however, interaction \( B=-0.71, SE=0.07, t=-10.65, p<.001 \) (see Figure 4, panels A and C). As the ensemble’s ratio of men to women increased, Belonging increased among men, but decreased among women, \( B_s=0.25 \) and -0.46, \( SE_s=0.05 \) and 0.06, \( t_s=4.68 \) and -8.10, \( ps<.001 \). Thus, observers formed accurate representations of a group’s sex ratio and drew inferences about its attitudes from brief exposures. Male-dominated groups were judged to be especially sexist, and perceptions of personal belonging increased as representation of one’s own sex increased.

**Study 1b**

Study 1b sought to replicate the discoveries from Study 1a employing a more rigorous design and using larger 12-person groups with variable ratios of men:women. In particular, we developed a fully randomized stimuli creation paradigm to remove (rather than control for) potential variance that could be explained by using the same target stimuli across participants. Furthermore, Study 1b tested whether ensemble coding can occur with more complex stimuli sets.

**Methods**

**Design.** Study 1b sought to replicate findings from Study 1a using novel methodology and employed a 2 (Perceiver Sex: male v. female) x 5 (Actual Sex Ratio: 0/12 men, 3/12 men, 6/12 men, 9/12 men, 12/12 men) quasi-experimental mixed-model design.
Participants. Seventy-six undergraduates from a large, public West Coast university participated in exchange for course credit. One participant who indicated their Sex to be “non-binary/genderqueer” was excluded from our analyses, leaving a final sample of 75 participants (75% women). As with Study 1a, a priori power analyses was not estimable given the theoretical novelty of our study design. Study 1b sought to improve upon Study 1a by fully randomizing each ensemble, removing the need for specifying cross-classification in the multi-level model. Since power analyses for multi-level models relies on the structure of nested data (Snijders, 2005; Westfall et al., 2014), we lacked reasonable prior estimates for effect sizes and variance estimates of data without cross-classification. For this reason, we again recruited what we judged to be a conservative sample size and calculated post-hoc power analyses via a customized R script. As shown in Table 1, our post hoc analyses revealed we were adequately powered to find our hypothesized effect, with achieved power for all main effects and interactions equal to or greater than 0.995.

Stimuli. In Study 1a, we manually created 20 social ensembles using a random number generator. In Study 1b, we created a custom Python script to automate the process. Individual faces were drawn randomly from the White targets within the Chicago Face Database (Ma et al., 2015) and placed into a 3 by 4 array to form 12-person social ensembles. As in Study 1a, the ratio of men:women varied: 0:12; 3:9; 6:6; 9:3; 12:0. The fully randomized stimulus generation in Study 1b occurred in real time; the custom Python script simultaneously generated and tracked the cumulative number of each Actual Sex Ratio condition each participant had seen. It drew separately from the population of men and women in the overall stimulus set to generate each unique ensemble (sampling without replacement within each trial, but with replacement between trials). Furthermore, the Python script ensured uniform presentation of individual target stimuli.
such that each target face within the overall ensemble was 1280 pixels wide by 960 pixels high. Within each block, participants judged 10 unique ensembles for each Actual Sex Ratio, presented randomly, resulting in 50 unique stimuli.

**Procedure.** Participants reported in-person to the lab, where they provided informed consent before beginning the study on one of three iMac desktop computers. The computers used in Study 1b and all subsequent in-lab studies reported here had a 27” 5k Retina display with a 5120-by-2880 pixel resolution. Participants learned that they would provide judgments about groups of people presented briefly on the computer screen. Each trial consisted of a centered fixation cross for 500 ms, a randomly generated ensemble for 500 ms, a blank screen for 500 ms, and finally, a judgment prompt. Before beginning judgment trials, participants completed three preview trials to familiarize themselves with the procedure. Preview trials depicted individual cartoon faces from a famous, recognizable 1970’s cartoon series rather than pictures of actual people and were intended to alert participants to the pace of presentation.

As in Study 1a, participants completed four blocks in counterbalanced order. In each block, participants judged a total of 50 ensembles (10 per sex ratio). Judgment items were identical to those in Study 1a, with one exception. For Perceived Sex Ratio, we updated the visual scale to depict 12 schematic men:women to reflect our increase in ensemble size. Once again, participants provided basic demographic information and were debriefed.

**Statistical Analysis.** We replicated our previous findings using the same analytic strategy described in Study 1a. We included an additional set of analyses in Study 1b to measure the error in perceived number of men, as the Perceived Sex Ratio measure reflected the actual number of individuals in each ensemble. We calculated the Error in Perceived Number of Men for each trial by subtracting the actual number of men in the ensemble from participant’s response to
Perceived Sex Ratio. This provided us with a measure of whether participants had over or underestimated the number of men in each ensemble. We also calculated the Absolute Error by taking the absolute value the difference between Perceived Sex Ratio and the actual number of men in each trial. We then separately regressed the Error in Perceived Sex Ratio and Absolute Error on to perceiver sex, ensemble sex ratio, and their interaction in a step-wise fashion. Given our full-randomization of target stimuli, we no longer needed to account for target cross-classification so the Study 1b models below specified only an observation’s nesting within participant.

Results and Discussion

**Accuracy in encoding actuarial summaries.** The ICC, calculated based on variance components of the null model with random intercepts for Perceived Sex Ratio, was 0.00. This indicates that all the variance in responses was within participant; that is to say, all participants responded nearly identically to the measure. For Perceived Facial Masculinity, the ICC equaled 0.34. Consistent with findings from Study 1a, as an ensemble’s ratio of men to women increased, Perceived Sex Ratio also increased, $B=0.48$, $SE=0.04$, $t=11.66$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.39$, and judgments of the average face became more masculine, $B=0.26$, $SE=0.07$, $t=3.54$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.06$ (see Figure 3, panels B and D).

The ICC for both Error in Perceived Number of Men and Absolute Error equaled 0.02, suggesting most variance in responses occurred between participants. Additionally, there was a significant main effect of ensemble sex ratio on Error in Perceived Number of Men, $B=-0.50$, $SE=0.02$, $t=-23.88$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.38$. Participants overperceived the number of men in the ensemble, although this error decreased as the actual number of men in the ensemble increased (see Figure 5, panel A). When the ensemble was all-female, perceivers reported, on average,
seeing at least 2 men in the ensemble ($M_{0\text{men}}=2.81$, $SD=2.33$, $Median=2.00$). However, when the ensemble was all-male, perceivers reported, on average, seeing 3 fewer men in the ensemble than were actually present ($M_{12\text{men}}=-3.42$, $SD=2.70$, $Median=-3.00$). There was also a significant main effect of actual sex ratio on the Absolute Error, such that as the number of men in the ensemble increased, participants made more errors in reporting Perceived Sex Ratio, $B=0.50$, $SE=0.02$, $t=3.21$, $p=.002$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.01$ (see Figure 5, panel C). When there were zero men in the ensemble, perceivers were off in estimating the Perceived Sex Ratio by about 2 individuals ($M_{0\text{men}}=2.81$, $SD=2.33$, $Median=2.00$). The rate of misperception increased when the group was all men, with perceivers misjudging the sex ratio by about 3 individuals ($M_{12\text{men}}=3.42$, $SD=2.70$, $Median=3.00$). On average, across all conditions, perceivers misestimated the ratio of men to women by about 2 individuals ($M=2.57$, $SD=2.05$, $Median=2.00$).

**Social Attitudes and Affordances.** The ICC for Perceived Sexist Norms and Belonging in the null models equaled 0.24 and 0.28, respectively. We again replicated our findings from Study 1a; as the ensemble’s ratio of men to women increased, groups were judged to harbor more sexist attitudes, $B=0.09$, $SE=0.02$, $t=5.24$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.16$ (see Figure 4, panel B). Once again, the effect of Actual Sex Ratio on Belonging varied for men and women, interaction $B=-0.26$, $SE=0.04$, $t=-6.76$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.08$. As an ensemble’s ratio of men to women increased, Belonging increased among men, but decreased among women, $Bs=0.10$ and -0.16, $SEs=0.04$ and 0.02, $ts=2.60$ and -8.10, $ps=.018$ and < .001 (see Figure 4, panel D).

Collectively, Studies 1a and 1b found that ensemble representations accurately reflect the sex ratio of groups and that variations in sex ratio inform inferences about a group’s sexist attitudes and personal belonging. That said, these studies could not test causal links between these judgments because of the randomization of blocks, a temporal factor that precludes tests of
mediation (Baron & Kenny, 1986). We set out to test our hypothesis that actuarial summaries of a group drive perceivers’ feelings of belonging in Study 2.

**Study 2**

In Studies 1a and 1b, we demonstrated that perceivers accurately extract actuarial summaries from a group of people. Furthermore, we showed that the group’s sex ratio significantly impacts feelings of belonging and perceptions of sexist norms. Although offering convergent evidence that ensemble representations arise from instantaneous judgments about a group, Studies 1a and 1b could not offer insight into the underlying mechanisms; in Study 1a, while targets were identical across blocks, the data’s cross-classification structure prevented us from running a mediation model testing our hypothesis. Study 1b no longer utilized a cross-classified structure, however, participants did not see the same targets across blocks because each stimulus was unique, preventing us from yoking participants’ responses to a given image. To more directly test our hypothesis required a test of moderated mediation, so we designed Study 2 to avoid cross-classification and allow participants to see the same ensembles across blocks.

Consistent with Studies 1a and 1b, we expected both male and female perceivers would accurately perceive increases in the ensemble sex ratio as the actual number of men in the ensemble increased. We predict that these actuarial summaries would differentially mediate the effect of the Actual Sex Ratio on Belonging.

**Methods**

**Design.** Study 2 aimed to test the mechanism by which differences in an ensemble’s sex ratio impacts one’s sense of belonging within the group. Study 2 employed a 2 (Perceiver Sex: male v. female) x 5 (Actual Sex Ratio: 0/12 men, 3/12 men, 6/12 men, 9/12 men, 12/12 men)
quasi-experimental mixed-model design in which participants provided multiple judgments for each stimulus.

**Participants.** Estimating desired sample size a priori for multi-level mediation analyses is a notoriously difficult task; while custom scripts are recommended as best practice to estimate sample size for a single multilevel regression equation (Muthén & Muthén, 2002), mediation analysis requires knowing threefold the amount of information a priori (Krull & MacKinnon, 1999). Additionally, mediation can occur at the individual and/or group level (e.g., for a given observation as well as for a participant across trials; Kenny, Kashy, & Bolger, 1998; Kenny, Korchmaros, & Bolger, 2003), and variance matrices will, as a result, differ across each component of the mediation analysis (Krull & MacKinnon, 1999). At the time of data collection, there was no readily available script or practical guidelines for estimating a priori sample size for multilevel mediation analysis. Solving this problem was beyond the scope and purpose of this paper. Thus, we recruited what we considered a conservative sample size, based off recommendations from Krull and MacKinnon (1999); according to their simulations, larger sample sizes (e.g., 50 participants or more) and greater than 30 trials per person decreased bias in estimating the coefficients in the mediator model. Based on their simulation findings, we recruited fifty-eight college undergraduates (81% women) who completed Study 2 in a laboratory setting in exchange for course credit. Participants were only eligible if they had not participated in Study 1b.

**Stimuli.** Testing our proposed mediation required us to eliminate the stimulus cross-classification in our design while still ensuring each participant saw the same unique-to-them set of ensembles. We therefore created a custom Python script that randomly generated and stored 100 unique ensembles (20 per condition) as described in Study 1b. Here, however, the exact
ensembles that were generated in the first test block were repeated in subsequent blocks. Thus, each participant viewed a randomly generated set of ensembles that was repeated within participant throughout subsequent blocks. This continuity in the design was essential for testing our hypotheses involving multilevel mediation without stimulus cross-classification.

**Procedure.** After providing informed consent, participants completed a series of preview trials identical to those used in Study 1b. After completing the preview trials, participants completed two blocks of trials in which they judged a total of 100 ensembles (20 per sex ratio) for Perceived Sex Ratio and Belonging. The presentation order of dependent variables remained the same across participants. All other aspects of stimulus presentation were identical to Study 1b.

**Statistical Analysis.** We used the statistical R package “mediation” (Tingley, Yamamoto, Hirose, Keele, & Imai, 2014) to test how an ensemble’s sex ratio compels a sense of belonging. We recoded both Actual Sex Ratio and Perceived Sex Ratio to reflect the number of same-sex faces in each ensemble, relative to Perceiver Sex (e.g., ensembles of 3 men:9 women were coded as 3 for male participants and 9 for female participants), hereafter Actual and Perceived Same-Sex Others, respectively. This allowed us to collapse across Perceiver Sex to test a common causal process for both men and women. Our mediation model tested whether the relation between Actual Same-Sex Others and Belonging was mediated by Perceived Same-Sex Others. This model therefore tests whether one’s sense of belonging stems, at least in part, from the first glimpse of a group of people.

The “mediation” analysis package in R requires the user to specify a control group and a comparison group. We compared the proposed mediation model across four separate contrasts: 0 v. 3 Same-Sex Others; 0 v. 6 Same-Sex Others; 0 v. 9 Same-Sex Others; and 0 v. 12 Same-Sex
Others. Finally, we analyzed the Error in Perceived Number of Men and Absolute Error as outlined in Study 1b.

**Results and Discussion**

We analyzed judgments using a multilevel mediation model. Using a quasi-Bayesian Monte Carlo approximation with 10,000 simulations, we estimated average direct effects and the average casual mediation effects of Actual and Perceived Same-Sex Others respectively on Belonging (Tingley et al., 2014). As predicted, the effect of Actual Same-Sex Others on Belonging was mediated by Perceived Same-Sex Others in the ensemble. Across all four contrast comparisons, Perceived Same-Sex Others partially mediated the effect of Actual Same-Sex Others on Belonging (see Table 2). The proportion mediated and relative effects were similarly sized across contrasts, suggesting a steady influence of actuarial statistics on judgments of social affordance. Of note, the perception of just three Same-Sex Others in a twelve-person ensemble group (proportionately only 25%) was sufficient to increase perceivers’ sense of belonging (see Figure 6). As the number of Actual Same-Sex Others in the group increased, so did judgments of Perceived Same-Sex Others, again indicating sensitivity to the sex ratio of ensembles. These percepts accounted for 14% of the variance between Actual Same-Sex Others and Belonging.

The ICC for Error in Perceived Number of Men and Absolute Error equaled 0.03 for both null models. As in Study 1b, as the number of men in the ensemble increased, participants overperceived the number of men in the ensemble less, $B=-0.48$, $SE=0.02$, $t=-24.36$, $p<.0001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.41$ (see Figure 5, panel B). When the ensemble was all-women, participants reported seeing about 2 men more than were present ($M_{0men}=2.53$, $SD=2.05$, $Median=2.00$). However, when the ensemble was all-male, participants reported seeing about three fewer men in the ensemble than were present ($M_{12men}=-3.02$, $SD=2.39$, $Median=-3.00$). Additionally, the Absolute
Error significantly increased as the ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased, $B=0.05$, $SE=0.01$, $t=3.65$, $p=.000566$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.01$ (see Figure 5, panel D). Participants miscalculated the Perceived Sex Ratio by about two individuals when the ensemble was all-male ($M_{0men}=2.53$, $SD=2.05$, $Median=2.00$) and by about three individuals when the ensemble was all-female ($M_{12men}=3.02$, $SD=3.02$, $Median=3.00$). On average, across all conditions, perceivers misestimated the ratio of men to women by about 2 individuals ($M=2.44$, $SD=1.96$, $Median=2.00$).

**Study 3**

Having established that perceivers accurately represent social ensembles within two individuals and use these percepts to draw inferences about groups’ social attitudes, we sought to better characterize the mental representations resulting from ensemble coding. In Study 3, we used reverse correlation, a method that provides a visual approximation of participants’ mental representations (e.g., an ethnic in-group member; Dotsch & Todorov, 2012; Dotsch, Wigboldus, Langner, & Van Knippenberg, 2008; Ratner, Dotsch, Wigboldus, van Knippenberg, & Amodio, 2014), to test how sex ratio affects one’s mental representation of the average group member’s face. Predominantly used by researchers in social cognition, reverse correlation methodology has also been successfully employed to test questions pertaining to perceptual judgments in vision science (e.g., configural face processing; Sekuler, Gaspar, Gold, & Bennett, 2004). The images used in reverse correlation derive from the same base face, with random patterns of sinusoidal noise added or subtracted to them; when collapsing across participants’ trials, the random noise cancels out and leaves an image that has been systemically, albeit unconsciously, selected by the participant. While Studies 1 and 2 allowed us to examine explicit belonging based on actuarial
summaries, Study 3 allowed us to visualize perceivers’ mental representations of groups varying in their sex ratio.

Stage 1 Materials: Generating mental representations of the average group member

Design. Study 3 employed a between-subject design in which we manipulated Condition; participants saw only majority-male (9 men, 3 women) or only majority-female (3 men, 9 women) twelve-person ensembles.

Participants. Prior studies employing reverse correlation have ranged broadly in sample size (e.g., from 28 to 176 participants; see Dotsch & Todorov, 2012; Dotsch et al., 2008; Ratner et al., 2014). While the first study to apply reverse correlation to group targets, we based our sample size off the approximate average sample size from prior reverse correlation studies. We thus recruited one hundred and ten college students, who received course credit for completing the study. We excluded data from 16 participants (1 due to computer failure, 3 did not follow instructions, and 12 had recently completed a near-identical task with full debriefing), leaving a final sample size of 95 (63% women).

Stimuli. Participants were randomly assigned to view ensembles that consisted of a majority men or majority women. A custom Python program fully randomized the selection of faces and their placement within the 12-person ensemble group. White male and female photographs were drawn without replacement within trial, but with replacement between trial, from the Chicago Face Database (Ma et al., 2015).

Reverse Correlation Image Classification Task. Using the R package “rcicr” (Dotsch, 2016), we generated 700 pairs of greyscale images that depicted variations of an androgynous base face. These image pairs served as the forced-choice alternatives for our measure. This technique imposes visual noise over the base image, thus occluding it in systematic ways. Each
image pair was constructed by both adding and subtracting a randomly generated visual noise pattern to/from the base image. Consistent with prior methods (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012; Dotsch et al., 2008; Ratner et al., 2014), we presented these image pairs simultaneously.

**Procedure.** In each of 700 trials, an ensemble appeared for 500 ms followed by a pair of reverse correlation test images. Participants indicated which of the two images best represented the average face in the group (see Figure 7, panel A). Using the R package “rcicr” (Dotsch, 2015), we aggregated the noise patterns first across trials within a participant and then across participants to obtain a composite image that visualized the mental representation of the average group member for majority-male and majority-female ensembles (see Figure 7, panels B and C).

**Stage 2 Materials: Evaluating mental representations of the average group member from majority-male and majority-female ensembles**

**Design.** We compared the mental representations from majority-male and majority-female ensembles generated in Stage 1 using a within-subject design. An independent group of participants categorized each composite image as male or female and rated them on interpersonal characteristics (e.g., Anger, Warmth, Approachability). We predicted that judgments obtained for composite images in Stage 2 would vary according to the sex ratios of ensembles presented in Stage 1.

**Participants.** We recruited one hundred and forty-two U.S.-based Internet users to complete our study from mTurk. Our sample size is consistent with Stage 2 sample sizes from prior reverse correlation studies (see Dotsch & Todorov, 2012; Dotsch et al., 2008; Ratner et al., 2014). We excluded data from 22 participants (18 failed the manipulation check, 3 failed to indicate their gender, and 1 had an identical IP address as an earlier respondent). This left a final sample of 120 participants (45% women).
**Procedure.** In Stage 2, participants judged the two composite images from Stage 1 in three counterbalanced blocks. In the Perceived Sex Category block, participants categorized the two mental representations as male or female. In the trait judgments block, participants judged how angry, friendly, warm, approachable, intelligent, competent, happy, and attractive each mental representation appeared using a series of 7-point Likert scales (anchored by 1= “not at all” and 7= “very”). Finally, in the Perceived Facial Masculinity block, participants indicated how masculine or feminine each mental representation appeared using a 7-point Likert scale (anchored by 1= “extremely feminine” to 7= “extremely masculine”).

**Statistical Analysis.** To test whether gender-linked judgments reflected the Actual Sex Ratio of ensembles in Stage 1, we regressed Perceived Sex Category (using conditional logistic regression) onto Condition. We used paired samples t-tests to independently compare trait judgments and Perceived Facial Masculinity of the two mental representations. We used a Bonferroni correction to ensure the family-wise alpha level did not rise above 0.05; to do this, we divided the desired family-wise alpha-level of 0.05 by the number of paired samples t-tests (n=9) we were running to arrive at the revised significance level of less than or equal to 0.0056. We used this corrected alpha level when deciding whether a given trait judgment varied by Condition in Stage 2. Furthermore, perceiver sex did not moderate the effect of condition on any of the nine trait judgments.

**Results and Discussion**

First, we regressed Perceived Sex (using conditional logistic regression) and Perceived Facial Masculinity (paired samples t-test) onto Condition. Relative to judgments of the composite image derived from majority-female ensembles, the composite derived from majority-male ensembles was 4.67 times more likely to be categorized as male, $B=1.54$, $z=2.42$, $p=.0155$, 56
and was rated as significantly more masculine (see Table 3). Similar differences were obtained for gender-stereotyped judgments using paired samples t-tests with Bonferroni correction, such that composite images derived from majority-male, relative to majority-female, ensembles were rated as angrier, less warm, less approachable, less friendly, less happy, and less attractive. We observed no significant difference in perceived competence or intelligence between mental representations from majority-male and majority-female ensembles (see Table 3).

These findings reveal that, in addition to compelling accurate representations of a groups’ sex ratio, conveying information about a group’s attitudes, and informing one’s sense of belonging within a group, ensemble coding also alters more implicit mental representations. As such, the mental representation of an average group member is imbued with gendered-linked appearance cues, including stereotypic cues to warmth, approachability, and anger.

**General Discussion**

Taken together, our findings indicate perceivers accurately discern the sex composition of a group of faces after brief visual exposure, forming mental representations of the average group member that embody gendered features and stereotypes (Broverman, Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson, & Rosenkrantz, 1972; Wood & Eagly, 2010). Studies 1a and 1b served first as successful conceptual replications of prior work in vision science, demonstrating perceivers accurately encode high-level information about a group’s composition. Furthermore, we also found that these split-second percepts gave rise to more abstract social evaluative judgments. Perceivers felt a greater sense of belonging as members of their own sex increased numerically, and both men and women inferred that male dominated groups were likely to harbor sexist attitudes. Thus, we discovered that perceivers deduce group norms even in the absence of interaction with other group members; the ratio of men to women in an ensemble sends a rapid,
strong nonverbal signal about whether future gender discrimination is likely to occur. Study 2 demonstrated that perceptions of same-sex others in an ensemble partially drive observers’ feelings of fit and belonging; our social attitudes and affordances shift in response to actuarial summaries of groups, even from brief visual exposures. Finally, in Study 3, reverse correlation techniques revealed perceivers’ mental representations of the average group member and found that representations of majority-female ensembles tend to be perceived as more welcoming and approachable than the representations of majority-male ensembles. Collectively, findings from our four studies illuminate the efficiency with which human perceivers extract visual information about a group and use it as a foundation on which to base important social judgments.

**Implications for Vision Science**

These findings have important implications across multiple domains. Methodologically, this research stands to enrich the experimental repertoire available to both vision scientists and social psychologists alike. Drawing inspiration from early studies on ensemble coding, we developed new experimental protocols that help push the boundaries of vision science methodology. Using novel methods that we adapted from prior work utilizing a psychophysics paradigm (e.g., Haberman & Whitney, 2009a), we found that perceivers can accurately achieve summary percepts for a groups of individuals. While perhaps unsurprising, this provides an important conceptual replication of prior work using a more widely accessible alternate method that affords testing of larger sample sizes. Additionally, the range of measures explored throughout our work expands the scope of inquiry available to vision scientists that heretofore have focused exclusively on narrowly-focused aspects of perceptual accuracy. The development of these methods corroborates the robustness of the ensemble coding phenomena, thereby complementing and expanding upon earlier research.
Theoretically, this research also expands on prior work in vision science by demonstrating that, in addition to supporting accurate visual percepts, a mere glimpse of a group is also sufficient for perceivers to infer a broader array of social information. These overarching social impressions appear to occur just as rapidly and readily as the visual estimates, sparked by only a half-second visual exposure to an image. Thus, in addition to encoding the average distribution of various social categories within an ensemble (e.g., sex, Haberman & Whitney, 2007; or race, Thornton et al., 2014), observers also extract social meaning. Perceivers in our studies accurately extracted the ratio of men to women in an ensemble, and they used that knowledge to infer the groups’ attitudes and estimate their own fit within the group. Their ability to do so was not immediately evident from prior research in vision science; we present novel evidence of the downstream social consequences of ensemble coding, with our findings suggesting that complex social inferences occur alongside lower-level processing of groups from the briefest of exposures. Future researchers may seek to tease apart the precise threshold at which social attitudes shift as a result of changes in the number of same-sex others in the group. While we found adding three same-sex others to an ensemble significantly increased felt belonging and perceived discriminatory norms, it may be that in much larger groups many more same-sex others are needed to change perceivers’ social affordances. It seems unlikely that seeing only three same-sex others in a 100-person ensemble will elicit similar feelings of belonging. It may be, instead, that a particular ratio of same-sex to dissimilar others must be achieved before perceivers feel like they belong.

Although our research draws on methodology and theory promoted by prior ensemble coding researchers, an alternative hypothesis from vision science could partially explain our results. To date, little work has attempted to delineate the difference between numerosity and
ensemble coding. Numerosity, the ability to infer the relative number of objects in a set, has been demonstrated to be a robust primary visual process coming online developmentally early (Burr & Ross, 2008; Ross & Burr, 2010; Xu, Spelke, & Goddard, 2005). Developing the theory of numerosity, Burr and Ross (2008) conclude that, like color or size, humans have a general sense of “numberness”; perceivers can guess roughly how many objects comprise a set, although environmental factors influence their accuracy.

According to the alterative numerosity hypothesis, perceivers in Studies 1 and 2 could have based their responses to the dependent variables on a general sense of the number of men to women in each group, rather than extracting an actuarial summary of the ratio or average facial masculinity. However, most prior research on numerosity has asked participants to make comparative judgments between sets of objects (e.g., which of two images contains more circles, Kirjakovski & Matsumoto, 2016) rather than reporting the actual ratio or perceived average of items within the set. Furthermore, our work differs from prior research in numerosity by employing reverse correlation. It is unlikely that a numerical sense of the number of men and women in the ensemble could lead to the systemic choice preferences in average group member seen in Study 3. Instead, it seems more plausible that perceivers draw on a mental representation extracted from the composite target images when choosing from the test pair images. Indeed, this explanation is in-line with the theory underlying reverse correlation as a methodology, which posits that visual categorization relies on a holistic extraction of features rather than the summary of individual parts (Mangini & Biederman, 2004). It is a limitation of the current work—albeit one reflected more broadly in the field—that we cannot say without a doubt whether numerosity or ensemble coding processes underlie perceivers’ response to groups varying in the ratio of men to women. Despite this limitation, the social consequences of seeing similar or dissimilar others
in a group remain the same: namely, increases in the number of men to women in an ensemble affect feelings of fit and lead all perceivers to rate the group as more likely to endorse sexist norms. While outside the scope of the current research, differentiating between numerosity and ensemble coding processes’ effects on social judgments constitutes a very interesting and important avenue for future research.

Implications for Social Cognition

The current research also provides a viable means by which social cognitive scholars can probe the perceptual underpinnings of group judgments. Whereas it is widely recognized that the composition of a group is likely to impact social behaviors (Hackman, 1992), a majority of those observations have utilized immersive experience (e.g., Seger, Smith, Kinias, & Mackie, 2009). Here, we demonstrated that seeing a group, devoid of any other information, can be sufficient to influence perceivers’ social judgments, using both explicit and indirect measures (e.g., reverse correlation). Additionally, from a theoretical perspective, our research highlights that inferences about a group’s social attitudes and affordances may arise earlier than we previously knew. A perceiver need not be immersed in an environment, real or imagined, to feel the weight of being outnumbered; merely a glimpse of a group triggered consequential social percepts, including a broad sense of social belonging and inferences about gender-based attitudes. As such, this work complements prior observations that prolonged exposure to a seemingly hostile environment (e.g., women taking a math test in a room with geek paraphernalia; Cheryan et al., 2009) can lead to performance decrements and changes in gender attitudes (Pronin et al., 2004), by providing evidence for immediate shifts in social cognitions upon first espying a group. Our visual environment, including the people we see, rapidly and strongly impacts our perceptions of whether we belong and what behaviors to expect.
These findings form a foundation for answering more nuanced questions about group perception. To be sure, our manipulation of the sex ratio of ensembles provides an important first step toward understanding the broader social implications of group perception, but it is far from exhaustive. With these insights in hand, we are now poised to probe a range of factors that differ among individuals that inhabit a group and how they uniquely impinge on percepts. For instance, given that impressions of *individuals* exhibit a tight perceptual tethering between gender and race categories (Johnson, Freeman, & Pauker, 2012; Carpinella, Chen, Hamilton, & Johnson, 2015), percepts of ensembles that vary systematically along both dimensions simultaneously are likely to vary accordingly. The gendering of race may therefore bias both the accuracy of actuarial measures and the extremity of social inferences, depending on the specific racial composition of the group. Testing intersectional ensemble coding would provide a unique opportunity for future researchers to understand the relationship between race and gender in visual processing.

Additionally, our findings also provide a foundation for expanding the scope of inquiry to probe behavioral approach and avoidance tendencies when perceiving personally relevant or contextually situated groups. For example, based merely on a glimpse of a male-dominated STEM class, a woman may draw meaningful inferences that could impact her educational and professional trajectory: first in her perception of the sex ratio; followed by her impression of group norms and stereotypes; and finally manifesting in inferences about her own fit in the group. Similarly, percepts of real-world groups with established norms or and/or visual similarities (e.g., a math club or sports team) might yield more extreme summary impressions than those we have observed based on a random selection of faces, in much the same way that described similarity enhances judgments of entitativity (Hamilton et al., 2015). If correct, this implies that our findings may even underestimate the potency of a spontaneous impression of a
group. Thus, the visual heuristics that ease the task of social perception may fluctuate in strength as a function of personal relevance of social context, thus holding the potential to incur interpersonal costs well before observers interact with group members. This approach provides a viable way for testing such implications.

We wish to clarify, furthermore, that we do not believe this phenomenon unique to women. As our findings demonstrate, men also feel decreased fit in majority-female groups from only a mere glimpse. Although mental representations of majority-female groups may be perceived as less threatening overall (Alt, Goodale, Lick, & Johnson, 2017), nevertheless gender disparity may cause men to avoid female-dominated fields. In the 2014-2015 academic year, for example, only 12% of the Bachelor’s degrees in registered nursing were awarded to men (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). Other fields stereotyped as more feminine in nature, like education or psychology, show a similar disparity in educational achievement (Forsman & Barth, 2017; Shen-Miller & Smiler, 2015; U.S. Department of Education, 2017). Although researchers in the last decade have focused primarily on increasing women’s participation in historically male-dominated fields (Shen-Miller & Smiler, 2015), our findings shed light on a broader mechanism by which men in female-dominated fields may feel similarly disadvantaged and out of place. Increasing gender parity across fields may positively boost both men and women’s participation, with further research needed to probe the long-term effects of seeing similar or dissimilar others on vocational achievement.

**Concluding Remarks**

Our research provides the first empirical evidence confirming not only that the ratio of men to women in a group is readily and accurately perceived, but also that it drives feelings of fit and belonging within the group and broader inferences about the group. Given these findings,
perhaps it is unsurprising that Judge Ginsburg, as one woman surrounded by eight men, felt “all alone.” Indeed, such feelings are likely to be shared by naïve observers of any group exhibiting such an extreme ratio of men to women. Our findings also imply an important remedy. Each and every step toward equal representation on the Supreme Court (or any group for that matter) produces a commensurate shift in observers’ actuarial representations of and interpersonal inferences about the group. In this same interview, Justice Ginsburg opined, “People ask me…When will there be enough women on the [Supreme] Court?” Her answer underscored the potency of the relationship between sex ratio and belonging: “When there are nine.”
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Study 4a

Study 4a sought to replicate with a smaller, real-world ensemble the findings from Studies 1-3. I was interested in understanding whether ensemble coding can occur with noisier stimuli sets, attempting to increase the external validity of our previous findings. I expected perceivers to extract similar summary statistics from a naturally-occurring group. In particular, I predicted that as the number of men in the group increases, perceivers would: a) accurately report a more male-dominated sex ratio; b) choose a more masculine face as representing the average group member; and, c) expect the group to have more sexist norms. Additionally, I hypothesized an interaction between perceiver sex and the group’s sex ratio, such that perceivers would feel greater belong as the number of same-sex group members increased.

To answer my research questions, I drew on groups socially relevant to psychologists and about whom public information exists: conference panels. Presenting at academic conferences marks an opportunity to share one’s research with a broader audience and provides a pulse on what topics are popular within the field. Most conferences offer online or in print copies of their programs. Making the materials publicly available allows anyone to go through and categorize panel talks. Curious about norms and perceptions of ensembles in a field dedicated to better understanding human interactions, I chose to examine panels from the 2015 Annual Meeting of the Society of Personality and Social Psychology (SPSP). According to the SPSP conference website (2015b), the organization reviews conference submissions based on several factors including: “scholarly/theoretical merit”, “relevance to social and personality psychology,” “significance, and originality.” The submission guidelines note as well that, “Final selection
among submissions deemed meritorious will be made with an eye toward achieving a balanced and broadly representative program.” The submission guidelines do not indicate that the review process is blind; instead, reviewers and conference organizers may use other characteristics to decide which panels should be invited to present. I wanted to probe what information could be extracted from the ensembles and how their sex ratios contribute to impressions of the group’s work as original, meritorious, and significant to the field. Using the actual panels selected to present at the 2015 SPSP meeting, Study 4a explored how ensemble coding may impact perceptions of real-world groups.

Methods

Participants. Eighty-four college undergraduates from a large, West Coast university completed the study in exchange for course credit. I excluded three participants who reported identifying outside the gender binary from the analyses. Additionally, computer error caused one participants’ data not to save. Eighty participants (78% female) comprised the final sample.


Target stimuli creation. Because Study 4a aimed to study naturally-occurring groups, the number of 4-person ensembles in each condition followed the actual distribution of 4-person panels at the 2015 SPSP meetings. The 2015 SPSP program listed a total of 81 4-person panels: 11 all-female ensembles; 16 ensembles with 1 man; 25 ensembles with 2 men; 23 ensembles with 3 men; and, 6 all-male ensembles. Seven undergraduate research assistants blind to
hypotheses created a password-protected database of panels from the 2015 SPSP meeting based on the program given to attendees. They then Googled each of the four presenters in a given panel (identified as the first-author listed for each talk) and pulled the most recent headshot they could find for that presenter. When possible, forward looking, close-up images of the presenter’s head and shoulder were used. Each picture was labeled with a letter and number corresponding to their panel presentation date and time, as well as their order in the presentation; research assistants recorded this code next to the presenter’s name in the database. This allowed experimenters to double check the identity of the person photographed without compromising the target’s identity during the actual experiment or subsequent data analysis. A total of 323 presenters’ photos were collected via this method. One presenter did not have a headshot available online; thus, his panel was excluded from the study design and subsequent analyses.

An eighth research assistant also blind to hypotheses then standardized each presenter’s headshot using Adobe Photoshop. All images were cropped into an oval around the target’s face, removing as much of the hairline, ears, and neck as possible. Editing software within Photoshop was also used to correct tilted heads so that each final image had completely vertical features. The oval was then placed onto a white background and cropped into a 144 x 144 pixel square. The facial oval for each image reached from the top to bottom of the square, measuring 12 pixels in height. Each standardized face was then sorted back into its respective digital folder with the other presenters who served on their same panel. This left a final sample of 80 target 4-person panels: 11 all-women panels; 16 panels with 1 man; 25 panels with 2 men and 2 women; 22 panels with 3 men and 1 woman; and, 6 all-men panels.

**Pre-testing individual target faces.** To verify perceived target sex and collect potential covariate information, Amazon Mechanical Turk (mTurk) workers (n=377) made trait judgments
about the standardized individual target faces in exchange for $0.50. The pre-test participants rated each of the 320 targets in randomized order. Participants were randomly assigned one of four dependent variable blocks in an effort to minimize experiment fatigue. Each target image appeared one at a time onscreen above the dependent variable; it remained visible until the participant indicated his or her answer.

In one block, participants (n=94) categorized the target’s sex as male or female in a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task. For each target image, I used a $\chi^2$ difference test to assess whether the proportion of respondents correctly identifying the target’s sex was significantly different than chance (e.g., 50%). I found participants correctly identified the target sex better than chance (all $p$’s $\leq .05$) for all but three images.  

The second block asked participants (n=94) to rate the attractiveness of each individual target face on a 7-point Likert scale (1=Extremely unattractive to 7=Extremely attractive). I averaged together the participant-mean attractiveness ratings for each of the four panel members to arrive at a rating of overall ensemble attractiveness. By asking pre-test participants about these trait judgments instead of the main study sample, I created normed, control data impervious to ensemble presentation. The pre-test averages of ensemble attractiveness comprised an important covariate included in subsequent analyses of my main hypotheses.

---

3 Each of the three target images were categorized by participants no differently than one would expect due to random chance ($p \geq .07$). I ran all subsequent analyses with and without the 3 target ensembles included. In all cases, the results remained unchanged. Thus, I opted to present the results including the full 80 target images in this paper, as it constitutes a more conservative test of our hypotheses.

4 Although yet to be tested empirically, I expected a group-level biasing of individual trait judgments when targets are presented together in an ensemble. I predict this effect will appear similar to aftereffects, with perceivers seeing a single individual in ensemble as more attractive if the group has a higher average attractiveness rating. I offered a more conservative measure of covariates by soliciting ratings for each individual target before averaging them across the ensemble. Future research by myself and colleagues will examine this proposed group-derived shift in individual trait perceptions.
The third pre-test block asked participants to estimate each target’s age. Since older individuals are stereotyped as wiser or more knowledgeable (Brewer, Dull, & Lui, 1981; Levy, 1996, 2009; Levy, Ashman, & Dror, 2000), I wanted to control for the perceived mean age of ensemble targets in the main analyses. Unfortunately, participants (n=94) were unwilling or unable to provide accurate estimations of targets’ age; their responses ranged in value from 2 to 31 years old. It seems unlikely that participants actually considered the target a toddler or pre-teen. It may be that perceivers felt more uncomfortable making age judgments compared to other pre-test tasks. Age is heavily stigmatized in contemporary American culture with older adults perceived as low-status and more likely to face discrimination (see Garstka, Schmitt, Branscombe, & Hummert, 2004); this may have rendered perceivers less willing to differentiate between younger and older targets. Alternatively, the pre-test age judgments may have proved more difficult to make than judgments about target’s sex or attractiveness. In the first two blocks, participants chose from one of several options. However, in the age judgment block, questions were formatted as free-response. It may have taken longer for participants to type in an estimate for each target. Thus, perceivers in the age judgment block may have experienced greater experimental fatigue than perceivers in the sex categorization or attractiveness rating blocks. Given the wide variability in participants’ responses for this block, I was unable to test age as a potential covariate in subsequent analyses.

The fourth pre-test block asked participants (n=95) to rate how feminine or masculine they found each target face on a 7-point Likert scale (1=Extremely feminine to 7=Extremely masculine). Although outside the scope of my primary research question, I am interested in potential differences between an ensemble’s rating of target masculinity when presented in an
ensemble (e.g., as a 4-person target group) versus when presented alone. I have not analyzed this data for the current paper and will not be presenting them here.

**Ensemble stimuli generation.** Having generated and standardized the individual target faces for each 4-person panel, a custom-made Python script then assembled the individual pictures into their respective ensembles in real-time during the main experiment. The script placed each individual presenter in a panel into a 1x4 array. To maximize external validity, within each ensemble picture order followed the presentation order as outlined in the 2015 SPSP program. A total of 80 ensemble stimuli were generated, matching the number of 4-person panels that presented in the 2015 meeting. See Figure 8, panels A-E, for sample stimuli matching each condition.

**Procedure.** Upon providing informed consent, participants were escorted by the experimenter to a computer on which the custom Python script was preloaded. They completed a similar set of test trials as outlined in Studies 1b and 2 to familiarize themselves with the task; to better mirror the actual trials, the test trials in Study Set Two were comprised of only 4 cartoon figures arranged in a 1x4 array instead of 12 cartoons in a 3x4 array. The 80 panel-based ensembles were then presented in random order in each of four counterbalanced blocks.

The first block measured Perceived Sex Ratio. It was identical to the Perceived Sex Ratio block used in Study 1b with the exception that the stick figures appeared in groups of four. Thus, participants selected the stick figure group best approximating the ensemble they last saw from one of five possible images.

The second block was identical to the Belonging block from Studies 1a, 1b, and 2. Participants indicated on two separate questions how much they felt like they “fit” with the group and how much they belonged in the group on 9-point Likert scales. Their answers to these
two questions were averaged together to give an overall measure of belonging (measure of internal reliability $R_c=0.97$; see Cranford et al., 2006 for more detail on how to calculate multi-level scale reliability).

Blocks three and four were also identical to measures employed in Studies 1a and 1b. Block three measured Perceived Sexist Norms via an eight-item scale. Reliability analysis for the eight-item scale revealed that the measures hung together moderately well ($R_c=0.66$) and justified using a single mean average for Perceived Sexist Norms. The final block measured Perceived Facial Masculinity. It employed the same 21-point FaceGen scale as in Studies 1a, 1b, and 2; participants indicated which picture best aligned with the face of the “average group member” from the prior ensemble. After participants completed all four blocks, they answered basic demographic questions.

**Statistical Analysis.** I analyzed all results using stepwise, multi-level mixed effects models with random effects and random slopes. Because observations were nested within participant as well as within stimuli, the models were also cross-classified. I separately regressed each of the four criterion variables onto perceiver sex, actual sex ratio, and their interaction. Perceiver sex only moderated the main effects of condition where noted. For each analysis, I also tested the model controlling for average ensemble attractiveness, specifying it as a random slope within the target stimuli term. I also examined the effect of perceiver sex, Actual Sex Ratio and their interaction on the error in estimating the Perceived Sex Ratio. To calculate the Error in Perceived Sex Ratio, I subtracted the Actual Sex Ratio from the Perceived Sex Ratio for each ensemble. Finally, I also took the absolute value of this difference to arrive at the Absolute Error, which I then tested for condition and perceiver sex effects.
Effect sizes were calculated via the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) for the null model as well as the pseudo $R^2$ statistic ($R^2_{MVP}$) for the full model (see Lahuis et al., 2014). All analyses were run in R, using the “lme” function with residual likelihood estimation (REML) from the open-source R packages “lme4” and “lmerTest” (Bates et al., 2015; Kuznetsova et al., 2015). Perceiver sex was dummy coded in all models, with 0 representing participants who self-identified as male and 1 representing participants who self-identified as female. The Actual Sex Ratio variable was coded to reflect the number of men in each ensemble: 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The reported results include the unstandardized regression coefficients for each effect as well as its corresponding significance tests.

Results

Accuracy in encoding actuarial summaries. I calculated the ICC, which equaled 0.06, based on variance components of the null model with random intercepts for Perceived Sex Ratio. This indicates that 6% of the variance in responses was due within subject differences; most participants responded similarly to each ensemble across conditions. Study 4a replicated findings from Studies 1a and 1b with minimal groups. There was as significant main effect of condition on Perceived Sex Ratio, $B=0.72$, $SE=0.03$, $t=21.18$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.55$. As the number of men in the ensemble increased, perceivers correspondingly picked more male-dominated ratio representations. Female perceivers reported perceiving significantly more men in each ensemble than male perceivers, $B=0.26$, $SE=0.07$, $t=3.54$, $p<.001$; this effect, however, was relatively small ($R^2_{MVP}=0.01$; see Figure 9, panel A).

The ICC for Perceived Facial Masculinity equaled 0.41. Consistent with hypotheses and prior findings, as an ensemble’s ratio of men to women increased, judgments of the average face became more masculine, $B=0.54$, $SE=0.14$, $t=3.83$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.04$ (see Figure 9, panel C).
Almost all of the variance in the null models for Error in Perceived Sex Ratio and Absolute Error occurred between participants (ICCs=0.10 and 0.08, respectively). As the ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased, perceivers overestimated the number of men in the ensemble significantly less, $B=-0.28$, $SE=0.02$, $t=-16.02$, $p<.0001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.13$ (see Figure 10, panel A). When the ensemble was all-female, participants were mostly accurate in their selection of Perceived Sex Ratio ($M_{0men}=0.74$, $SD=0.94$, $Median=0.00$). Similarly, participants appeared to make almost no errors in estimating the Perceived Sex Ratio in an all-male ensemble, although they were more likely to underestimate the number of men ($M_{12men}=-0.32$, $SD=0.77$, $Median=0.00$). There was also a small but significant main effect of perceiver sex, such that female perceivers significantly overestimated the ratio of men to women compared to male perceivers, $B=0.26$, $SE=0.07$, $t=3.54$, $p=.000673$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.01$. Across conditions, male perceivers tend to underestimate ($M=-0.02$, $SD=0.99$, $Median=0.00$) while female perceivers tend to overestimate ($M=0.24$, $SD=0.84$, $Median=0.00$) the actual number of men in each ensemble.

As the ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased, the number of Absolute Errors made by perceivers decreased, $B=-0.09$, $SE=0.02$, $t=-4.88$, $p<.0001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.02$. This effect was qualified, however, by a significant interaction, $B=-0.14$, $SE=0.04$, $t=-3.44$, $p=.000935$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.03$ (see Figure 10, panel C). Simple effects analyses revealed that the absolute number of errors made by male perceivers did not vary as a result of the number of men in the ensemble, $B=0.02$, $SE=0.06$, $t=0.32$, $p=.75$, n.s. However, female perceivers made significantly fewer overall errors in Perceived Sex Ratio as the ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased, $B=-0.12$, $SE=0.03$, $t=-4.51$, $p<.0001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.04$. Additionally, there was no difference in the amount of errors made by male or female perceivers when the ensemble was all-female, 1 man: 3
women, or 2 men: 2 women (all $p$s $\geq .13716$). However, women made fewer estimation errors than men when the ensemble was majority- (3 men: 1 woman, $B=-.30$, $SE=0.08$, $t=-3.59$, $p=.000578$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.04$) or all-male (4 men: 0 women, $B=-.26$, $SE=0.14$, $t=-1.93$, $p=.057883$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.03$).

**Social Attitudes and Affordances.** The ICCs for Belonging and Perceived Sexist Norms were 0.27 and 0.21, respectively; this suggests that the majority of variance in participants’ responses to social attitudes measures was within subject. There was a main effect of condition on Perceived Sexist Norms, $B=0.32$, $SE=0.03$, $t=10.00$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.20$; as the number of men in the ensemble increased, perceivers believed the group significantly more likely to endorse sexist norms (see Figure 11, panel A).

As the number of men in the ensemble increased, perceivers also reported significantly less Belonging, $B=-0.48$, $SE=0.07$, $t=-6.73$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.11$. This main effect was qualified by a significant interaction of perceiver sex and condition, $B=-0.74$, $SE=0.11$, $t=-6.33$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.15$ (see Figure 11, panel C). Whereas female perceivers reported significantly less Belonging as the number of men in the ensemble increased ($B=-0.64$, $SE=0.07$, $t=-9.03$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.19$), male perceivers felt similar levels of Belonging regardless of the number of same-sex others in the ensemble ($B=0.10$, $SE=0.10$, $t=0.98$, $p=.339$, n.s)$^5$. Simple effect analyses also revealed that female perceivers felt significantly more Belonging than male perceivers when the ensemble was all-women ($B=1.29$, $SE=0.39$, $t=3.28$, $p=.00155$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.09$) and marginally more Belonging when the ensemble was 3 women and 1 man ($B=0.58$, $SE=0.32$, $t=1.81$,

$^5$ When controlling for mean attractiveness of each ensemble, the simple effects analysis revealed that men felt significantly more Belonging as the ratio of men: women increased, $B=0.24$, $SE=0.10$, $t=2.37$, $p=.0285$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.03$. Additionally, mean attractiveness was a significant covariate, $B=0.95$, $SE=0.14$, $t=6.59$, $p<.001$; male perceivers felt like they belonged significantly more in more attractive ensembles. However, the significant interaction and simple effects findings for female perceivers remained unchanged when including mean ensemble attractiveness as a covariate.
Similarly, female perceivers felt significantly less Belonging when the ensemble was majority- (3 men: 1 woman, $B=-0.90$, $SE=0.31$, $t=-2.88$, $p=.00517$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.06$) or all-male (4 men: 0 women, $B=-1.74$, $SE=0.34$, $t=-5.06$, $p<.001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.22$). Male and female perceivers reported similar levels of Belonging when the ensemble’s sex ratio was equal, $B=-0.05$, $SE=0.31$, $t=-0.17$, $p=.866$, n.s.

**Discussion**

Despite the smaller number of individuals in the ensemble in Study 4a compared to Studies 1a and 1b, the initial findings replicated. They provide compounding evidence that individuals extract summary social information as well as actuarial statistics from a group of people. I showed that perceivers are accurate in determining the sex ratio of an ensemble and that changes in group sex ratio maps onto significant changes in how perceivers envision the average group member’s face. Furthermore, the number of same-sex others in the ensemble significantly affected perceivers’ feelings of fit and belonging; in particular, women reported greater belonging in majority-female groups while men seemed to feel like they fit in almost any group. Finally, Study 4a again demonstrated that perceivers view majority-male ensembles as hostile spaces for women, with the group seemingly more likely to endorse discriminatory, sexist norms.

It is perhaps unsurprising that my hypotheses held and our findings replicated in Study 4a. The methodology remained the same, although the ensembles were smaller than in Studies 1a, 1b, and 2. Additionally, prior research has similarly shown perceivers can extract actuarial summaries from four-person sets (e.g., mean facial emotion; Haberman & Whitney, 2007). However, a decrease in the number of composite images per set does not automatically render ensemble coding perceptually easier (Ariely, 2001; Chong & Treisman, 2005b; Haberman & Whitney, 2007). More importantly, beyond its merit as a replication study, Study 4a provides
novel evidence of ensemble coding using real-world groups. To date, prior ensemble coding studies with human targets have relied on artificial group stimuli. These studies minimized extraneous noise and helped establish ensemble coding as a phenomenon. Past researchers compiled ensemble stimuli from carefully controlled individual sources: morphed images of real faces (Haberman & Whitney, 2007, 2010; Leib et al., 2014); point-light displays outlining the human figure (Sweeny et al., 2013); drawn images of human facial characteristics (Sweeny & Whitney, 2014); or, pictures of individual faces extracted from a public database (Alt et al., 2017; Thornton et al., 2014). Here, for the first time, I demonstrate that the process for extracting actuarial and social summaries from random groups holds when examining naturally occurring ensembles. In Study 4a, I sought out groups of people that were actively judged and evaluated together, namely on a conference panel in front of an audience of their peers. Thus, these findings extend prior work and demonstrate higher external validity; I can more confidently say, as a consequence of Study 4a, that ensemble coding is not a phenomenon unique to minimal or laboratory-contrived groups.

Although hypothesized, this was not a given expectation. Unlike stimuli in Studies 1a, 1b, 2, and 3, target images in Study 4a revealed only the facial features of each person. Each individual face in an ensemble had been cropped to remove as much hair, neck, and body cues as possible. Furthermore, the target images were extracted from headshots or larger pictures readily available online; they did not have the pre-processing and emotional control available for images taken from a specific dataset. Studies 1 through 3, for example, relied on groups with target images who were wearing identical clothing, making neutral expressions, and had been solicited specifically knowing their images would be used in future experiments (Ma et al., 2015). Despite attempts at standardizing stimuli, the target creation process in Study 4a invariably introduced
greater noise into the study than had I relied on morphed or database target images. Thus, replicating prior findings in Study 4a takes on larger significance when we consider that using real-world groups introduced more noise into the study and made it harder for the effects of interest to emerge.

Of note, the observed effects appeared less pronounced in Study 4a than in Studies 1a, 1b, and 2. While the proportional representation of the number of men to women in the ensembles remained the same across studies, the smaller overall ensemble size in Study 4a may have contributed to this diminished effect. Prior research has shown accuracy in actuarial summaries itself appears impervious to ensemble size (Haberman & Whitney, 2007). However, it may be that ensemble coding of social attitudes and affordances differently weights the number as well as the proportion of same-sex others in the group. For example, feelings of belonging may depend on the overall size of a group. Seeing the same proportion (e.g., 25%) of same-sex others around you may feel different if the group is four versus 100 people big. Future research may wish to consider the interacting effects of overall ensemble size and sex ratio. For now, it remains a possibility that the diminished effect size between Study 4a and Studies 1a-2 could be due to differences in the number of people in each ensemble.

The effects seen in Study 4a could also potentially be explained by a numerosity or counting hypothesis; instead of extracting actuarial summary statistics, it could be that participants were able to quickly count how many men and women were in each ensemble. Piazza et al. (2002), for example, contend that perceivers can rapidly subitize and accurately enumerate sets of four or fewer objects with little cognitive energy. Although each ensemble was presented onscreen for 500ms, theoretically a perceiver wishing to attend to each individual face in Study 4a would have had 125ms per face to do so. By contrast, subitizing the 12-person group
from Study 1b would limit individual attention time to just under 42ms per target. Furthermore, each ensemble in Study 4a was presented in the same location centered onscreen for each trial. Perceivers may have quickly learned where to look to see each target face; this strategy would have reduced the task’s cognitive load and made it easier for participants to accurately extract descriptive summary statistics. Thus, Study 4a’s effects could have resulted from numerosity and repetition rather than ensemble coding per se. I sought to address this potential limitation and alternative hypothesis in Study 4b.

**Study 4b**

The purpose of Study 4b was to rule out stimuli habituation and subitizing as alternative explanations for the effects found in Study 4a. Whereas in Study 4a participants viewed each ensemble in a centered 1x4 array, in Study 4b I randomized the placement of target images onscreen. Prior research has demonstrated that perceivers habituate to visually similar images and repetitive trials; this leads to decreased amygdala activity and a dampened response (Breiter et al., 1996; Carretié, Hinojosa, & Mercado, 2003; Romero & Polich, 1996). Practicing repetitive tasks, including facial recognition, decreases response latency (Forbach, Stanners, & Hochhaus, 1974; Itier & Taylor, 2004; Schweinberger & Neumann, 2016) and facilitates future similar task completion (Monsell, 2003; Schweinberger & Neumann, 2016). Thus, it may be the case that presenting only four stimuli in the same location onscreen each trial as I did in Study 4a could have constituted a relatively easy task for participants. Study 4b sought to increase task difficulty by randomizing the placement of individual stimuli within each ensemble, thereby undermining alternative explanations for these effects.

Despite the increase in cognitive load that could arise from Study 4b’s methodology, I predicted that perceivers would still accurately extract descriptive and subjective summary
statistics about the ensemble. In particular, I hypothesized that as the number of actual men in the ensemble increased, perceivers would see the sex ratio as becoming more male-dominated, the average group member as more masculine, and the group overall as more supportive of sexist norms. I also expected a significant interaction of perceiver sex and actual sex ratio on feelings of belonging, such that as the number of men in the ensemble increased, male perceivers would report more belonging while female perceivers would report decreased belonging. Because the layout of the 4-person ensemble was to be shuffled across a 12-cell grid, I anticipated the effect sizes would be smaller than in Study 4a. Overall, I expected Study 4b to further validate ensemble coding’s emergence as a robust phenomenon and show the same patterns as prior studies regardless of individual placement within each ensemble or the task’s cognitive load.

**Methods**

**Design.** Study 4b followed a 2 (perceiver sex: male v. female) x 5 (sex ratio of male/female ensemble members: 0/4 v. 1/3 v. 2/2 v. 3/1 v. 4/0) quasi-experimental, mixed model design. It was a methodological replication of Study 4a, with the exception that the stimuli were presented in constrained but randomized order. Participants in Study 4b saw the 4 target faces from each panel randomly arranged in a 3x4 array; besides the 4 target faces, participants also saw 8 blank spaces on screen.

**Participants.** Eighty-five undergraduate students (76% women) at a large, West coast public university completed the laboratory experiment in exchange for course credit. Individuals who participated in Study 4a were not eligible to participate in Study 4b.

**Materials and Procedure.** Study 4b drew on the same SPSP panel stimuli created and used in Study 4a. The number of ensembles in each condition followed the same distribution and
ratio break-down as in Study 4a (e.g., 11 all-women ensembles; 16 1 man: 3 women ensembles; 25 2 men: 2 women ensembles; 22 3 men: 1 woman ensembles; and, 6 all-men ensembles).

As in Study 4a, participants gave informed consent and began by completing several test trials using popular 1970s cartoon characters. Instead of seeing each ensemble in a 1x4 array centered onscreen, participants viewed the four individual target images shuffled and spread out randomly in a 3x4 array. The placement of each target image within the array was determined in real time by an adapted Python script; since there are only four targets per ensemble, eight of the twelve spaces appeared empty. Which eight cells were empty varied randomly across trials and across participants (see Figure 8, panel F for example stimulus). Following a 500ms fixation cross, participants saw a given ensemble 500ms, then a 500ms delay, and finally the block-specific question(s). As in Study 4a, participants viewed each of the 80 ensembles once per block and responded to the same four dependent variable blocks: Perceived Sex Ratio; Perceived Facial Masculinity; Perceived Sexist Norms (scale reliability $R_c=0.72$); and, Belonging (scale reliability $R_c=0.97$).

**Statistical Analysis.** I ran a series of step-wise multi-level random effects regression models with random slopes and random intercepts to test how sex ratio impacted actuarial and social judgments about an ensemble, given the random presentation of target faces. I again drew on the covariate ratings of attractiveness and target gender categorization from the pre-test when conducting analyses. Since participants saw the exact same 4-people per a given ensemble, I included a cross-classification term for the target group image in my models. As in Study 4a, I separately regressed each of the four criterion variables onto perceiver sex, actual sex ratio, and their interaction; additionally, I tested the covarying effect of the ensemble’s average attractiveness as both a fixed and random effects term (nested within the target group image.
term). As in Study 4a, mean ensemble attractiveness only significantly changed the baseline models’ effects where noted. Finally, I also examined the effect of perceiver sex and ensemble sex ratio, as well as their interaction, on the Error and Absolute Error in Perceived Sex Ratio (calculated for this sample as described in Study 4a).

Results

Accuracy in encoding actuarial summaries. ICC analyses for Perceived Sex Ratio and Perceived Facial Masculinity revealed that 5% and 36% of the variance in participants’ responses was within subject, suggesting most participants responded similarly to each ensemble. As the number ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased, the Perceived Sex Ratio significantly increased, \( B=0.44, SE=0.02, t=20.64, p<.001, R^2_{MVP}=0.24 \), and the average target face was rated as more masculine, \( B=0.44, SE=0.11, t=4.01, p=.000103, R^2_{MVP}=0.02 \) (see Figure 9, panels B and D). Overall, compared to their male peers, women perceived significantly higher ratios of men to women in each ensemble, although this effect appeared relatively small, \( B=0.17, SE=0.07, t=2.56, p=.0122, R^2_{MVP}<0.01 \).

The ICC for Error in Perceived Sex Ratio equaled 0.04; almost all of variance in participants’ responses occurred between subjects. Participants overestimated the number of men in the ensemble significantly less as the ratio of men to women increased, \( B=-0.56, SE=0.02, t=-31.10, p<.0001, R^2_{MVP}=0.29 \) (see Figure 10, panel B). When the ensemble was all-female, participants reported seeing about 1 more man in the ensemble than was actually present \( (M_{0\text{men}}=1.44, SD=0.99, Median=1.00) \). When the ensemble was all-male, however, participants reported seeing about 1 fewer man than was actually present \( (M_{12\text{men}}=-0.78, SD=0.88, Median=-1.00) \). Female participants also overperceived the number of men in the ensemble compared to
male participants, although this effect was relatively small, $B=0.17$, $SE=0.07$, $t=2.56$, $p=.01223$, $R^2_{MVP}<0.01$.

The null model for Absolute Error had an ICC equal to 0.03. As the ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased, the absolute number of errors in Perceived Sex Ratio decreased, $B=-0.18$, $SE=0.02$, $t=-11.21$, $p<.0001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.06$. Perceiver sex significantly moderated this effect, however, $B=-0.10$, $SE=0.04$, $t=-2.86$, $p=.0054$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.06$ (see Figure 10, panel D). Simple effects analyses revealed that both female ($B=-0.20$, $SE=0.02$, $t=-8.75$, $p<.0001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.09$) and male ($B=-0.10$, $SE=0.03$, $t=-3.19$, $p=.00302$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.02$) perceivers made increasingly fewer errors in estimating the Perceived Sex Ratio as the ratio of men to women increased. The rate of change and effect size were different depending on perceiver sex. There was no significant difference in Absolute Error between male and female perceivers when the ensemble was comprised of all-women, 1 man: 3 women, 2 men: 2 women, or 3 men: 1 woman (all $ps\geq.118$). However, for all-male ensembles, women made fewer overall errors in estimating the Perceived Sex Ratio than men, $B=-0.48$, $SE=0.12$, $t=-3.85$, $p=.00023$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.06$.

**Social Attitudes and Affordances.** The ICC for Perceived Sexist Norms and Belonging calculated from the null models equaled 0.29 and 0.42, respectively. As the ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased, participants reported the group as significantly more likely to endorse sexist norms, $B=0.21$, $SE=0.02$, $t=9.52$, $p<.0001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.10$. This main effect of condition varied based on participant sex, interaction $B=0.12$, $SE=0.05$, $t=2.39$, $p=.01927$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.10$ (see Figure 11, panel B). Simple effects analyses revealed that both men and women perceivers saw the group as significantly more likely to endorse sexist norms. However, the rate of change in Perceived Sexist Norms was significantly steeper for female compared to male perceivers (men $B=0.12$, $SE=0.02$, $t=5.83$, $p<.0001$, $R^2_{MVP}<0.04$; women $B=0.24$, $SE=0.03$,}
Furthermore, the effect of sex ratio on Perceived Sexist Norms was about three times as large for female compared to male perceivers. Male and female perceivers reported similar levels of Perceived Sexist Norms when there were 1 or more men in the ensemble (all ps ≥ .14); when the ensemble was all-women, female perceivers reported significantly less Perceived Sexist Norms than their male peers, B = -0.32, SE = 0.16, t = -2.00, p = .0493, R²MVP = .03.

As the ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased, both male and female participants reported significantly less Belonging, B = -0.31, SE = 0.05, t = -6.73, p < .0001, R²MVP = 0.06. A significant interaction qualified this main effect, B = -0.55, SE = 0.08, t = -6.80, p < .0001, R²MVP = 0.11 (see Figure 11, panel D). Female perceivers felt significantly less Belonging as the ratio of men to women increased, B = -0.44, SE = 0.05, t = -9.38, p < .0001, R²MVP = 0.11. In contrast, male perceivers felt marginally more Belonging as the ratio of men to women increased, B = 0.11, SE = 0.06, t = 1.89, p = .0726, R²MVP = 0.01. There was no difference in reported Belonging based on perceiver sex when viewing an ensemble comprised of 0 men: 4 women, 1 man: 3 women, or 2 men: 2 women (all ps ≥ .155). However, women reported significantly less Belonging than men when the ensemble was majority- (3 men: 1 woman; B = -1.09, SE = 0.35, t = -3.11, p = .00255, R²MVP = 0.10) or all-men (4 men: 0 women; B = -1.62, SE = 0.37, t = -4.40, p < .0001, R²MVP = 0.22).

Discussion

Study 4b improved upon a limitation from Study 4a by randomizing the order and placement of individual targets within an ensemble. Instead of presenting the images in a 1x4

---

6 The simple effect for male perceivers became significant when controlling for the ensemble’s mean attractiveness rating, B = 0.511, SE = 0.12, t = 2.10, p = .0471, R²MVP = 0.01.
array reflecting the actual panel line-up from the 2015 SPSP Convention, I wrote a Python script that randomly placed each of the four individual targets in a 3x4 grid. I once again replicated findings from Studies 1a and 1b. Participants detected shifts in sex ratio in line with each condition, choosing visual representations of the group that had a greater ratio of men to women and more masculine facial features as the number of men in the ensemble increased. Perceivers’ feelings of belonging and anticipation of sexist norms also relied on the ratio of men to women in each ensemble. Replicating most of Study 4a’s findings, Study 4b demonstrated ensemble coding’s occurrence among real-world groups.

Despite similar overall trends, Study 4b did differ in small but significant ways from prior studies. Aside from Belonging, which had similar effect sizes in both studies (Study 4a \( R^2_{MVP} = 0.15 \), Study 4b \( R^2_{MVP} = 0.11 \)), the effect sizes from Study 4b were almost half of the effect size of the same measures in Study 4a. This may be attributed to the randomization of stimuli in Study 4b; the study’s purpose was an attempted replication of Study 4a despite a more challenging methodological presentation of stimuli. The reduced effect sizes for Perceived Sex Ratio, Perceived Facial Masculinity, and Perceived Sexist Norms suggests I successfully increased the task difficulty. Presenting images in a 3x4 array dampened, but did not completely undermine, perceivers’ ability to encode summary actuarial and social information about each ensemble. This lends further credibility to the robustness of ensemble coding and again illustrates the presence of this process among real-world groups.

Less easy to understand, however, is the emergence of an interaction effect on Perceived Sexist Norms in Study 4b. While the main effect of actual sex ratio on Perceived Sexist Norms replicated across both studies, its moderation by perceiver gender was absent in Study 4a and the preceding studies. Closer inspection revealed that this interaction effect primarily resulted from
gender differences in the rate of change related to noticing potential discriminatory norms; the direction of the effect remained the same across perceiver gender. Both men and women agreed that as the number of men in an ensemble increased, the group would endorse more sexist norms. Women recognized an all-women ensemble as less likely to endorse sexist norms compared to men. Further, the effect of sex ratio on perceived sexist norms was three times as large for female perceivers compared to male perceivers. Thus, perceptions of sex ratios appear to matter more for women’s social judgments of gender-related group norms than they do for men.

It is beyond the scope of the current paper to unequivocally determine why a significant interaction effect of perceiver sex and condition on Perceived Sexist Norms emerged in Study 4b but not prior studies. However, one possible explanation arises from the methodological change in stimuli presentation between the two studies. Participants in Study 4b had to scan a 3x4 array to extract the gist of the ensemble, whereas participants in Study 4a only needed to look at the same place onscreen to see each 1x4 array. It may be that this added step of having to find and process the four target faces contributed to the steeper change in Perceived Sexist Norms for women compared to men.

An alternative explanation could be that items on the discriminatory norms scale probed the potential mistreatment of women in the group (e.g., whether the group would treat women as “bad at math”). Research from organizational psychology suggests that groups form norms only around important values and behaviors that they want members to obey (Feldman, 1984; Hackman, 1992; Shaw, 1981); thus asking about these norms may have primed female perceivers to pay more attention to relevant visual cues. Prior research in social vision has found people subconsciously avert or seek out target images in their visual field that align with self-relevant goals (see Isaacowitz, 2006 for a detailed review). Thus, if female perceivers were
concerned with avoiding discriminatory groups, they may have actively sought out and paid greater attention to visual information signaling hostile norms.

In contrast, the items presented in the Perceived Sexist Norms scale do not suggest negative behavioral implications for men. The visual cues potentially sought out by female perceivers may have proven less socially relevant for male perceivers. Study 4b also required more work than Study 4a to process the same actuarial information. These factors together could have reduced male perceivers’ motivation to work towards extracting social information about the ensemble’s sex ratio and led to a significantly smaller effect size. Future research may wish to test this hypothesis in numerous ways. For example, experimenters could manipulate whether ensembles are presented randomly or in a 1x4 array within the same study, track the eye gaze of female versus male perceivers, and test the potential mediating effect of norms’ self-relevance.

Study 5

Having demonstrated perceiver’s spontaneous, accurate ability to ensemble code real-world stimuli in Studies 4a and 4b, I next probed how summary statistics bias perceivers judgments about the merit and impact of the group’s work. Each of the 80 panels shown in Studies 4a and 4b gave talks at SPSP. I was curious whether each ensemble was viewed as equally academically rigorously or whether the group’s sex ratio influenced how serious perceivers viewed their research. Consistent with sex stereotypes showing men as competent but not warm (Wood & Eagly, 2010), I predicted panels with more male members would be rated as higher in intellectual merit and less likely to make broader impacts. Conversely, I expected participants to rate female-dominated panels as lower in intellectual merit but more likely to share their knowledge with others (e.g., socially warm).

Methods
**Design.** Study 5 followed a mixed model, quasi-experimental design. It used the same sex ratio conditions and stimuli as Studies 4a and 4b: 0/4 men, 1/3 men, 2/2 men, 3/1 men, and 4/0 men per ensemble. I also examined the potential effect of perceiver sex (male v. female) on ensemble trait ratings, although I did not expect it to moderate the effect of sex ratio on either dependent variable.

**Participants.** Eighty-seven students at a large, public West Coast university completed the study in exchange for course credit; individuals who participated in Study 4a or 4b were ineligible to complete Study 5. Data from one participant who fell ill during the study and from one participant who reported their gender as outside the gender binary were excluded from analyses. Eight participants reported recognizing at least one of the faces in a given ensemble; since prior knowledge about the target may bias impressions about their work, I excluded data from these participants as well. The final sample was comprised of seventy-seven participants (73% women).

**Materials and Procedure.** Participants provided informed consent and were seated at one of three computers pre-loaded with a study-customized Python script. Participants completed the same practice trials as in Study 4a before moving onto the main experiment. The same 80 ensembles used in Studies 4a and 4b were reused in Study 5 (see Figure 8). Each ensemble was presented on screen for 500ms in a 1x4 array after a 500ms fixation cross; as before, a 500ms delay preceded the presentation of the criterion questions. Maximizing external validity as much as possible, individuals in the 1x4 array were laid out left to right in the order in which they spoke during their actual panel presentation (as indicated by the 2015 SPSP program). The 80 ensembles were presented in randomized order and shown once per block. Participants completed three counterbalanced blocks (and thus 240 trials) in total.
The first block assessed the ensemble’s Perceived Masculinity. After each ensemble, participants were asked to indicate on a 7-point Likert Scale, “How masculine or feminine is the average group member of the group you just saw?” (1=Extremely feminine to 7=Extremely masculine).

In the second block, participants responded to 7 items assessing targets’ seeming potential to make a broader impact on society. Items were based on the Broader Impacts criteria used by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in assessing fellowship and funding opportunities across multiple fields of science (The National Science Foundation, 2016). Each item asked participants to indicate on a 7-point Likert scale (1=Extremely unlikely to 7=Extremely likely) how likely members of the ensemble were to engage in certain activities. Sample items included: “How likely is work by members of this group to increase public engagement with science and technology, including scientific literacy?”; “How likely is work by members of this group to encourage underrepresented individuals like racial minorities, women, and persons with disabilities to participate in science?”; “How likely is work by members of this group to improve the well-being of individuals in society?” For a full list of the seven items, see Appendix B. An analysis of scale reliability following the procedure outline by Cranford et al. (2006) for multi-level repeated measures suggested that the seven items hung together reasonably well (Rc=0.84). Thus, I averaged together participants’ responses for the seven items to arrive at an overall Perceived Broader Impacts score for each ensemble.

The third block assessed the intellectual merit attributed to each ensemble by perceivers. I again compiled the list of Intellectual Merit criteria put forth by the NSF to create seven related-items (see The National Science Foundation, 2016). After exposure to an ensemble group, participants were asked to indicate on a 7-point Likert scale (1=Extremely unlikely to
group members’ likelihood to engage in each behavior. Sample items included: “How likely are members of this group to advance knowledge and understanding within their own field/industry?”; “How likely are members of this group to advance knowledge and understanding across different fields/industries?”; “How likely are members of this group to transform the frontiers of knowledge?”; “How well qualified do members of this team seem to present their work to others?” See Appendix B for the full item list. The scale showed high internal reliability ($R_C=0.91$), so participants’ responses to the seven items were averaged together to create a mean Perceived Intellectual Merit score for each ensemble.

After completing all three blocks, participants answered basic demographic questions and indicated whether they recognized any of the individual target faces in the study.

**Statistical Analysis.** Data from Study 5 was analyzed using a series of multilevel models with random slopes and random intercepts. Because observations were dually nested within perceivers and within stimuli, I specified cross-classification in the models. In a step-wise fashion, I regressed Perceived Scientific Rigor, Perceived Broader Impacts, and Perceived Intellectual Merit separately onto perceiver sex, actual sex ratio, and their interaction. I also tested for the covarying effect of ensemble attractiveness on the criterion. I report only the significant effects of the covariate below.

**Results**

**Perceived masculinity.** Most of the variance in participants’ responses was across subjects ($ICC=0.06$), highlighting the reduced role of participant-level factors in determining Perceived Masculinity. As the ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased, perceivers reported the average group member as more masculine, $B=0.73$, $SE=0.05$, $t=13.39$, $p<.0001$, $R^2_{MVP}=0.30$ (see Figure 12). Female perceivers reported the average group member as more
masculine than male perceivers, \( B=0.36, SE=0.10, t=3.48, p<.0001, R^2_{MVP}=0.01 \); this finding is consistent with a conceptual replication of Perceived Sex Ratio from Studies 4a and 4b.

**Perceived Broader Impacts.** The ICC drawn from the null model predicting Perceived Broader Impacts equaled 0.40. There was a main effect of sex ratio, such that as the ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased, Perceived Broader Impacts decreased, \( B=-0.08, SE=0.25, t=-3.11, p=.00232, R^2_{MVP}=0.01 \). Perceiver sex marginally moderated the effect of ensemble sex ratio on perceptions of the group’s likelihood to create work with broader impacts, \( B=-0.09, SE=0.04, t=-1.97, p=.0521, R^2_{MVP}=0.02 \) (see Figure 13, panel A). Men reported similar levels of Perceived Broader Impacts across sex ratio conditions, \( B=-0.01, SE=0.03, t=-0.51, p=.61 \). Women, however, believed groups with more men and fewer women were less likely to produce work that would impact their communities, \( B=-0.10, SE=0.03, t=-3.32, p=.00125, R^2_{MVP}=0.02 \).

**Perceived Intellectual Merit.** Calculating the ICC for Perceived Intellectual Merit revealed that more than two-thirds of the variance in participants’ responses was due to differences between participants (ICC=0.32). Contrary to hypotheses, participants rated groups as having similar levels of intellectual merit, regardless of the ratio of men to women in the ensemble, \( B=-.00, SE=0.02, t=-0.15, p=.882, n.s. \) Overall, women rated the ensembles as having significantly more Perceived Intellectual Merit than men, \( B=0.32, SE=0.16, t=2.06, p=.0426, R^2_{MVP}=0.02 \) (see Figure 13, panel B).

**Discussion**

Findings from Study 5 provide further evidence that sex ratios within groups impact downstream perceivers’ assumptions about target individuals and their work. Namely, majority female groups are perceived as significantly more likely to contribute to scientific literacy and to share their work with a broader audience. This finding aligns with gender stereotypes portraying
women as talkative, warm, aware of others’ feelings, caring, patient, and motherly (Broverman et al., 1972; Ghavami & Peplau, 2012; Prentice & Carranza, 2002). Furthermore, these traits are consistent with occupations traditionally deemed “more feminine” (e.g., teaching or nursing; Miller & Budd, 1999). Study 5 highlights how groups rated as significantly less feminine by perceivers are also those significantly more likely to be seen as committed to increasing public engagement and mentoring underrepresented populations. From a half second exposure to an ensemble, perceivers extract socially relevant information and determine the group’s usefulness in disseminating important knowledge.

Contrary to my hypotheses, however, I did not find any significant differences in perceptions of intellectual merit as a result of the ensemble’s sex ratio. Given the prevalence of gender stereotypes suggesting women are incompetent and bad at STEM (Ghavami & Peplau, 2012; Miller & Budd, 1999; Wood & Eagly, 2010), I expected majority- and all-female ensembles to be rated as lower in perceived intellectual merit. Several competing alternative explanations may exist for why this pattern did not emerge. First, it may be that the distribution of perceiver gender in the sample biased the findings. Women comprised almost 75% of participants in Study 5. Research on in-group bias and favoritism suggests individuals have a tendency to overemphasize the positive attributes of their own group (Brewer, 1979). By this logic, female perceivers may have rated groups with more women as higher in Intellectual Merit. However, this was not the pattern that arose; instead, women rated all groups, regardless of sex ratio, as higher in Intellectual Merit than male perceivers.

A second potential hypothesis stems from social desirability theory; study participants may have responded to questions in a way that is socially desirable or renders them in a positive light. As a result, their responses may not reflect their true opinions or first impressions (Maher, 1992;
Reynolds, 1982). Given the public call for increased representation of women and underrepresented minorities in STEM fields (Beede et al., 2011), respondents may have been aware of negative gender stereotypes about women being intellectually inferior at STEM-related work. I did not explicitly state the ensembles came from a social science domain. However, participants may have surmised the research question of interest from the Perceived Intellectual Merit items themselves (e.g., “How rigorous is the science done by members of this group?”; see Appendix B for other items). In keeping with this explanation, perceivers may have hesitated or resisted reporting majority- or all-female groups as conducting less rigorous work. They may not have wanted to appear sexist, doctoring their responses at the expense of their true beliefs.

Alternatively, it may be that the Study 5 sample truly does not endorse gender-based stereotypes about women’s intellectual merit. Participants came from a liberal-minded university in a county where 74.26% of constituents voted for a Democrat or Green Party candidate in the 2016 presidential election (Los Angeles County Registrar, 2016). It may be that if I had recruited a more nationally representative sample, Study 5 would have shown different results. Additionally, participants were all college-aged; most have had limited experience in the working world and may be less suited to judge the merits of other individuals’ work. Thus, future research may want to consider recruiting a politically diverse sample of older adults.

Results from Study 5 imply that audience members at conferences make assumptions about female-dominated panels upon entering the room; even before seeing the presenters’ data, perceivers may judge their work as more impactful and likely to encourage underrepresented minorities to pursue STEM fields. Study 5 has important potential implications across domains. For conference attendees and reviewers alike, greater attention and consideration for how the constituents of a panel affect its initial public reception could help in reducing a priori cognitive
bias. Results from Study 5 indicate that the overall diversity of panel presenters and the distribution of sex ratios in real-world scientific contexts matters.

**General Discussion**

Taken together, the results from Studies 4 and 5 demonstrate perceivers’ ability to ensemble code real-world groups of people and demonstrate ensemble coding’s external validity. The effects of Studies 1a, 1b, and 2 replicated in Studies 4a and 4b despite exposure to noisier targets. While I took some precautions to standardize the photos of SPSP panelists, on the whole, the images were taken at the target’s discretion in the setting of his or her choice. The facial expressions were allowed vary naturally and more closely resemble the groups seen by perceivers in their daily lives. Study Set Two also shows that perceivers form downstream judgments about a group’s ability to contribute to the scientific community and how much they want to interact with or join that group. Study 5 highlights the role of gender stereotypes in driving some of perceivers’ behavioral intentions and attitudes towards ensembles, whether the perceivers realize it explicitly or not.

Future extensions of this work may consider ensemble coding’s effectiveness in other, non-visual mediums. In Studies 4 and 5, participants saw each of the panels rapidly presented on screen. Most conference attendees, however, may glance through the symposium schedule and the list of presenters before deciding which sessions to attend. We know that women in science still face greater hiring discrimination and are judged more negatively than men with an identical resume (Moss-Racusin, Dovidio, Brescoll, Graham, & Handelsman, 2012; Steinpreis, Anders, & Ritzke, 1999). Thus far, research has not considered whether sexist name-based differential treatment extends to groups of male and female scientists. It may be that perceivers ensemble code a list of presenters’ names and base their decision to attend that panel on these
instantaneous summary statistics. I would expect the findings from Study 5 replicate across contexts, with male-dominated panel listings generating more interest and seen as having fewer broader impacts than female-dominated panel listings.

In addition to the medium by which perceivers gather information about an ensemble, researchers may also wish to consider how ensemble coding affects other downstream judgments. From a logistical perspective, conference organizers must assign each panel to a conference room. The size of these rooms may vary, however. It would be interesting to test whether a panel’s sex ratio influences the room and amount of physical space assigned to it. Serving as a proxy for anticipated importance or significance of research, room assignment has important consequences for the panelists and the dissemination of their work. Smaller rooms cannot accommodate as many audience members and may even encourage some attendees to leave the panel if it becomes too crowded. Another non-manipulated factor to consider would be each panel’s average H-index. The H-index constitutes a relatively objective measure of an individual’s publication influence in their field. I wonder whether perceivers would rate ensembles with higher mean H-indices as doing more rigorous work, as having more intellectual merit, and more likely to positively impact society. Future work could consider what relationship, if any, exists between summary statistics about a group and more objective measures of their success.

Finally, it is worth noting that Studies 4 and 5 draw on panel presenters from a single conference in one specific year. For greater generalizability, future research should examine a variety of conferences across fields and time periods. It would be interesting to compare sex ratios of panels in the social sciences, for example, with panels drawn from conferences in the physical or biological sciences. Can perceivers accurately categorize each of the different panels
better than chance and if so, what cues do they draw on to do so? Additionally, I wonder how perceivers’ judgments about an ensemble would change if they were primed to believe either social scientists or life scientists comprised the panel. I expect implicit gender stereotypes would contribute to an over perception of men in physical science panels and under perception of women. Replication across conferences and across STEM fields would lend even greater external validity to the findings from Studies 4 and 5.

Scientists rarely research in isolation; instead we are surrounded by colleagues, lab mates, journal reviewers, and public audiences who share in our work. It is important to understand how who we work with shapes the ways in which others see us and evaluate our merit. This becomes particularly salient as we consider best practices for getting more women and other underrepresented minority individuals into STEM fields. It may be that to improve gender parity, we need to simultaneously increase the visibility of the women present in proportion to the number of men while also continuing to combat negative gender stereotypes. This dual approach could serve to change women’s feelings of belonging and reduce the strength of implicit effects discouraging perceivers from attending “less rigorous” majority-female talks. By focusing on increasing the perceived as well as the actual sex ratio of male-dominated fields, we may begin to change how young female scientists view their place in STEM.
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The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief overview of the Social Vision Toolkit, a new, open-source Python framework developed with social scientists in mind. In particular, the Social Vision Toolkit allows for full customization and random stimuli presentation in an experimental setting. It comes pre-loaded with multiple features which, out of the box, enable users to present several different types of stimuli and automatically records participants’ input. It aims to be widely accessible, with the same code working across Android, macOS, and Linux platforms. Currently, the Social Vision Toolkit is available free of charge and stored in an online Git repository that anyone with an account can access. It is my hope that the Social Vision Toolkit further contributes to open science and greater transparency in experimental methods.

History Behind the Social Vision Toolkit's Development

The idea behind the Social Vision Toolkit arose from a need to create real-time random presentation of stimuli in early 2015. The authors wanted to run a study wherein participants saw fifty target images, with each image comprised of a random 12-person group of individual faces. Creating each stimuli by hand seemed unnecessarily tedious and would introduce potential bias into the results; it could be that the randomly created 50 imagines seen by each participant were driving the effect, rather than the variable of interest (e.g., the group’s sex ratio). Although I could control for this variance by including a cross-classification term during data analysis, I wondered whether software existed that would create the images in real time for participants. Essentially, I was interested in removing, rather than controlling for, the variance of these target images. I turned to Python to create an application that would, from a pool of set images, select and combine a new group of target faces for each trial and each new participant. The Social
Vision Toolkit, although in its nascence then, enabled me to run several studies testing the social perception of a group’s sex ratio in a cleaner, more controlled design than previously possible (for full description of the study designs and findings, see Studies 1b and 2).

**Advantages of the Social Vision Toolkit**

Prior to the Social Vision Toolkit’s creation, several other similar options were available for experimenters’ use; I considered each of these before ultimately rejecting them in favor of creating my own. There are several commercial packages which require minimal programming. Users instead click through a graphical-user interface (GUI) to design their studies. Arguably easier to use for experimenters with no or limited programming experience, these commercial packages streamline the process and ease interpretation of results (Vihinen, 2015). However, I was not in favor of designing my studies using commercial software for several reasons. First, companies are typically unwilling or unable to share the application code for their proprietary software. The program acts as a “black box”, asking users to input their stimuli and tasks without seeing the background code that generates the experiment (Jones, 2013; Vihinen, 2015). Thus, the experimenter must rely on the company’s word that the program operates as it says it does; they cannot check the quality of the code themselves or share it more broadly. In contrast, open-source programs, by nature, are structured such that anyone can view, use, and test them (Krogh & Hippel, 2006; Peirce, 2009). Resultantly, they encourage greater collaboration between researchers. They also enable a feedback loop wherein any potential bugs in a program can be spotted by users and readily resolved.

In addition to its hidden code, commercial software can be cost-prohibitive for some researchers. Even with an academic or university discount, a single license for SuperLab or ePrime software costs $695 and $995 respectively (Cedrus Corporation, 2017; Psychology
Software Tools, 2018). High costs unnecessarily disadvantages young researchers, faculty with limited budgets, and scholars from smaller universities (Jones, 2013; Vihinen, 2015). The final deciding factor for me was that I could not easily customize the scripts in the proprietary program as much as I would have liked. I could have randomized part of the design, but not to the degree and specificity that was necessary to run our studies. Thus, I turned to open-source software as a potential alternative solution.

The Social Vision Toolkit is not the first stimuli presentation framework available free of charge. Other open-source packages enabling experiment creation in Python exist and have similar cross-platform usability. They too can run on Windows, macOS, or Linux operating systems (Peirce, 2009). Some alternative frameworks may also generate stimuli in real-time on a frame-by-frame basis (Peirce, 2007, 2009). However, the Social Vision Toolkit differs from prior open-source applications in several key ways which I believe improve its accessibility and ease of use. First, it leverages the open-source Kivy framework (https://kivy.org/#home) for all graphics and input-related processing. Kivy was initially released in 2011 as a platform to make building GUIs easier (Kivy, 2017). It wraps OpenGL, thereby sidestepping the need to understand the details of low-level graphics code. With over 20 widgets available in its libraries, Kivy renders it easier to customize stimuli presentation than code that uses OpenGL alone. Its design makes it more accessible and “higher-level” than open-source packages where the user must write each component from scratch. For example, Kivy comes with an Image Grid widget, which, given a number of rows and columns, will automatically create an onscreen array of images with the specified dimensions. This allows users to accomplish in one line of code what would otherwise require extensive manual implementation and many lines of custom code. Kivy developers have also written extensive documentation about the library; these write-ups include
step-by-step instructions for implementing widgets and tutorials to get new users mastering the basics quickly (see Kivy Organization, 2012). Based on Kivy, I believe the Social Vision Toolkit has a lower bar of entry for researchers than other Python-based open-source frameworks for stimuli presentation.

To further maximize its usefulness and accessibility, I have designed the Social Vision Toolkit with some basic features pre-loaded into the application. The framework code (which most beginner programmers need not edit or worry about) includes functions to automatically save each participant’s data; experiment scripts created using the Social Vision Toolkit will automatically back up data throughout the experiment in case the computer crashes or the participant quits the program. Additionally, the experimenter does not have to write a “print” or show function to get a stimulus or dependent variable to appear onscreen. The Social Vision Toolkit again does this automatically based on framework code and class specifications. Prior open-source applications require users write code within each experiment file that saves the data and tells the program what to show. By including these as automatic features, I aimed to streamline the code within each experiment file and require users to master fewer concepts.

The Social Vision Toolkit also has increased functionality compared to other open-source applications. With the Social Vision Toolkit, researchers write their experiment files directly in Python. Some other applications, in contrast, require the user to build their experiments in XML which is then compiled into Python. XML constitutes a mark-up language, where code must follow the exact format and options as specified by the original designer. Writing the experiment code directly in Python, however, allows researchers to customize their experiments in ways we, as the original authors, may have not even considered. Users can define their own functions and create their own classes of objects. Currently, the Social Vision Toolkit comes pre-packaged
with text and image stimuli presentation classes, with participants needing to respond via the keyboard. The Kivy library, however, includes widgets for audio and video stimuli presentation, plus the ability to record different types of input from the user (Kivy Organization, 2012). For example, researchers could customize their experiment using the Camera widget to record participants’ nonverbal behavior during the course of the study (e.g. to document emotional responses to linguistic bias as in Stout & Dasgupta, 2011). Experimenters could also create radio buttons onscreen via the CheckBox widget. Additional widgets of potential interest to researchers include drop-down lists, a progress bar, Scatter (for rotating and scaling shapes using multitouch systems like an Ipad), sliders, text input boxes, and an onscreen keyboard (Kivy Organization, 2012). Although the Social Vision Toolkit does not currently integrate these widgets out of the box, the Kivy framework allows users to develop and customize experiments without having to write the manual code for each widget themselves. Thus, the Social Vision Toolkit may also appeal to more advanced programmers who can use it as a base for new, potentially unforeseen extensions.

The Social Vision Toolkit’s final advantage for researchers derives from its declarative nature. This means that the code in each experiment file does not have to be organized in executable order. Open-source alternatives to the Social Vision Toolkit rely on an imperative programming model; researchers must write each line of code in the order in which it will be executed by the application. Should a researcher want to add a new block or change the order of tasks in their experiment, it would prove easier using the Social Vision Toolkit than a different open-source Python framework. I accomplished this by having the experimenter define the order of stimuli, tasks, and events, rather than explicitly dictating execution order. An imperative programming model reads like a recipe; each step is prescribed in the necessary order. By
contrast, an experiment file using the Social Vision Toolkit describes what an experimenter is trying accomplish instead of how it must be done. The how has been accounted for in the base framework code created by the authors.

**Contributing to the Open Science Movement**

Beyond technical improvements on prior open-source Python frameworks, the Social Vision Toolkit may contribute to shifting norms in publication and replicability. Over the last decade, social scientists have been calling for greater transparency in research methodology. In a controversial article generating several counter responses, Nosek and Bar-Anan (2012) called for psychologists to move beyond “17th-century technologies” by incorporating “21st-century scientific communication practices [to] increase openness, transparency, and accessibility in the service of knowledge building…” (p. 217). They challenged researchers to consider how the Internet can increase collaboration and to publish their articles in open-access journals free to the public. Similar recognition of the need for greater transparency and increased replicability in experiments arose at the same time in other fields, including political science (Jones, 2013), life sciences (Osborne et al., 2014; Perez-Riverol et al., 2016), and bioinformatics (Perez-Riverol et al., 2016; Vihinen, 2015). In a recent Nature: Human Behavior column, Munafò et al. (2017) point to “large numbers of scientists working competitively in silos without combining their efforts” as a key element contributing to the publishing of error-prone results (p. 1). He and his co-authors encourage researchers to seek external review of their methodology, collaborate with individuals outside their home institution, and make their data public for others to use.

We have created the Social Vision Toolkit in an attempt to further this collaborative effort. In addition to making data or one’s analyses public, creating an open-source Python framework enables researchers to share their experiment scripts. In particular, I have published
the Social Vision Toolkit on the open access repository called GitHub. A “social coding platform” (Perez-Riverol et al., 2016), GitHub wraps Git which is a Version Control System (VCS). Any user can see, copy, or comment on public repositories on GitHub with a free account. While not solving all issues in the current replicability crisis (Ram, 2013), making the Social Vision Toolkit available on GitHub promotes several of the tenants of open science. First, it creates a dialogue between coders and, by extension, researchers using the Social Vision Toolkit; multiple remote contributors can collaborate and contribute to the same code (e.g., professors or students at different institutions; Blischak, Davenport, & Wilson, 2016; Perez-Riverol et al., 2016; Ram, 2013). Furthermore, as a VCS, GitHub allows individuals to “fork” a copy of the original repository and make their own edits to it without affecting the original code (Perez-Riverol et al., 2016; Ram, 2013). If the users believe their changes would greatly improve the original source code, they can submit a pull request for the authors to consider merging their changes into the original file. In this manner, the code base can be built collaboratively over time. Thus, it is my hope that the Social Vision Toolkit will be forked by other experimenters who then adapt the code to their own needs and share their improvements to class or task types back on GitHub.

In addition to collaboration via sharing of the original code, providing the full framework on GitHub also affords greater transparency to research methodology. Any user with a GitHub account can upload and share publicly numerous data or text files, including code from statistical analyses. Beyond making data open access, researchers may also consider uploading the experiment script written with the help of Social Vision Toolkit on GitHub. To be clear, this is by no means a requirement of accessing the Social Vision Toolkit; users can also fork the Social Vision Toolkit and edit it locally, without uploading changes to GitHub. However, should they
wish to share their experiment scripts as part of a publication submission, for example, they can easily do so. The Git VCS will seamlessly sync their local file with their GitHub repository at any time. Replicating findings may become that much easier, as researchers can review and run the same experiment code across institutions.

Publishing the Social Vision Toolkit on GitHub also answers the call for greater methodological peer review. With the experiment scripts made public, other researchers can see how an experiment was built and what questions the authors asked. GitHub also has a built-in issues tracker; this followers of a particular repository to submit bug reports should they notice errors in the code (Perez-Riverol et al., 2016). The issues can then be addressed by the repository’s original authors and any necessary fixes integrated in future experiment scripts.

In both its implementation and design, the Social Vision Toolkit aims to contribute to changing norms in the social sciences. The advancement of technology in the last few decades has made it possible for experimenters to run more advanced, technical studies in lab and provided the tools for sharing these experiments online. Home to the Social Vision Toolkit, GitHub further provides opportunities for researchers to collaborate, comment, and review the methodology behind each study.\(^7\)

**How to Use the Social Vision Toolkit**

Having established the context surrounding its development and its merits in advancing open science, I turn now to the logistics underlying using the Social Vision Toolkit. I will walk through the files assembled in the Social Vision Toolkit and describe how to use the built-in functions to create an experiment from scratch. I will also review the different types of object

---

\(^7\) Readers seeking more detailed information on how to use GitHub, including how to commit changes from a forked repository, should refer to Perez-Riverol et al. (2016) and Blischak et al., (2016).
classes relied on by experiment scripts. Finally, I will interpret line-by-line one of the three demo experiment files included in the Social Vision Toolkit.

**Contents of the Repository**

As presented on GitHub, the Social Vision Toolkit repository contains many different type of files. Several files are the framework code which users can see but need edit; this is where I have coded built-in functions, like automatically saving participant data or defining the type of classes. These files include: data_recorder.py; event.py; experiment.py; stimulus.kv; stimulus.py; subject.py; task.kv; task.py; ui.kv; ui.py; and, util.py. Repository visitors will also see a folder labeled “widgets” (see Figure 14), which houses the most common Kivy widgets drawn upon by the Social Vision Toolkit. Again, most users will have no need to change the contents of this folder. Advanced users may wish to add additional widgets from the Kivy library here, should they want to implement different types of stimuli (e.g., audio files). Finally, the repository also includes a license outlining its open-access policies and a README file with how to cite the Social Vision Toolkit.

In addition to framework files, the Social Vision Toolkit repository also includes files which the user must access and edit in order to run an experiment. The actual experiment scripts created by the user will be saved in the forked version of the Social Vision Toolkit, alongside the “widgets” folder and framework files. Three demo experiment scripts are included with the Social Vision Toolkit and can be seen in Figure 14: example_experiment.py; between_subjects_reverse_correlation_demo.py; and, within_subjects_ensemble_coding_demo.py. When the user creates their own experiment file, it should be saved here in the main folder.
Additionally, the user should note the “assets” folder in the repository. It should contain all the task and stimuli jpg images called upon in each experiment file. For the purposes of this paper, I have included in “assets” a sub-folder labeled “demo”; it contains image files for the dependent variables in each of the three demo experiment scripts, as well as folders for the stimulus base faces called by two of the demo experiments. When creating and running an experiment, users must save any and all image or stimuli files to their local “assets” folder.

**System Requirements and Dependencies**

To run on any operating system, the Social Vision Toolkit requires users download Python version 2.7 as well as Kivy and its dependencies. Additionally, I recommend users write their experiment script in a free open-source text editor like Sublime Text or Emacs.

**Experiment Structure**

An experiment file written using the Social Vision Toolkit consists of several different classes. Namely, three main types of classes or objects make up an experiment file: Experiments; Event Blocks; and, Tasks (see Figure 15). I provide greater detail about each class and subclass type below. In short, Tasks consist of the items, stimuli, or text seen by the participant. One or more tasks comprise an Event Block; one or more Event Blocks comprise an Experiment. Event Blocks and Experiments are purely abstract concepts; they allow researchers to organize their experimental design in logical segments.

**Experiment Class.** The experiment class is defined only once, at the very end of the experiment script using the `class ExperimentName(Experiment)` variable. It tells the program the order in which Event Blocks should be presented and whether any events should be repeated. The command to define the event order within an Experiment class reads like a mathematical equation, with sequential Event Blocks indicated by the + sign and repetitions of
an Event Block represented by a multiplicative *. Users can also specify whether the Event Blocks should occur in sequential order, whether they should be randomized, or some combination of the two. The Between Subjects, Reverse Correlation experiment script included in the Social Vision Toolkit has an Experiment class that specifies a specific Event Block order (see Figure 16 and Appendix C). In comparison, the Experiment class in the Within Subjects, Ensemble Coding experiment script specifies the exact order of the first two Event Blocks while randomizing across participants the order of the third and fourth Event Blocks. All participants then see the same final Event Block (see Figure 17 and Appendix C).

The Experiment class may take additional arguments, should the user desire greater complexity in study design. For example, in a within subject experiment, the user may wish to vary the number of a type of stimuli seen by a participant. This can be done within the blocks argument of the Experiment class command. In the Within Subjects, Ensemble Coding demo, participants were exposed to five different conditions where the ratio of two types of images in a single Image Grid differed. I wished the user to see 10 different image types within each condition and wanted them to appear shuffled within a single Event Block. I specified this via the blocks variable, instructing the program to show all participants the Instruct Ratio Event, followed by the condition-randomized Ratio Event (see Appendix C).

**Event Block class.** The Event Block class can be thought of as the design blocks within the experiment. It is called in the experiment script via the class `EventBlockName(Event)` variable. Generally, users will want to create a separate Event Block for each of their dependent variables, for any opening onscreen experiment instructions, and for any demographic information they wish to collect at the end. Each Event Block should have its own easily identifiable name, specified by the `event_id` variable; this will be the
header for that Event Block in the comma-separated values (CSV) output file containing participants’ responses.

Event Blocks are built using one or more Tasks. As with Experiment Classes, the order of Tasks within an Event Block can be randomized or performed in sequential order. The stages variable within each Event Block takes an array containing the order of the Tasks constituting that Event Block. In the Example Experiment demo script, the TestEvent Block contains three tasks: TestStimulus, wait(1000), and TestTask (see Figure 18). These will be shown to participants in the exact order in which they appear. In the Within Subjects, Ensemble Coding demo script, the BelongingFitEvent Block provides an example of partially randomized Task order. The dvs variable allows the experimenter to further specify which parts of the Event Block will be randomized. The GroupFitQuestion Task and the GroupBelongingTask comprise two items in a scale that participants must respond to after every stimulus. I wished the order of the two questions to be randomized from trial to trial, while ensuring that for each trial, participants first saw a Fixation Cross and a test stimulus before the randomized dependent variables. Thus, Block Events allow the experimenter to control the exact presentation order of Tasks.

Task class. Participants will see onscreen only objects belonging to the Task class. Tasks can span a wide range of types and purposes. Everything from instructions about the experiment to timed stimuli presentation can be represented via a Task object. There are several different types of Tasks, divided into sub-classes which have been pre-programmed to accomplish slightly different objectives.

Stimulus sub-class. The Stimulus sub-class of Tasks allows experimenters to present images for a specified amount of time. The experimenter sets the duration of the stimulus
presentation via a duration variable. The experiment will automatically record any keyboard input from the participant during the stimulus presentation; however, that is not the goal of this sub-class, and the stimulus will not disappear prior to the specified duration. The experimenter must specify the location of the jpg stimulus image as well as its file name in the def render(self) variable.

**Simple Text Stimulus sub-class.** A specific type of Stimulus object, Simple Text Stimulus sub-class renders experimenter-written text on the screen for a specified duration of time. In the Between Subjects, Reverse Correlation demo script, for example, I used Simple Text Stimulus tasks to create 15 second breaks between sets of trials. Once the specified duration expires, the Event automatically progresses to the next Task.

**Task sub-class.** The Task sub-class presents a named image (which should be saved in the local version of the assets folder) onscreen. The Task sub-class was designed to record participants’ responses; thus it requires participant input before the program advances to the next Task or Event. In the Within Subjects, Ensemble Coding experiment script, Task images include the dependent variables of interest and 7-point Likert scales. As in the Stimulus sub-class, the experimenter must specify under the def render(self) variable the directory location and the exact filename of the image to be presented for that task. The Task sub-class also allows experimenters to specify acceptable_keys. If specified, the Event will only advance and the Task will only record a key listed in the array of acceptable_keys.

**Simple Text Task sub-class.** Best suited for presenting instructions, the Simple Text Task sub-class of Task objects only shows experimenter-determined text to the participant. It requires participants to press a key to advance the Event and for the next Task to appear.

**Demo Experiment Scripts**
The three demo files included in the Social Vision Toolkit represent different types of studies with varying levels of programming complexity. The Example Experiment file constitutes the most introductory file; it shows text onscreen for 1000ms, has a 1000ms delay, then asks the participant to press any key. This sequence of events repeats three times before the experiment ends. The Between Subjects, Reverse Correlation and Within Subjects, Ensemble Coding demo scripts were adapted from the full length scripts used to generate Study 3 and Study 1b, respectively, in this dissertation. They were chosen to demonstrate the breadth of what the Social Vision Toolkit can accomplish. Figures 16, 17, and 18 outline the Experiment design for each demo script; the Event Block and Task labels in each figure correspond to their respective names in the code. All three of the demo scripts will run in their current form, assuming the user has downloaded the proper version of Python and Kivy dependencies.

To better understand how to read and edit the demo script code, I will go line-by-line through the Example Experiment demo script now. It is rendered in its complete form in Appendix C. The script starts with a list of dependencies, which should appear at the top of every experimental script and should not be changed by the user:

```python
from stimulus import Stimulus
from task import Task
from event import Event, wait
from experiment import Experiment
from ui import run_app
from kivy.uix.button import Button
```

These six lines of code call functions that were created in the framework files to the current experiment file; this allows the program to run them during the experiment. Next, the script defines the first Task it will use:

```python
class TestStimulus(Stimulus):
```
We have given the TestStimulus Task the stimulus id “test_stimulus”; this is the variable label it will have in the data output file. Additionally, because the Task belongs to the Stimulus subclass, I must specify how long the image remains onscreen. Here I have called it for 1000 ms. Finally, the last two lines in the class variable define the Stimulus as the text “Test” and provide its layout on the page.

The next snippet of code defines a second Task as the TestTask. It labels the task as “test_task” for the results output and again allows the experimenter to edit the text seen by the participant. Because this is a Task with no sub-class, it requires input from the participant before the experiment will advance. There is no duration variable, as it is irrelevant to this Task.

```python
class TestTask(Task):
    task_id = "test_task"  # Identifies this task in the results.
    
    def render(self):
        self.layout.add_widget(Button(pos=self.layout.pos, text="I am a task. Press any key to continue."))
    
run_app(TestExperiment)
```

After defining the two Tasks, I create a new Event Block by calling the class variable again but specifying Event in parentheses. The event_id variable names the event block for the results output. I define the order of the Tasks I want to include in the Block Event in the stages variable, by providing a sequential array. Here, the program will present the TestStimulus Task, wait 1000ms, then present the TestTask. The wait() command has been built into the framework of the Social Vision Toolkit, so users need not define this variable in their own experiment script.
class TestEvent(Event):
    event_id = "test_event"  # Identifies this event in the results.
    stages = [TestStimulus, wait(1000), TestTask]

Next, I define the Experiment class via the last class variable. The events variable underneath it specifies the order of the Block Event(s). In this demo script, I have only one Block Event (TestEvent), but I want it to repeat three times. The multiplicative asterisk indicates repetition, with the desired number of repetitions following it.

class TestExperiment(Experiment):
    events = [TestEvent] * 3

Finally, the last line of code only requires the user to update the run_app command with the correct name of their experiment. Because I defined the Experiment above as TestExperiment, I have written that in the run_app command. The rest of the if function should remain unchanged in order to ensure the script runs as intended when called.

if __name__ == '__main__':
    run_app(TestExperiment)

Executing Experimental Scripts

Having written and saved their script into a local forked version of the Social Vision Toolkit, experimenters can execute their scripts directly from the Terminal. They must navigate into the Social Vision Toolkit from their home directory. Once there, they can call the script via the command python experimentname.py. For example, to call the Example Experiment demo script, the experimenter would type python example_experiment.py
This will trigger a box containing the opening frame of the experiment to appear onscreen (see Figure 19). The opening frame includes a text entry box where researchers can record the id of the participant about to perform the experiment. It also allows the experimenter to select whether the participant is in Condition A or B for a between subjects study.

Each experiment created using the Social Vision Toolkit saves participants’ responses in the same directory as the local repository location. For each session in which participants are run, the program saves a separate CSV file labeled with the date and time that the experiment began. The CSV files can be then processed and compiled using the experimenter’s preferred statistical analysis software.

**Discussion**

The Social Vision Toolkit was designed to create a free, collaborative tool for social scientists to present experimental stimuli to participants. It supersedes the need for expensive, proprietary software, as it fulfills many of the same objectives. Additionally, it is provided free of charge for download from an open-access online repository and operates across platforms. Users may view the full code base, allowing them to see exactly what the program does and how it operates. Furthermore, it encourages input from other researchers who can adapt experimental scripts to their own needs and suggest overall improvements to the code. The Social Vision Toolkit differs from prior open-source stimuli frameworks in its declarative nature and higher-level functioning. Although lacking a GUI, I believe it presents a lower bar of entry for researchers newer to Python and comes pre-loaded with relevant features like automatic data recording. Thus, I hope the Social Vision Toolkit may help social scientists create novel, more intricate experiments using a range of stimuli.
Currently, the Social Vision Toolkit comes preloaded with three types of object classes which can be combined to create a between- or within-subject experiment. The Social Vision Toolkit allows researchers to easily present text or images to participants in a randomized or structured order and records participants’ keyboard responses. Future improvements to the base package will include ready-to-go subclasses for presenting audio and video stimuli, the option to include an onscreen progress bar, and additional input classes like radio buttons and sliding scales. Written in Python, the Social Vision Toolkit also has the capability to integrate with other technologies like eye tracking or mouse tracking software. The Social Vision Toolkit is highly customizable and may suit many other researchers’ needs beyond those originally envisioned by the authors.

In the spirit of open science, I encourage any interested developers to create their own Task sub-classes and submit a merge request on the GitHub repository. I have chosen to share the Social Vision Toolkit on GitHub in part to spur peer review and collaboration across institutions. I would hate to see other labs have to “recreate the wheel” or rely on expensive software, when a free alternative exists in the Social Vision Toolkit. Further, GitHub’s forking feature makes it easier for researchers to share their experiment scripts, data and code for statistical analyses. Thus, other labs may find it easier to replicate prior findings and build upon these research questions. I hope that making the Social Vision Toolkit public further pushes social science towards greater methodological transparency and collaboration, as well as broadens the scope of what is experimentally possible.
Conclusion

The goal of this dissertation was to examine how individuals extract important, summary information from groups of people. Through two sets of studies and a methods paper, I sought to understand the ways in which changes in sex ratio influence subjective feelings and downstream judgments about the individuals in the group.

In Study Set One, I examined whether perceivers can accurately and rapidly extract actuarial and social summary statistics from 8 and 12-person ensembles. Participants briefly saw random groups varying in sex ratio from all men to all women. The results suggest perceivers can accurately encode changes in the proportion of male to female group members and view male-dominated groups as increasingly sexist. Additionally, perceivers feel less belonging as the number of same-sex group members decreases. Through reverse correlation, Study Set One also provided a glimpse into the mental representation generated when individuals see a male- or female-dominated group. The average group member from majority-male ensembles appears angrier and less welcoming than the average group member from majority-female ensembles. Findings from Studies 1-3 suggest ensemble coding evokes emotional responses in perceivers and may contribute to women’s likelihood to approach or avoid male-dominated fields.

Study Set Two probed whether the ensemble coding process explored in Study Set One replicates with real-world groups. Participants saw 4-person arrays based on panels from a prominent social psychology conference. Despite exposure to noisier stimuli, perceivers again accurately reported changes in the perceived sex ratio and facial gender of the average group member across conditions. Furthermore, participants also anticipated that the group’s likelihood to endorse sexist norms would increase as the ratio of men to women decreased. As in Studies 1a, 1b, and 2, perceivers’ feelings of belonging depended on the number of same-sex others in
the group. Study 5 extended prior theory by examining whether perceivers encode information about the group’s intellectual merit and potential for broader impacts gets encoded from a brief exposure to the ensemble. College students saw majority-male groups as less likely to engage in work with broader impacts, including mentoring underrepresented groups in STEM and increasing public engagement. Women perceived all groups, regardless of sex ratio, as having greater intellectual merit than men. Study Set 2 tested the external validity of my theory and demonstrated that real-world ensembles are nevertheless summarized in ways that may impact group members’ goals.

The last chapter of this dissertation described the underlying Python framework I developed to test my theory: the Social Vision Toolkit. It presents the Social Vision Toolkit’s history and context, contrasting it with other similar proprietary and open-source software. I outlined its advantages and highlighted its potential contribution to open science. Additionally, this chapter walked the reader how to design an experiment script using the Social Vision Toolkit. It also presented a line-by-line interpretation of a demo experiment included in the base package. Essential to answering research questions central to my dissertation, the creation of the Social Vision Toolkit may have the collateral consequence of contributing to the open science movement. Other researchers will be able to access and adapt our experiment scripts online via an open-access repository. The Social Vision Toolkit broadens the possibilities of research design and stimuli presentation, constituting a new methodological tool.

Taken together, my dissertation research highlights how instantaneous perceptions of a group’s sex ratio drive immediate social attitudes and feelings of belonging. Even before interacting with a group, my findings suggest perceivers rapidly and accurately appraise the number of same-sex others present. This perception in turn drives beliefs about the group’s
endorsement of sexist norms, its ability to contribute to societal advancement, and the average group member’s approachability.

Research from Study Sets One and Two has important implications for women or men entering majority-single sex spaces. Prior studies have demonstrated how environmental cues can affect feelings of belonging and interest in counter-stereotypical professions. Cheryan et al. (2009), for example, showed that women who completed a career interest form in a room with Star Trek posters on the wall and video game boxes on the tables were significantly less likely to want to pursue a computer science career than their male peers. Follow-up studies revealed that feelings of belonging mediated women’s interest in stereotypically “masculine” or geeky jobs (Cheryan et al., 2009; Good, Rattan, & Dweck, 2012). My research builds on these findings by demonstrating how feelings of belonging can occur after only a half-second exposure to a group. Even before an individual interacts with others or consciously processes environmental cues, she develops an innate sense of fit and anticipates a certain level of gender discrimination based on the group’s sex ratio. This suggests, for example, that women walking into a male-dominated math classroom for the first time make immediate social judgments about whether they belong and whether the group will accept them. A similar process may also occur for men walking into a majority-female space, like a nursing or primary education class. 8

Prior work has often framed questions of belonging in terms of stereotypical fit. However, my research cannot speak to this relationship explicitly. I did not ask study participants to categorize the type of group they saw (e.g., a math versus a humanities study group) or their interest in stereotype-consistent careers. However, Study 3 may touch on this question

---

8 According to the U.S. Department of Education (2017), women still constitute the majority of B.A. recipients in nursing and early education.
tangentially. Participants’ implicit mental representations of the average group member were rated by a naïve sample along traits consistent with gender stereotypes. In particular, the composite average face from a majority-male group was rated as angrier and less approachable than the composite image from a majority-female group. These characteristics align with stereotypes of men as more aggressive, more sexist, and less emotional than women (Broverman et al., 1972; Ghavami & Peplau, 2012; Wood & Eagly, 2010). Similarly, in Study 5, participants rated majority-female groups as more likely to share their work with their communities and mentor underrepresented minority individuals. These findings align with stereotypes of women as caring and motherly (Ghavami & Peplau, 2012).

Although results from Studies 3 and 5 hint at activation of stereotype-consistent perceptions, future studies should test this hypothesis directly. It may be that perceivers’ endorsement of stereotype-consistent beliefs mediates the effect of a group’s sex ratio on their feelings of fit and belonging. Alternatively, participants may have automatically and subconsciously categorized a group into a stereotype-consistent domain depending on its sex ratio; thus, their perceptions of belonging and discriminatory group norms could have been driven by these stereotypes themselves rather than the sex ratio per se. Follow-up studies will need to tease apart the exact relationship between gender stereotypes, social attitudes and affordances, and instantaneous perception of a group’s sex ratio.

Future research should also consider testing systematic sampling of targets within a set as a competing hypothesis to ensemble coding. The current methodology does not allow me to determine unequivocally whether participants extracted a descriptive average of the group’s sex ratio or whether they focused on a few individual targets in the group. Either strategy may result in similar outcomes, as participants who systematically sample only a few faces would be more
likely to see male targets in a majority-male group. This could then lead them to select an image with higher Perceived Facial Masculinity and more male stick figures on the Perceived Sex Ratio scale. To determine whether perceivers rely on the innate base rate of men to women or extract descriptive characteristics about the whole group would require different methodology than I have employed. For example, researchers could integrate eye tracking software into their study design to measure the onscreen location and duration of participant gaze. This would provide clarity on how perceivers visually process each ensemble; one could empirically test whether participants scan the whole group or focus on a subset of target faces. Despite an inability to identify the exact operating mechanism, the social consequences of my findings remain unchanged. As the number of men to women in the ensemble increased, perceivers felt concomitant shifts in belonging, judged the group to be more hostile towards women, and rated the group as contributing work with fewer broader impacts. While I believe the above studies present evidence for ensemble coding, future research should test competing processes including systematic sampling of target faces.

Drawing on concepts from social cognition and social psychology, ensemble coding has emerged as a way to conceptualize groups of objects. It explains gist abstraction through a statistical lens, complementing existing cognitive and evolutionary research about how humans perceive the world. Shown a set of objects, perceivers can accurately and rapidly summarize statistics about the items. This ability comes at the seeming expense of local-level perception; perceivers have more difficulty recalling information about individual targets compared to group-level characteristics. With concern for methodological validity and statistical rigor, my dissertation considered the downstream consequences triggered by ensemble coding judgments. Akin to appreciating an Impressionist painting, we have stepped back a few yards to recognize
that individual objects may instead be coded as a whole scene; our task is now to make sense of what the perceptual picture says and how it affects our behavior hereafter.
Tables and Figures

Table 1. Post-hoc power analyses of sample size from Studies 1a and 1b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Tested Effect</th>
<th>Achieved Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Main Effect of Actual Sex Ratio on Perceived Facial Masculinity</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Main Effect of Actual Sex Ratio on Belonging</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Main Effect of Condition on Perceived Sexist Norms</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Main Effect of Actual Sex Ratio on Perceived Sex Ratio</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Interaction effect of Gender by Actual Sex Ratio on Belonging</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Main Effect of Actual Sex Ratio on Perceived Facial Masculinity</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Main Effect of Actual Sex Ratio on Belonging</td>
<td>0.9958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Main Effect of Actual Sex Ratio on Perceived Sexist Norms</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Main Effect of Actual Sex Ratio on Perceived Sex Ratio</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Interaction effect of Gender by Actual Sex Ratio on Belonging</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: All power analyses indicate the proportion of times the modeled effect was significant (p<0.05) when tested on 10,000 randomly simulated datasets.*
Figure 1. Sample stimulus from Study 1a in which Actual Sex Ratio varied within each ensemble. This example depicts an Actual Sex Ratio of 6 men and 2 women.
A “Please indicate by selecting the corresponding radio button below which PICTURE (labeled by letter) best represents the ratio of men to women you just saw.”

![Diagram of gender ratios](image)

B “Please indicate by selecting the corresponding radio button below which face best represents the AVERAGE group member in the group just shown?”

![Diagram of facial masculinity](image)

**Figure 2. Dependent measures of actuarial summaries** assessing Perceived Sex Ratio (panel A) and Perceived Facial Masculinity (panel B) used in Studies 1a, 1b, and 2.
Figure 3. Perceived Sex Ratio and Facial Masculinity in Studies 1a and 1b. After 500 ms exposure, perceivers accurately report a group’s sex ratio in Studies 1a (panel A) and 1b (panel B). Perceivers chose a more masculine-gendered face to represent the average group member in Studies 1a (panel C) and 1b (panel D) as the number of men in the group increased. The median face corresponding to participants’ ratings for ensembles comprised of all-women or all-men are shown above their respective conditions.
Figure 4. Perceived Sexist Norms and Belonging in Studies 1a and 1b. Participants view male-dominated groups as having more sexist norms in Studies 1a (panel A) and 1b (panel B). Their feelings of Belonging depended on the number of same-sex others in the group in Studies 1a (panel C) and 1b (panel D).
Figure 5. Error in Perceived Sex Ratio in Studies 1b and 2. Perceivers overestimate the number of men in an ensemble less as the ratio of men to women increases in Studies 1b (panel A) and 2 (panel B). Absolute error in perception, however, grew significantly as the sex ratio increased in Studies 1b (panel C) and 2 (panel D).
Table 2. Mediation models comparing the effect of Perceived Same-Sex Others on Actual Same-Sex Other’s influence on Belonging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Actual Same-Sex Others</th>
<th>Direct Effect</th>
<th>Indirect Effect</th>
<th>95% CI for Indirect Effect</th>
<th>Proportion Mediated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.57**</td>
<td>0.09**</td>
<td>[0.05, 0.14]</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.14**</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
<td>[0.09, 0.27]</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.71**</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
<td>[0.13, 0.41]</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.28**</td>
<td>0.36**</td>
<td>[0.18, 0.54]</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All mediation models compare the Actual number of Same-Sex Others in the ensemble to the control condition of 0 Same-Sex Others in ensemble; *p≤.05, **p≤.01
Figure 6. Study 2 Mediation Model. In Study 2, Perceived Sex Ratio mediated the effect of Actual Sex Ratio on feelings of belonging.
Figure 7. Study 3, Stage 1 design and Mental Representations of Majority-male versus Majority-female groups. In Study 3, Stage 1, participants completed 700 trials in which they saw a majority-male or majority-female ensemble. They indicated after each trial which of two faces most resembled the average group member (A). Their choices were aggregated into two composite images derived from the majority-male (B) and the majority-female (C) conditions.
Table 3. Majority-female ensembles rated more favorably than the mental representation of majority-male ensembles in Study 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traits</th>
<th>Mental Representation of Majority-Male Ensembles</th>
<th>Mental Representation of Majority-Female Ensembles</th>
<th>t-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approachable</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractive</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competent</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendly</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>4.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculine</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p ≤ .0056; **p < .0001, with Bonferroni correction
Figure 8. Sample stimuli used in Studies 4a and 5, in which the ensemble was comprised of all-women (panel A), 1 man: 3 women (panel B), 2 men: 2 women (panel C), 3 men: 1 woman (panel D), or all-men (panel E). Panel F shows a sample stimulus generated by the Python script in Study 4b, with individual target faces randomly placed in a 3x4 array.
Figure 9. Perceived Sex Ratio and Perceived Facial Masculinity in Studies 4a and 4b. After 500 ms exposure, perceivers accurately report a group’s sex ratio in Studies 4a (panel A) and 4b (panel B). Perceivers chose a more masculine-gendered face to represent the average group member in Studies 4a (panel C) and 4b (panel D) as the number of men in the group increased. The median face corresponding to participants’ ratings of all-women or all-men ensembles are shown above their respective conditions.
Figure 10. Error in Perceived Sex Ratio in Studies 4a and 4b. Perceivers overestimate the number of men in an ensemble less as the ratio of men to women increased in Studies 4a (panel A) and 4b (panel B). Male perceivers made similar number of errors across conditions when estimating the Perceived Sex Ratio. Female perceivers, however, made significantly fewer estimation errors as the ensemble sex ratio increased in Studies 4a (panel C) and 4b (panel D).
Figure 11. Perceived Sexist Norms and Belonging in Studies 4a and 4b. Participants view male-dominated groups as having more sexist norms in Studies 4a (panel A) and 4b (panel B). Their feelings of Belonging depended on the number of same-sex others in the group in Studies 4a (panel C) and 4b (panel D).
Figure 12. Perceived Masculinity in Study 5. Participants in Study 5 rated the average group member as significantly more masculine as the ratio of men to women in the ensemble increased.
Figure 13. Perceived Broader Impacts and Perceived Intellectual Merit in Study 5. In Study 5, participants view male-dominated groups as contributing work with fewer broader impacts (panel A). Belief in the Perceived Intellectual Merit depended on the sex of the perceiver, with women rating all ensembles as significantly higher in intellectual merit (panel B).
Figure 14. Social Vision Toolkit on GitHub. A screenshot of the GitHub repository where readers can access the Social Vision Toolkit.
The Experiment class encompasses all subclasses and indicates the order in which subsequent Event Blocks and Tasks should be executed. Event Blocks constitute the second level of classes; users may specify whether the Event Blocks are randomized or follow a specific order within the program. Finally, individual Tasks constitute the third level. These are the images, text, and/or stimuli that are shown to the participant. Each Event Block must have one or more task within it. The above figure shows an experiment with four Event Blocks organized in sequential order; the first, third, and last Event Block all have only one task within them while the second Event Block has two.
Figure 16. Class structure and design specification for the Between Subjects, Reverse Correlation demo included in Social Vision Toolkit. Experimenters select the condition (A or B) on the opening screen, which determines the ratio of men to women (3 men: 9 women v. 9 men: 3 women) seen by participants during the study.
Figure 17. Class structure and design specification for the Within Subjects, Ensemble Coding demo included in Social Vision Toolkit. Note: * indicates block or task order randomization.
Figure 18. Class structure and design specification for the sample Example Experiment demo included in Social Vision Toolkit. Within the Experiment Class, one Event Block is repeated three times; within the Event Block, the three tasks are executed in sequential order.
Figure 19. **Social Vision Toolkit starting page.** The starting page that appears after opening any experiment script developed using the Social Vision Toolkit. Researchers should type in the participant’s number and select a condition group (if applicable) before clicking “Get Started!” Once the “Get Started!” button has been clicked, the experiment begins.
Appendix A: Study Set One Measures

Perceived Sexist Norms Scale

“Norms are a group’s spoken or understood rules about member behavior; they explain how members ought to act. For example, in many classrooms, students understand the norm that they must raise their hands before they speak. After reading the story, please answer the following questions about the group’s potential norms.

How important, if at all, are the following norms to the majority of the group?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Extremely Unimportant To the Group</th>
<th>Unimportant to the Group</th>
<th>Important to the Group</th>
<th>Extremely Important to the Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Members should treat women like they’re good at math.*</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members should treat men differently than women.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It’s acceptable to exclude some people.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women have a lot to contribute to the group.*</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No one should be made fun of.*</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group members should be friendly towards each other.*</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women should defer to men.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is okay to ask for help.*</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Reverse coded items are marked with *
Appendix B: Study Set Two Measures

Broader Impacts Scale

How likely is work by members of this group to improve science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education through mentoring their own subordinates or recruiting and training K-12 teachers?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely unlikely</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extremely likely</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How likely is work by members of this group to improve the well-being of individuals in society?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely unlikely</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extremely likely</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How likely is work by members of this group to encourage underrepresented individuals like racial minorities, women, and persons with disabilities to participate in science?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely unlikely</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extremely likely</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How likely is work by members of this group to increase the economic competitiveness of the United States and contribute to a diverse, globally competitive science, technology, engineering, and mathematics workforce?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely unlikely</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extremely likely</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How likely is work by members of this group to improve national security?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely unlikely</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extremely likely</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How likely is work by members of this group to increase public engagement with science and technology, including scientific literacy?

1  2  3  4  5  6  7
Extremely unlikely                  Extremely likely

How likely is the work by members of this group to be shared with members of Congress or used to inform public policy?

1  2  3  4  5  6  7
Extremely unlikely                  Extremely likely
Intellectual Merit Scale

How likely are members of this group to advance knowledge and understanding within their own field/industry?

1  2  3  4  5  6  7
Extremely unlikely  Extremely likely

How likely are members of this group to advance knowledge and understanding across different fields/industries?

1  2  3  4  5  6  7
Extremely unlikely  Extremely likely

How likely are members of this group to develop creative, original or potentially transformative concepts?

1  2  3  4  5  6  7
Extremely unlikely  Extremely likely

How well qualified do members of this team seem to do their work?

1  2  3  4  5  6  7
Extremely unlikely  Extremely likely

How well qualified do members of this team seem to present their work to others?

1  2  3  4  5  6  7
Extremely unlikely  Extremely likely

How likely are members of this group to transform the frontiers of knowledge?

1  2  3  4  5  6  7
Extremely unlikely  Extremely likely
How rigorous is the science done by members of this group?

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at all rigorous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extremely rigorous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix C: Demo Code Included in the Social Vision Toolkit

Code for Example Experiment

```python
from stimulus import Stimulus
from task import Task
from event import Event, wait
from experiment import Experiment
from ui import run_app

from kivy.uix.button import Button

class TestStimulus(SimpleTextStimulus):
    stimulus_id = "test_stimulus" # Identifies this stimulus in the results.
    duration = 1000  # Show this stimulus for 1000 ms.
    text = "Test"

class TestTask(Task):
    task_id = "test_task" # Identifies this task in the results.

    def render(self):
        self.layout.add_widget(Button(pos=self.layout.pos, text="I am a task. Press any key to continue."))

class TestEvent(Event):
    event_id = "test_event" # Identifies this event in the results.
    stages = [TestStimulus, wait(1000), TestTask]

class TestExperiment(Experiment):
    events = [TestEvent] * 3

if __name__ == '__main__':
    run_app(TestExperiment)
```
Code for Between Subjects, Reverse Correlation Demo

```python
from stimulus import Stimulus
from task import Task
from event import Event, wait
from experiment import Experiment
from ui import run_app
import util
from widgets.image_grids import RandomImageGrid, SequentialPairedImageGrid,
get_sequential_paired_image_grid_iterator
from widgets.simple_tasks import SimpleTextTask
from widgets.simple_stimuli import SimpleTextStimulus
import os

class MaleFemaleStimulus(Stimulus):
    stimulus_id = "image_grid_stimulus"  # Identifies this stimulus in the
results.
    duration = 500  # Show this stimulus for 500 ms.
    def render(self):
        if self.subject.group == 'A':
            directories = {
                os.path.join(os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)),
                                "assets", "demo", "men") : 3,
                os.path.join(os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)),
                                "assets", "demo", "women") : 9}
        elif self.subject.group == 'B':
            directories = {
                os.path.join(os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)),
                                "assets", "demo", "men") : 9,
                os.path.join(os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)),
                                "assets", "demo", "women") : 3}
        else:
            raise ValueError("Expected subject.group to be one of A or B.")

        self.layout.add_widget(RandomImageGrid(directories,
                                                pos=self.layout.pos,
                                                size=self.layout.size,
                                                rows=3,
                                                cols=4))

        # Read all the image pairs into a list, so that we can pass them to
        # SequentialPairedImageGrid. This is necessary to do sampling without
        # replacement.
        image_pair_directory =
        os.path.join(os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)),
                      "assets", "demo", "base_faces")
```
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image_pair_list = get_sequential_paired_image_grid_iterator(
    ["_ori.jpg", "_inv.jpg"], image_pair_directory)
assert len(image_pair_list) == 15 # this must match number of paired images
in base_faces
image_pair_iterator = iter(image_pair_list)

class RevCorrTask(Task):
    task_id = "rev_corr"
    acceptable_keys = ['s', 'l']
    def render(self):
        self.image_grid = SequentialPairedImageGrid(image_pair_iterator,
            pos=self.layout.pos,
            size=self.layout.size)
        self.layout.add_widget(self.image_grid)
    def teardown(self):
        last_keypress = util.last_keypress(self.data)
        print "last keypress:", last_keypress
        if last_keypress == 's':
            self.data['filename'] = self.image_grid.image_filenames[0]
        elif last_keypress == 'l':
            self.data['filename'] = self.image_grid.image_filenames[1]

class IntroTask1(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "intro_text1"
    text = ""
    .. class:: center

Welcome to the lab!

For this study you will first see an array of faces. Please try to imagine
joining this group and how much you would belong there. After the array
image, you will be presented with two different faces, side-by-side.

Your task is to pick the face (out of the two) that best characterizes or
represents the average or mean face you saw in the array. That is, pick the
face that best represents all the faces from the array combined.

There will be many trials so please be patient and do your best to remain
alert. There will be a break every 5 trials.

Press any key to continue."""
You will use the S key to indicate the face on the left is the best representation and the L key to indicate that the face on the right is the best representation.

Please place your fingers on these keys now so that you can be ready to make your judgments as soon as the task begins.

Press any key to begin the study."

```python
class ReadyFlash(SimpleTextStimulus):
    duration = 500
    stimulus_id = "ready_flash"
    text = "Ready?"

class FifteenSecondBreak(SimpleTextStimulus):
    duration = 15000
    stimulus_id = "fifteen_second_break"
    text = "This is a 15 second break. Please rest your eyes or stretch!"

class BreakOverDialog(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "break_over"
    text = ""
    The break has concluded.

Remember: you will use the S key to indicate the face on the left is the best representation and the L key to indicate that the face on the right is the best representation.

Please place your fingers on these keys now so that you can be ready to make your judgments as soon as the task begins.

Press any key to continue."""

class ExperimentFinishedDialog(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "experiment_finished_dialog"
    text = ""
    Thank you! You have finished all of the judgment trials in this study. Before you go, please tell us a bit about yourself.

    Press any key to continue."""

class ChooseGender(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "gender"
    text = """Are you a man or woman?"""
Use the S (man) or L (woman) key to record your response.

```
acceptable_keys = ['s', 'l']
```

class ChooseEthnicity(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "ethnicity"
    text = "What is your race/ethnicity?
1 = Asian
2 = Black
3 = Latino
4 = White
5 = Multiracial / Other"

    acceptable_keys = ['1', '2', '3', '4', '5']

class PostExperimentQuestionsFinished(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "finished"
    text = "You are now finished with the experiment. Please find your experimenter. Do not close this window."

    acceptable_keys = ['p']

class IntroEvent(Event):
    event_id = "intro"
    stages = [IntroTask1, IntroTask2, ReadyFlash]

class MainEvent(Event):
    event_id = "main"  # Identifies this event in the results.
    stages = [MaleFemaleStimulus, wait(500), RevCorrTask]

class BreakEvent(Event):
    event_id = "break"
    stages = [FifteenSecondBreak, BreakOverDialog]

class PostExperimentQuestionsEvent(Event):
    event_id = "questionnaire"
    stages = [ExperimentFinishedDialog, ChooseGender, ChooseEthnicity, PostExperimentQuestionsFinished]

class TestExperiment(Experiment):
    events = ([IntroEvent] +
               [MainEvent] * 5 + [BreakEvent] +
               [MainEvent] * 5 + [BreakEvent] +
               [MainEvent] * 5 + [BreakEvent] + [PostExperimentQuestionsEvent])
# For longer experiment with more trials, uncomment the below for faster testing
# events = ([IntroEvent] +
#     [MainEvent] * 2 + [BreakEvent] +
#     [MainEvent] * 2 + [PostExperimentQuestionsEvent])

if __name__ == '__main__':
    run_app(TestExperiment)
Code for Within Subjects, Ensemble Coding Demo

```python
from stimulus import Stimulus
from task import Task
from event import Event, wait
from experiment import Experiment
from ui import run_app
import util
from widgets.image_grids import RandomImageGrid, CaptionedImage, CenteredImage
from widgets.simple_tasks import SimpleTextTask
from widgets.simple_stimuli import SimpleTextStimulus
from functools import partial
import os
import random

BASE_DIR = os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__))

class FixationCross(Stimulus):
    stimulus_id = "fixation_cross"
    duration = 500
    def render(self):
        self.content = CenteredImage(os.path.join(BASE_DIR, 'assets', 'demo', 'fixation_cross.jpg'),
                                      pos=self.layout.pos,
                                      size=self.layout.size)
        self.layout.add_widget(self.content)

class TestTrialOne(Stimulus):
    stimulus_id = "TestTrialOne"
    duration = 500
    def render(self):
        self.content = CenteredImage(os.path.join(BASE_DIR, 'assets', 'demo', 'TestTrialOne.jpg'),
                                      pos=self.layout.pos,
                                      size=self.layout.size)
        self.layout.add_widget(self.content)

class TestTrialTwo(Stimulus):
    stimulus_id = "TestTrialTwo"
    duration = 500
    def render(self):
        self.content = CenteredImage(os.path.join(BASE_DIR, 'assets', 'demo', 'TestTrialTwo.jpg'),
                                      pos=self.layout.pos,
                                      size=self.layout.size)
        self.layout.add_widget(self.content)
```

pos = self.layout.pos,
    size = self.layout.size)
self.layout.add_widget(self.content)

class TestTrialDV(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "test_trial_dv"
    text = ""
During a real trial, actual questions will be presented here.

Please press any key to continue.
"
"

class PredefinedMaleFemaleStimulus(Stimulus):
    stimulus_id = "image_grid_stimulus" # Identifies this stimulus in the results.
    duration = 500 # Show this stimulus for 500 ms.

def __init__(self, num_male, num_female, subject, **kwargs):
    assert num_male + num_female == 12
    self.num_male = num_male
    self.num_female = num_female
    super(PredefinedMaleFemaleStimulus, self).__init__(subject, **kwargs)

def render(self):
    directories = (os.path.join(BASE_DIR, "assets", "demo", "men"),
                   os.path.join(BASE_DIR, "assets", "demo", "women"),
                   self.num_male,
                   os.path.join(BASE_DIR, "assets", "demo", "women"),
                   self.num_female)

    self.data['num_men'] = self.num_male
    self.layout.add_widget(RandomImageGrid(directories,
                                            pos = self.layout.pos,
                                            size = self.layout.size,
                                            rows = 3,
                                            cols = 4))

class StickRatio(Task):
    task_id = "stick_corr"
    acceptable_keys = ['1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9', '0', 'q',
                        'w', 'e']

def render(self):
    self.content = CaptionedImage(os.path.join(BASE_DIR, 'assets', 'demo',
                                             'ratio_measure.jpg'),
                              'Which **PICTURE** best represents the ratio of men to women you just saw?',

    self.content
pos = self.layout.pos,
size = self.layout.size
self.layout.add_widget(self.content)

def teardown(self):
    pass

class IntroTask1(SimpleTextTask):
task_id = "intro_text1"
text = ""
.. class:: center

Welcome to the lab!

For this study you will see a series of pictures of groups of people.

**You will be shown each image VERY BRIEFLY.**

Please answer the questions following each picture as best you can.

Press any key to continue."

class InstructFitBelongingness(SimpleTextTask):
task_id = "intro_fit_belongingness"
text = ""

DIRECTIONS: In this block, you will be asked **how much you think you fit in with the group** shown in each picture.

Please answer the questions following each picture as best you can.

Press any key to begin this block."

class InstructFitBelongingnessEvent(Event):
event_id = "InstructFitBelongingnessEvent"
stages = [InstructFitBelongingness]

class InstructRatio(SimpleTextTask):
task_id = "intro_ratio"
text = ""

DIRECTIONS: In this block, after each picture, you will be asked to choose the stick figure drawing that **best represents the number of men and women in the group just shown,** with men represented as blue stick figures and women represented as pink stick figures.

Please answer the questions following each picture as best you can.
Press any key to begin this block.

class InstructRatioEvent(Event):
    event_id = "InstructRatioEvent"
    stages = [InstructRatio]

class ReadyFlash(SimpleTextStimulus):
    duration = 500
    stimulus_id = "ready_flash"
    text = "Ready?"

class ExperimentFinishedDialog(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "experiment_finished_dialog"
    text = "Thank you! You have finished all of the judgment trials in this study. Before you go, please tell us a bit about yourself.

Press any key to continue."

class ChooseGender(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "gender"
    text = "What is your gender? Use the 1 (man), 2 (woman), or 3 (non-binary or other identification) key to record your response."
    acceptable_keys = ['1', '2', '3']

class ChooseEthnicity(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "ethnicity"
    text = "Which ethnicity category best describes you?
1 = Asian/Asian American
2 = Black/African/African American
3 = Latino/Hispanic American
4 = White/European American
5 = Native American
6 = Pacific Islander
7 = Multiracial
8 = Other"
    acceptable_keys = ['1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8']

class PostExperimentQuestionsFinished(SimpleTextTask):
task_id = "finished"
text = """You are now finished with the experiment.

Please find your experimenter. Do not close this window.
"""
acceptable_keys = ['p']

class GroupFitQuestion(Task):
    task_id = "group_fit"
    acceptable_keys = ['1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9']
    def render(self):
        self.content = CaptionedImage(os.path.join(BASE_DIR, 'assets', 'demo', 'FitDV.jpg'),
        pos=self.layout.pos,
        size=self.layout.size)
        self.layout.add_widget(self.content)

    def teardown(self):
        # TODO recode 'a' -> 1, etc.
        pass

class GroupBelongingQuestion(Task):
    task_id = "group_belonging"
    acceptable_keys = ['1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9']
    def render(self):
        self.content = CaptionedImage(os.path.join(BASE_DIR, 'assets', 'demo', 'BelongingDV.jpg'),
        pos=self.layout.pos,
        size=self.layout.size)
        self.layout.add_widget(self.content)

    def teardown(self):
        # TODO recode 'a' -> 1, etc.
        pass

class IntroEvent(Event):
    event_id = "intro"
    stages = [IntroTask1, ReadyFlash]
event_id = "ratio" # Identifies this event in the results.

    def __init__(self, num_men, *args, **kwargs):
        self.stages = [FixationCross, partial(PredefinedMaleFemaleStimulus, num_men, 12-num_men),
                       wait(500), StickRatio]
        super(RatioEvent, self).__init__(*args, **kwargs)

class BelongingFitEvent(Event):
    event_id = "belonging_fit_event" # Identifies this event in the results.

    def __init__(self, num_men, *args, **kwargs):
        dvs = [GroupFitQuestion, GroupBelongingQuestion]
        random.shuffle(dvs)
        self.stages = [FixationCross, partial(PredefinedMaleFemaleStimulus, num_men, 12-num_men),
                       wait(500)] + dvs
        super(BelongingFitEvent, self).__init__(*args, **kwargs)

class PostExperimentQuestionsEvent(Event):
    event_id = "demographics"
    stages = [ExperimentFinishedDialog, ChooseGender,
               ChooseEthnicity, PostExperimentQuestionsFinished]

class IntroTestTrial(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "intro_test_trials"
    text = """To get you prepared for the actual experiment, you will be completing three test trials.
These are just to get you familiar with the keyboard and prompts. You will see an image flash on screen before being asked a question about it.

Press any key to continue.
""

class DoneTestTrial(SimpleTextTask):
    task_id = "completed_test_trials"
    text = 'You have successfully completed the test trials. The actual experiment will begin now.

Press any key to continue when you are ready.
''

class TestTrial(Event):

event_id = "test_trial"
stages = [IntroTestTrial, FixationCross, TestTrialOne, TestTrialDV, FixationCross, TestTrialTwo, TestTrialDV, DoneTestTrial]

def make_events(intro, event, trials_by_num_men):
    """Takes a dictionary mapping number of men to number of trials.
    (e.g. {0: 40, 3: 40, 6: 40, 9: 40, 12: 40}. Returns a sequence of events that
    will contain one of each of the trials requested, in random order.
    For example, the dictionary above would result in 200 trials evenly split
    among 0, 3, 6, 9, and 12 men."""
    events = []
    for num_men, num_trials in trials_by_num_men.items():
        events += [partial(event, num_men) for i in range(num_trials)]
    random.shuffle(events)
    return [intro] + events

class TestExperiment(Experiment):
    def __init__(self, *args, **kwargs):
        blocks = [make_events(InstructRatioEvent, RatioEvent, {0: 10, 3: 10, 6: 10, 9: 10, 12: 10}),
                  make_events(InstructFitBelongingnessEvent, BelongingFitEvent, {0: 10, 3: 10, 6: 10, 9: 10, 12: 10})],
        random.shuffle(blocks)
        self.events = [IntroEvent] + [TestTrial] + blocks[0] + blocks[1] +
        [PostExperimentQuestionsEvent]
        super(TestExperiment, self).__init__(*args, **kwargs)

if __name__ == '__main__':
    run_app(TestExperiment)
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